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Abstract

This thesis investigates the activity of pro-amateur composers in order to identify

possible design improvements to a category of composition software called digital

audio workstations. Pro-amateur composers are composers who are not full-time

professional musicians but who have a considerably greater level of expertise than

amateurs. In contrast to the collaborative settings that this group is normally

studied in this thesis will focus on situations where pro-amateur composers work

independently.

Existing research on the use of composition software is reviewed, revealing that

the composition process can involve a wide variety of component activities and

overarching macro structures, and that other aids are often used in addition to

composition software. Studies have also indicated that the design of composition

software may constrain the creativity of composers. Four important considerations

are identified for studying composers: triangulating multiple data capture methods,

avoiding study designs that constrain what activities can be observed, capturing use

of any external aids, and studying the use of a variety of composition software (or a

prototype design) to mitigate any constraints that are due to the software’s design.

Four pro-amateur composers were observed composing in their usual environments

using a methodology based on interaction analysis. Based on information recorded

about the settings, artefacts used, and activities carried out, three major patterns

are observed. Firstly, existing tools support different composition activities to

varying degrees, with additional support needed for improvisation, reflection, and

auditioning incompletely specified material; secondly, composers make coordinated

use of multiple representations; and finally, composers make use of strategies that

enable selective allocation of time and effort (habituation, limited exploration, and

self-constraining).
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Previous authors have usedmany different notions of external cognitionwhen study-

ing the use of composition software. A literature review of such studies identifies

techniques that can be applied to improve the representations used in composition

software. Seven techniques are described: selective representation, diverse media

types, structured representations, incomplete specification, representing alterna-

tives, task lists, and representing history. A detailed review of evidence from the

literature and the observational study is used to identify implementation sugges-

tions for each technique. The technique of task lists has been studied significantly

less in the literature on composition software and appears to be a fruitful avenue

for further exploration.

A prototype to-do list website designed for coordinated use with Ableton Live is

created to further investigate the task lists technique by studying how it is used by

five pro-amateur composers. Using thematic analysis of interviews triangulated

with video recordings and logs, four main themes are identified: using to-do lists

to plan and focus, changing to-do list items over time, organising to-do lists, and

applicability of to-do lists. Seven key patterns of activity that are enabled by task

lists are also described: planning activity, journalling activity, interleaving activities,

reflection, organising the to-do list, idea capture, and collaboration. Task lists appear

to be useful because explicitly representing tasks, processes, and plans helps the

composer to consider those subjects; and also because task lists ease many related

activities, such as tracking incomplete work, monitoring deviation from a planned

creative direction, or identifying and re-using useful strategies. Two important

considerations for design of task lists in DAWs are identified: how task lists are

integrated with the DAW, and how to increase the visibility of the composer’s

activity. For both considerations, specific suggestions are made for how these could

be achieved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis investigates the activity of composers using a type of composition soft-

ware called digital audio workstations.

This chapter will first focus on introducing digital audio workstations in more

detail, providing an initial overview of the literature, in order to clarify the scope

of the thesis. In particular, this thesis will focus specifically on the design of the

user interfaces of digital audio workstations, considering their use by pro-amateur

composers, while they are creating music independently.

Following sections will list the research questions that will be investigated, and

summarise themethodological approach. Finally, the main contributions to the

literature of this thesis will be described, along with the structure of the remaining

chapters.

1.1 Digital audio workstations

Digital audio workstations (DAWs) are software packages designed to recreate and

replace many of the technologies found in a traditional recording studio. The DAW

provides functionality that previously required devices such as multitrack tape

recorders and mixing desks (Bell, Hein, and Ratcliffe 2015), hardware synthesisers

and effects, physical hardware racks, modular systems (Barlindhaug 2007), drum

machines, and also devices introduced to the studio in the 1980s such as sampling

keyboards and MIDI sequencing hardware.
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The DAW is a creativity support tool (CST): software designed to support creative

processes. More information and a more general introduction to CSTs can be found

in Resnick et al. (2005) and Hewett et al. (2005), and an up-to-date review of CST

research can be found in Frich et al. (2019). Many studies of CSTs have yielded

results or proposed approaches that are relevant to DAW design and these will be

discussed in later chapters. The research questions and findings of this thesis relate

entirely to musicians using DAWs but may be useful to researchers studying related

types of CST.

This section will introduce the DAW, describing in overview:

1. the historical development of DAW designs

2. the advantages and criticisms of the design of DAW interfaces

3. the impact of the technology on the users of DAWs

4. the definition of a DAW

1.1.1 Historical development

While a range of systems designed to support composition with computers had

been created in academia in the 60s and 70s, such as MUSIC-N, Groove, and SSSP

(Pennycook 1985), it was not until the 1980s that the direct ancestors of the modern

DAW started to appear.

Digital hard disk recorders, initially used as a replacement for tape recording,

evolved into software tools for editing an digital audio recording during the 1980s.

By the mid-1980s, systems such as Studer MacMix (Yavelow 1989) had introduced a

timeline view based on the multitrack recorder commonly used in studios, though

it had to be used in combination with an expensive hardware audio workstation,

limiting the potential audience. By the end of the decade, software such asDigidesign

Sound Tools brought limited versions of this functionality to the mass market

(Eldridge and Taylor 1990), complete with a software mixing console interface with

faders. At this stage, systems still required a specialist sound card and were only

capable of mixing four tracks of audio at once, but did permit useful features such

as non-destructive editing.

MIDI sequencers (both hardware and software-based) were widely adopted by

recording studios after their 1983 introduction (Théberge 2004), but early audio
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editors also provided only text-based interfaces. The piano roll, a graphical interface

for editing MIDI note data, was included in a commercial MIDI sequencer in the

late 1980s and adopted by competitors. After the graphical “Arrange” view adopting

the multitrack recorder model was introduced in Cubase in 1989, it was rapidly

adopted by competitors and became a standard interface (Bell, Hein, and Ratcliffe

2015).

Graphical programming systems such as Max (Puckette 2002) and Patchwork (As-

sayag et al. 1999), created in the late 1980s, allowed musicians to create their own

synthesised sounds and audio effects. Again, these featured a new graphical inter-

face, in this instance allowing users to connect “devices” by dragging “wires”, similar

to a modular synthesiser hardware.

Starting in 1990, these different approaches started to converge with the creation

of integrated DAWs that allowed editing and playback of both audio and MIDI

using a graphical interface (Bell, Hein, and Ratcliffe 2015). This brought together

the multitrack recorder, mixing desk, and piano roll approaches to the graphical

manipulation ofmusic in one common system. This was followed by the widespread

adoption beginning in 1996 of a standard interface, VST (Tanev and Božinovski

2014), that facilitated the development and use of emulated synthesisers and audio

effects for DAWs.

By the late 1990s, home computers had become powerful enough to support the

playback of multiple channels of high-quality audio simultaneously (Théberge

2004). Audio could be generated and manipulated by routing it through a signal

flow network of simulated instruments and effects. The interfaces to control this

network varied between DAWs, with some adopting a simulation of the “insert slots”

and “sends” found in hardware mixing consoles (Gibson and Polfreman 2011), while

others took the approach previously used by graphical programming systems of

simulated wired connections (Walther-Hansen 2017).

1.1.2 Interface design

The previous section described how the interfaces of DAWs are heavily based on

existing studio hardware, primarily:

1. multitrack tape recorders
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2. mixing consoles

3. hardware synthesisers and effects

4. mechanisms for routing audio signals, either through wires or slots and sends

associated with each mixing channel.

Even individual hardware components such as sliders and rotary knobs are recreated

in DAWs (Duignan et al. 2004).

We can describe this as heavy use of a specific interface design strategy: interface

metaphors. This strategy involves providing interfaces that have aspects of a familiar

entity - in this case, existing studio hardware - but which also have their own

behaviours and properties.

“Interface metaphors have proven to be highly successful, providing

users with a familiar orienting device and helping them understand

and learn how to use a system. People find it easier to learn and talk

about what they are doing at the computer interface in terms familiar

to them” (Rogers, Sharp, and Preece 2011)

The DAW interface imitates the older studio hardware that it replaces both in

appearance and function. The use of metaphors in this way suggests users would

find a DAW and easier to use as a result. However, as Duignan et al. (2004) point

out, “an important question that must be answered to validate the dependence on

music hardware metaphors is: what proportion of new and potential users have

prior experience with music hardware?” A clear example of this is the commonly

used metaphor of the traditional analogue mixing console, something which an

entire generation of native DAW users will think of as a “museum piece”:

“To the user unfamiliar with the design metaphor of the mixing console

presented to them on screen, the console is not a representation of a

mixing interface - it is the mixing interface” (Bell 2015).

Users of digital audio workstation may not have used a multitrack recorder or

oscilloscope, but interfaces based on these technologies still appear in DAWs (Mar-

rington 2016), and are even more unlikely to be familiar with the original piano

roll (popular in the early 20th century) when using the piano roll metaphor to edit

notes.
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If DAWs are not using these metaphors because they will be familiar and intuitive to

an audience of users of the original technology, what purpose do they serve instead?

The metaphors in DAWs are unusual in nature in that they are extremely careful

reproductions of the original (in contrast to, for example, the classic “file” metaphor

which does not function like real paper files), sometimes incorporating details that

actually make the interface more difficult to use. This suggests that composers

desire these metaphors because of their “aesthetic characteristics” and have a desire

to use “inaccessible iconic technology” (Barlindhaug 2007; Marrington 2016), and

that DAWs adopt the aesthetics of older hardware in order to market their product

to aspiring music stars.

Of course, other explanations could reasonably be suggested for the considerable

similarity between DAW interfaces and older hardware. The common repertoire of

metaphors used across different DAWs could make it easier for users to adopt a new

DAW, or help composers move between the use of multiple different DAW systems

in the course of a project. For composers who wish to use an external physical

interface to control some aspects of the DAW, such as a specialised controller with

knobs and faders rather than a mouse and keyboard, using a similar interface in the

DAW provides a natural mapping from the physical controller to elements of the

DAW.

Previous authors have been keen to emphasise that there are significant disadvan-

tages to the common metaphors used in DAWs. The “mixing desk” metaphor has

been particularly criticised and a number of alternative interfaces proposed (Geli-

neck, Büchert, and Andersen 2013; and in great detail in Mycroft 2018, chap. 2). The

restrictions of the multitrack recorder metaphor (with a graphical display of tracks

as rows) are discussed by Gohlke et al. (2010), and the metaphorical approaches to

signal flow can also have disadvantages (Barlindhaug 2007; Gibson and Polfreman

2011; Myllys 2014). In particular, a key concern of authors is that of technological

determinism: does the use of a DAW encourage the composers to create music in

particular ways? To contribute towards the understanding of this question, this

thesis will focus on how composers make use of the interfaces provided in DAWs,

and how design changes might influence the activity of composers.

The following section will focus on who these composers are.
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1.1.3 Users

Traditionally in a recording studio work was carried by a team of professionals

with specialised roles, including songwriters, producers, studio musicians, and

sound engineers (Leyshon 2001), with sound engineers being further specialised

into recording engineers, sound editors, mixing engineers, and mastering engineers

(Pras, Guastavino, and Lavoie 2013). This separation into different roles was so

marked that it could extend to confining different personnel to different spaces

within the studio (Bell 2014).

However, the advent of the DAW created software packages that support a complete

integrated process of music creation: one that enables a single person to carry out

the tasks associated with all of the traditional studio roles (Méndez 2015). These

specialised roles have disappeared within the studio environment in favour of

‘multiskilled’ professionals (Pras, Guastavino, and Lavoie 2013), and songwriting and

production skills now overlap in many genres of music, a change driven primarily

by the ease-of-use and low costs of digital tools (Bennett 2011). As a result of this, as

Bell, Hein, and Ratcliffe (2015) points out, “in the digital era, performance, recording,

and composition have largely collapsed into a single act.”

Hracs (2012) observed that:

“with professional and even consumer software, recording, editing, mix-

ing, and mastering digitally recorded music has become easy enough

for a much larger number of musicians to do on their own. . . this

constitutes a fundamental shift in the working lives of musicians who,

under the major label model of music production, allocated the ma-

jority of their time to performing creative tasks such as song writing,

recording, and performing”.

This change has supported the growth and development of a specific class of mu-

sicians: one distinct both from novices and professionals. Armed with the digital

audio workstation, these composers now are capable of creating polished sounding

music without the assistance of specialised professionals at a commercial recording

studio. These composers have been referred to variously as prosumers (Cole 2011),

recordists (Merrill 2010), hobbyists (Kaloterakis 2013), and pro-amateurs (Méndez

2015), the latter terminology being adopted in this thesis. Pro-amateurs may be
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engaged in full-time education or work in another area, but are still dedicated and

passionate about their composition work.

Pro-amateurs have different practices and experience different challenges to other

categories of composers (Hoare et al. 2014). They may create their own working

methods or adopt those of friends and other pro-amateur collaborators, in contrast

to studio professionals who have “learned their trade by shadowing experienced vet-

erans of the craft” (Bell 2014). As Marrington (2016) points out, “this ‘incompetence’

where such specialist skills are concerned is. . . actually advantageous in discovering

new creative possibilities”. As a result of their novel and distinct characteristics, this

group has generated academic interest.

This thesis will focus on pro-amateur composers using studies of their activity to

investigate DAW design. Findings that relate to pro-amateur composers may also be

relevant to other groups of composers and this will be further discussed in Chapter

6.

Existing studies of pro-amateurs typically focus on collaborative settings in which

composers, musicians and/or recording engineers are working together (McGrath,

Chamberlain, and Benford 2016; Nabavian 2010; McGarry et al. 2017). By contrast,

this thesis will focus on the work of individual composers who work in isolation

and are responsible for all aspects of a composition.

In order to study the composers using DAWs, it is important to first define what a

DAW is. The following section will discuss this question.

1.1.4 Defining the digital audio workstation

Several authors have previously attempted to define the DAW. Duignan, Noble, and

Biddle (2005) locate digital audio workstations within a taxonomy of composition

tools used for sequencing music events:

1. textual language music tools (such as MUSIC-N, CLM, CSound, and Super-

collider)

2. sample and loop triggers (such as MPCs and programmable drum machines)

3. visual programming tools (such as Max, PureData, and OpenMusic)

4. linear sequencers (which includes the subcategory of digital audio worksta-

tions)
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Zadel and Scavone (2006) echo these distinctions in their description of software

for performance control, drawing a distinction between timeline-oriented software

(i.e. linear sequencers, including digital audio workstations) and procedural soft-

ware (textual and visual programming tools). Composition software has also been

divided into three broader categories (see Wilkie 2014, 10): music notation software

(which may also be referred to as score-writing software); music generation and

performance software; and music sequencing, recording, and production software

(a category containing digital audio workstations).

It is important to note that while the DAWs of the 1990s might have easily been

placed within one category of these models, the modern DAW does not fit as easily.

The description by Duignan, Noble, and Biddle (2005) of a linear sequencer in which

“all events must be placed at an absolute time location” and “playback proceeds

linearly from start to end” do not describe modern DAWs which may also provide

non-linear alternatives to the timeline. The distinction drawn by Wilkie (2014)

between notation software, performance software, and sequencing software has

also been blurred by digital audio workstations that offer support for notation and

live performances. Some digital audio workstations have integrated support for

textual or visual programming systems.

An alternative definition of the DAW is in terms of the material that it manipulates.

(Marrington 2016) has taken this approach, stating that “A DAW’s essential function-

ality. . . is to allow for the manipulation of two main forms of information, MIDI

data and digital audio.” This definition has the advantage of succinctness, but fails

to distinguish the DAW from other tools (for example, music visual programming

tools), and ignores the importance of the support other mediums in the DAW (such

as video for composers scoring films, and OSC or CV envelopes for composers

working with additional hardware and software tools). When considering the DAW

in terms of the materials it manipulates even the final output of a DAW, which might

originally have been assumed to be a single stereo audio file, has now broadened.

DAWs may now be used to create a set of multitrack stems, a live performance,

multiple mixes for different surround sound setups, or a library of pre-prepared

loops for use by other composers.

It is also important to consider that even describing the DAW as a software package

may also be misleading. DAWs are frequently used in combination with hardware
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devices (Nash 2012, 20), and it is increasingly common for DAWmanufacturers to

sell dedicated hardware designed for use in combination the software (e.g. Native

Instruments’Maschine or Ableton’s Push), with the hardware becoming the primary

user interface for the combined system.

Instead, the most useful definition of a DAW may instead be one that considers the

capabilities theDAWprovides. Bell (2015) describes theDAWas “a categorisation that

has evolved over time, withmost sharing common capabilities including sequencing,

recording, and mixing music, with support for software synthesis”. For the purposes

of this thesis, we will focus on considering the “archetypal” DAW capabilities: those

common capabilities seen across many existing examples, and are likely to continue

to be found in DAWs of the future as technology evolves:

1. arranging audio and MIDI data (“clips”) within tracks on a graphical timeline

2. virtual instruments and effects whose parameters can be automated on the

timeline

3. control of a signal flow network associated with the tracks, instruments, and

effects

4. control of volume and stereo panning of tracks

5. playback and recording of audio and MIDI material

6. output of a final audio waveform “mixdown” that is the resulting composition.

While this thesis must adopt a clear definition of what a “DAW” is, in order to limit

the scope of what will be studied, it is important to note that this also artificially

constrains the corresponding definition of what a “composition createdwith a DAW”

is.

1.2 Research questions

This thesis addresses the following questions:

1. How do pro-amateur composers use DAWs?

· How do these composers work?

· How is their behaviour similar to and different from composition as

described in the literature?

· What facilities of the DAW do they use?

· What additional facilities might be useful to them?
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2. How could the representations in DAWs be improved?

· What are the problems with current DAW interfaces and representa-

tions?

· What solutions have already been identified in the literature?

· How do these solutions relate to the work of pro-amateur composers?

· What are the “low-hanging fruit” for improving DAW designs?

By the conclusion of Chapter 4, using task lists in DAWs is found to be both underex-

plored in the existing literature and also potentially useful for the behaviours seen

as important to pro-amateur composers. This leads to a third research question:

3. How could pro-amateur composers use task lists in concert with a DAW?

· How are task lists useful to pro-amateur composers working with a

DAW?

· What activities do pro-amateur composers use task lists to carry out?

· What further improvements to the representations in DAWs would

support these activities?

1.3 Methodology

A study of pro-amateur composers using digital audio workstations at the present

moment must navigate a significant disparity in the amount of research: there is

a significant body of literature from many years of research of composers using

DAWs, but there is very little research specifically on pro-amateurs composing with

DAWs and other composition software (see Chapter 2).

As a result, this area requires research that might seem contradictory: both research

that is informed by the existing research about known important issues for com-

posers, but also exploratory research to that uses a grounded approach to determine

important issues for pro-amateurs.

In order to resolve this tension, this thesis will take the following approach:

1. initially, a study specifically of the behaviour of pro-amateurs to find important

unmet requirements for this group;

2. secondly, a detailed literature review of research into DAWs to relate the

specific requirements of pro-amateurs found in the study to the existing
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work into composition more generally;

3. finally, based on both the previous study and the literature review, a previously

under-explored but also relevant area is identified (“task lists”), and a study is

carried out using a prototype system designed to investigate this area.

The following chapters will describe this approach in more detail.

Some important methodological issues should also be discussed at this point.

Defining creativity. Musical composition is a creative activity. Other authors

studying composition software (Coughlan 2009, chap. 2; Nash 2012, chap. 3) have

provided detailed overviews of the many definitions and theories of creativity that

have been proposed, and investigated how the use of software tools impacts the

creativity of composers. In this thesis, there will be no attempt made to define

“creativity” as a concept or to suggest ways that it might be enhanced or increased.

The thesis instead focuses on identifying specific externally observable processes that

composers make use of when creating music, how well (or poorly) those processes

are supported by the existing software they use, and design changes that might

better support those processes.

Unique composition practices. Musical composition is a process that is neces-

sarily idiosyncratic: there is no single way to compose, and composers seek to work

in novel ways both for their own enjoyment and to ensure novelty in their creative

output. There are also an enormous set of genres each with their own conventions

of processes, inputs, and outputs. As a result, this thesis cannot produce a single

universal set of design requirements for pro-amateur composers, but instead uses

the findings from nine pro-amateur composers to suggest design directions to

consider.

Author’s experience. Musical composition is an area which requires highly spe-

cialised knowledge, and the issues facing pro-amateur composers using DAWs are

another specific sub-field within that area. The analysis of composer’s activity in

this thesis is therefore based on the author’s knowledge of and experiences of per-

forming and recording as part of pro-amateur bands using DAWs, along with many

years of training in playing classical instruments. The author also has experience of

using tracker and notation software in past projects. While the findings from this

thesis are based on the research of other composers the conclusions drawn about
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their behaviour will unavoidably be shaped by the viewpoint of the author.

1.4 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. A literature review that identifies the strengths and weaknesses of existing

studies in this area. The review identifies what methods have been used

to study which groups, what groups have been studied, and what kinds

of patterns can be seen. Findings from this review will be of most use to

researchers designing studies of composers using software tools.

2. A fine-grained account of the activity of four pro-amateur composers in a

naturalistic setting, using an interaction analysis approach to generate infor-

mation about the activity from setting, person, object and task orientated

viewpoints.

3. A catalogue of techniques for designing DAWs in order to support the processes

and activities that are used by pro-amateur composers. Specific recommenda-

tions are given for how to implement these techniques based on the literature

review and study. The techniques that are most ripe for further investigation

are also identified. The catalogue of techniques will be most useful to design-

ers of research prototypes or commercial products that are used with a DAW

or as part of a DAW.

4. A fine-grained account of the activity of five pro-amateur composers using

a prototype task list system in a lab setting, with interaction analysis and

thematic analysis used as complementary analysis techniques to identify im-

portant themes, activity patterns enabled by task lists, and further design

recommendations.

Each contribution is described more fully in chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively.

Findings from this thesis may also be useful for people working in related fields

within creativity support tools. In particular, tools that are primarily based around

a timeline (such as video editing tools) may benefit from applying the techniques

identified in this thesis.
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1.5 Structure

Chapter two, Studies of composition with computers, reviews the existing literature

around composition using computer tools.

The first part describes which populations of composers have been studied, what

methodologies have been used to study them, and what settings studies have been

carried out in. The second part reviews the findings of these studies, discussing

the macro structure of the composition process, the component activities of com-

position, problems in existing tools, and use of external aids such as paper notes.

Finally, based on the observations made in the review, some important study design

considerations for this research area are summarised.

Chapter three, Observing the use of existing DAW tools, details the design and re-

sults of a study based on the criteria from the previous chapter. Four pro-amateur

composers are studied in their normal working environments using an interaction

analysismethodology. Consistent with this methodology, setting-oriented, person-

oriented, object-oriented, and task-oriented data were gathered, along with biographi-

cal information gathered through semi-structured interviews.

From this analysis, three patterns are described: varying levels of support for the

different activities involved in composition, coordinating and combining multiple

representations, and selective allocation of time and effort.

By relating the findings from this chapter to those in the previous chapter, the focus

for the remainder of the thesis is then identified: the use of external representations

by composers, particularly to support the activities and strategies used by pro-

amateur composers.

Chapter four, Representation design in DAWs, reviews existing research relating to

the use of external representations in composition software to identify techniques

for designing DAWs.

A number of techniques are identified which can help support composers: selec-

tive representation, diverse media types, structured representations, incomplete

specification, representing alternatives, task lists, and representing history.

For each technique, specific suggestions are made of potential ways to implement
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these techniques that have not yet been explored in digital audioworkstations. Based

on the lack of existing research and the potential relevance to pro-amateur users,

the task lists technique is identified as a good candidate for further investigation.

Chapter five, Evaluating a to-do list for a DAW, describes a study to gain more

insight into the task lists technique identified in the previous chapter. The task lists

technique is implemented in a prototype tool that can be used with an existing digital

audio workstation, Ableton Live.

By analysing video recordings and log data from a composition task and semi-

structured interviews with the composers, four common themes are identified, and

seven patterns of activity that task lists support are described. Based on these find-

ings, general conclusions are drawn regarding why task lists are useful to composers,

and two important considerations for designing task lists in DAWs are highlighted.

Chapter six, Conclusion, summarises the findings and contributions of this work.

Following this, answers to the research questions are each discussed in turn, and

the contributions summarised. The quality of the research in this thesis is evaluated

through a critical reflection. Finally, suggestions for future work in this area are

proposed.
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Studies of composition with computers

This thesis seeks to first understand the existing working practices of music com-

posers working with digital audio workstations. An initial step along this path

was a review of the literature of studies of composers using composition software.

The results of this review will inform the design of the studies of pro-amateur

composers that will be described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.

The first part of this chapter describes the populations of composers that have

been studied and whichmethodologies have been used to study them.

The second part of this chapter summarises the findings of the surveyed studies,

focusing upon findings relating to four key themes found in the literature:

1. what is the structure of the composition process?

2. what activities are involved in composition?

3. what problems exist with composition tools?

4. what external aids are used by composers to work around these problems?

Finally, some important study design considerations for this research area are

summarised.

2.1 Populations of composers

Composers may work in different musical genres and social contexts and may have

differing levels of expertise and training. The studies in this review used participants

who could be described as being in one of several populations:
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Amateur composers may have limited training and experience or none at all. This

group is very infrequently studied.

Children are more frequently studied, usually in the context of the literature on

music education, and some of the earliest studies of composition using computer

tools are of children (Folkestad, Hargreaves, and Lindström 1998; Seddon andO’Neill

2003; Farbood, Pasztor, and Jennings 2004). Some studies in educational settings,

like that of adolescents in Tobias (2013), are of subjects who are old enough to

use professional tools and provide results that may be applicable to composition

behaviour in general.

Academic composers
1
are students or staff of a university music department and

usually have significant formal musical training. They were the most common

population used in the studies that were reviewed, and almost all studies published

before 2008 were of this group. Most studies of academic composers use a case

study approach with only a few composers being included in each study.

Professional composers may write soundtracks for film, music, and games and

have significant practical experience. With the notable exception of Collins (2005),

studies of professional composers using DAWs were only found after 2008 in this

review. Professional composers are often studied working alone, with some excep-

tions (Auvinen 2019). Some studies are able to recruit larger numbers of composers

by speculatively contacting record labels (Gelineck and Serafin 2009) or by using

existing personal contacts in the music industry (Duignan 2008; Morey 2017; Auvi-

nen 2019). Roels (2016) has reviewed existing studies of composition by professional

composers.

Pro-amateur composers are a group who have significant expertise marking them

as clearly distinct from amateurs, but who are not in full time professional musical

work, distinguishing them from professional composers. A number of studies of pro-

amateur composers have been published since 2015 (Koszolko 2015; Méndez 2015),

and in some studies, the terminology “pro-amateur” is explicitly used (McGarry

et al. 2017; McGrath, Chamberlain, and Benford 2016). All studies of pro-amateur

composers found in this review were of collaborative work. Some studies recruit

1
As not all studies describe their study participants clearly, any composers described as “contem-

porary composers”, “electroacoustic composers”, or users of tools mostly used in academia (e.g.Max,
OpenMusic) were categorised as “academic composers” for the purposes of this review.
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composers of a mix of abilities online, resulting in many pro-amateur composers

being sampled, and this more indiscriminate approach to recruitment permits

studies on a much larger scale of hundreds of composers (Méndez 2015; Etinger and

Orehovački 2017) in some cases.

2.2 Methodologies for studying composition

A variety of methods have been used for gathering data on composition using

computers: these are summarised in Table 2.1. These have included interviews

and discussions; observation and recording of video, audio, screen capture, and

screenshots; data logging and analysis of saved data; participatory observation and

design; questionnaires; and diary studies. When the composition tool studied is a

notation tool, rather than a DAW, expert score analysis is sometimes also used.

Table 2.1: Methods for gathering data on composers writing using music software

Methods Studies

Audio recording Amitani and Hori (2002), Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham (2010),

McGarry et al. (2017), McGrath, Chamberlain, and Benford (2016),

Brooker and Sharrock (2016)

Diary study Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham (2010)

Datalogging Collins (2005), McCulloch (2014), Nash (2012), Jillings and Stables (2017)

Discussions Coughlan and Johnson (2006), Donin and Theureau (2007), McGrath,

Chamberlain, and Benford (2016), Smith (2011), Thiebaut (2010)

Interview Auvinen (2019), Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham (2010), Bell (2014),

Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold (2009), Collins (2005), Coughlan and

Johnson (2006), Donin and Theureau (2007), Duignan, Noble, and

Biddle (2010), Eaglestone et al. (2001), Folkestad, Hargreaves, and

Lindström (1998), Garcia et al. (2011), Gelineck and Serafin (2009), Healey

and Thiebaut (2007), Marrington (2010), Morey (2017), Polfreman (1997),

Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay (2009), Tobias (2013)

Observation Auvinen (2019), Coughlan and Johnson (2006), Duignan, Noble, and

Biddle (2010), Eaglestone et al. (2001), Eaglestone et al. (2007), Folkestad,

Hargreaves, and Lindström (1998), Marrington (2010), McGarry et al.

(2017), McGrath, Chamberlain, and Benford (2016), Polfreman (1997),

Tobias (2013), Farbood, Pasztor, and Jennings (2004)

Online video Macchiusi (2017), Nash (2012)

Online forums Macchiusi (2017)

Participatory design Garcia et al. (2011), Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay (2009)

Participatory

observation

Koszolko (2015), Brooker and Sharrock (2016)
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Methods Studies

Questionairre Coughlan and Johnson (2006), Etinger (2016), Gelineck and Serafin

(2009), Méndez (2015), Nash (2012), Peterson (2008), Polfreman (1997),

Etinger and Orehovački (2017)

Saved data analysis Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham (2010), Collins (2005), Folkestad,

Hargreaves, and Lindström (1998), Jennings (2006), Jillings and Stables

(2017)

Score analysis Donin and Theureau (2007), Healey and Thiebaut (2007), McCulloch

(2014), Peterson (2008), Smith (2011)

Screen recording Collins (2005), Donin and Theureau (2007), Eaglestone et al. (2001),

Eaglestone et al. (2007), Peterson and Schubert (2007), Peterson (2008),

Brooker and Sharrock (2016), Tobias (2013)

Software and

customisation

analysis

Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold (2009), Donin and Theureau (2007),

Duignan, Noble, and Biddle (2010)

Verbal protocol Collins (2005), Eaglestone et al. (2007)

Video recording Amitani and Hori (2002), Auvinen (2019), Bell (2014), Eaglestone et al.

(2001), Eaglestone et al. (2007), Peterson (2008), Polfreman (1997),

Thiebaut (2010), Brooker and Sharrock (2016), Tobias (2013)

Early studies identified a need for triangulating the results ofmultiple data collection

methodologies (Eaglestone et al. 2001) and almost all studies that were reviewed

have taken this approach. This has also been identified as good practice for studies

of creativity support tools in general (Hewett et al. 2005). A typical approach used by

the majority of reviewed studies is to combine data from discussions or interviews

with at least one other method of collecting data. However, some recent studies

have now begun to use one method for gathering data without triangulating against

another source of data (Etinger 2016; Etinger and Orehovački 2017; Méndez 2015),

presumably due to the unprecedented sample sizes of hundreds of composers that

this approach permits.

Some authors have given advice on the choice of data collection methods. Bell

(2014) and Donin and Theureau (2007) suggest that for more longitudinal studies,

it can be useful to enhance interviews and discussions by using a stimulated recall

approach, in which interviews are carried out while composers examine the physical

artefacts they created during the composition process. McCulloch (2014) critique

using video/screen capture without also analysing saved data or data logged data,

as examining video alone may cause some aspects of composition to be missed,

particularly those related to improvisation.
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While many studies of composition look at composer’s existing behaviour, another

common approach is to examine the composer’s reactions to a prototype composi-

tion system (Amitani and Hori 2002; Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2010;

McCulloch 2014) or to a prototype tool that provides an additional interface for an

existing system (Garcia et al. 2011; Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay 2009). More

recently, a simple DAW that runs in the web browser and permits data logging of

user activity has also been used in Jillings and Stables (2017).

2.2.1 Study quality

Collins (2005) makes five specific criticisms of the literature available at the time. For

studies which involve observing composers working, these can be used as criteria

to evaluate their study design:

1. longitudinal: does the study capture larger-scale creative processes that occur

over a significant period of time?

2. microscale: are finer-grained phenomena described in addition to macro-scale

activity?

3. tools: are the composers provided with compositional tools of an appropriate

quality?

4. naturalistic: does the work studied involve realistic tasks carried out in a

“real-world” setting?

5. polyphonic: are composers asked to write music for more than just a solo

instrument?

For the studies of solo composition for which these criteria were applicable, their

performance is listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Evaluation of study designs against the criteria from Collins (2005)

Study Longitudinal Microscale Tools Naturalistic Polyphonic

Amitani and Hori (2002) X X X

Bainbridge, Novak, and

Cunningham (2010)

X X X

Bell (2014) X X X X X

Collins (2005) X X X X X

Donin and Theureau (2007) X X X X
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Study Longitudinal Microscale Tools Naturalistic Polyphonic

Duignan, Noble, and Biddle

(2010)

X X X X

Eaglestone et al. (2007) X X X X X

Jennings (2006) X

Jillings and Stables (2017) X X X

Marrington (2010) X X X

McCulloch (2014) X X X

Nash (2012) X X X

Peterson and Schubert (2007) X X X

Peterson (2008) X X X

Polfreman (1997) X X X X

Thiebaut (2010) X X

Only authors who chose to restrict their design to a case study of one or two

composers were able to meet all five criteria, which suggests it may be difficult to

ensure all criteria are met in studies with a larger number of participants. It appears

that ensuring tasks and settings are naturalistic and that composers are studied over

an extended time period are particularly challenging goals to meet. In this review, a

similar pattern was also observed in studies of collaborative composition.

Study designs need to consider the benefits and disadvantages of meeting the criteria

against a larger sample size. Larger sample sizes may give a broader picture of

composition practices, giving results more generalisable to other composers, but

this may come at the expense of being unable to observe some types of composer

behaviour.

2.2.2 Study settings

Studies of composition with computer tools took place in one of two settings until

recently:

Field studies take place in the normal environment used by the composer to

work. As a result, they are often useful for studies that are highly naturalistic.

Methodologies that would be simple to carry out in a field setting are observation,

verbal protocol, and capturing a record of electronic and paper representations
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(for example, by photographs or asking composers to regularly save their work).

Examples of field studies include the observations of university music production

society jam sessions in Coughlan and Johnson (2006) and of composers working in

their home or workplace studios in Eaglestone et al. (2007).

Lab studies have additional advantages and disadvantages while permitting the

samemethodologies as field settings. An advantage of a lab study is that no disruptive

installation of new software or hardware in the composers working environment

is necessary; a disadvantage of a lab study is that it requires the composers to

travel to the lab, which would reduce the number of potential participants to only

those nearby. Some lab studies attempt to increase realism by asking composers to

bring their own equipment with them (Garcia et al. 2011). The disadvantages of lab

studies appear to be discouraging research in this setting, with a rare example of

this approach from the 2010s being McCulloch (2014).

A third approach has also recently emerged. Online studies involve gathering

data from remote composers via the internet. Jennings (2006) analysed hundreds

of children’s compositions made in tools Hyperscore and DrumSteps that had been

uploaded to an online gallery. Studies of adult composers were seen in the following

decade, such as Nash (2012). Online studies may involve gathering data that already

exists on online video sites (Nash 2012) or discussion forums (Macchiusi 2017),

asking composers to respond to questionnaires (Méndez 2015; Etinger 2016; Etinger

and Orehovački 2017), or data logging of the activity of composers (Nash 2012;

Jillings and Stables 2017).

Nash (2012) identifies significant risks that are involved with investigating the use

of a new piece of software in an online study: recruiting enough participants to

be useful may be difficult, there may be a conflict of interest between producing a

tool that is desirable to participants and producing a tool that meets the research

objectives, and the data gathered may be difficult to analyse and require custom

software to be developed. Both Nash (2012) and McCulloch (2014) were required to

create such custom software to analyse their logged data.
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2.3 Themes

Four themes commonly appear within the findings of studies in this review: de-

scriptions of the macro structure of the composition process (for example, dividing

composition up into various stages of activity), descriptions of the activities involved

in the composition process, details of the external aids that are used by composers

(such as paper notes), and interface issues that have been observed in the composition

software used.

Each theme is described in more detail in each of the following sections.

2.3.1 Macro structure of the composition process

In the literature, it is possible to see a division between staged and iterative descrip-

tions of the macro structure of the composition process over time. Often authors

will also describe macro-level processes by drawing a division between top-down

and bottom-up composition, and between chronological and patchwork composition.

Findings relevant to each style of macro structure will now be summarised.

Stagedmodels of composition are those in which a set of “phases” or “stages” are

sequentially followed.

Some authors describe phases which focus on different levels of hierarchy, with

Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham (2010) describing “ideation” (fragment gener-

ation) and fragment combination phases, and Eaglestone et al. (2001) reporting a

“divergent” phase of creating short sound fragments followed by a second phase of

sensemaking and recombination.

Other authors divide compositional stages up by the aspects of music that are

focused on. Peterson (2008) describes how some composers work features stages

where different aspects of the composition (e.g. notes, dynamics) are focused on, as

do some of the composers in McCulloch (2014), but both note that this behaviour is

not universal.

Nash (2012) divides composition sessions (rather than the entire composition pro-

cess) into stages based on the amount of time that users spend playing back their

composition, using quantitative data to suggest a three-stage model of “preparation”,

“creative editing”, and “evaluation”.
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A commonly described stage is initial preparatory work carried out before starting

work with a DAW (Auvinen 2019; Bell 2014; Donin and Theureau 2007; Tobias 2013).

Some composersmake use of paper notes, hand-written scores, or notation software

for this stage (Healey and Thiebaut 2007; Marrington 2010; Tsandilas, Letondal, and

Mackay 2009).

Iterative models of composition are those in which a small number of phases

of activity are repeatedly iterated through. Gelineck and Serafin (2009) describe

exploratory, editing, and pragmatic phases; Garcia et al. (2011) expressing, exploring,

and execution; Coughlan and Johnson (2006) ideation and evaluation; and Collins

(2005) a cycle between reformulating goals and exploring a solution space. Some

studies describe similar iterative patterns of expression and editing on the micro

scale during improvisation (Bell 2014, 301; McCulloch 2014, 135).

Top-down and bottom-up styles of composition are terms used to describe the

macro structure of how composers move between high-level and low-level aspects

of the composition. Polfreman (1997) reports some composers first attending to

high-level structural aspects, while other composers prioritise low-level aspects

such as assembling musical motifs or fragments, and use the terms “top-down” and

bottom-up" to describe these approaches. Eaglestone et al. (2008) find a division

between similar groups they instead label “refiners” and “synthesisers”, linking

this to the idea of cognitive styles and relating this to the “analytic/global” axis of

cognitive styles. Polfreman (1997) notes that some users display both behaviours

in parallel, concerning themselves simultaneously with global structure and with

specific details. McCulloch (2014) reports quantitative data that indicates that the

composers they studied “lean” toward using a “heuristic” approach (low-level first)

which might suggest a bias created by the custom composition software they were

testing or the study design.

Chronological and patchwork styles of composition are used to describe the

way that the temporal arrangement of compositing activity relates to the timeline

within the composition itself. Chronological or linear composition describes com-

position activity starting at the beginning of the work and proceeding to the end,

whereas patchwork composition processes create parts of the work out of order.

Amitani and Hori (2002) claim that using conventional timeline-based composition

packages leads to chronological composition and that alternative designs without a
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conventional timeline view are needed to change this behaviour. However, other

authors specifically observe that composers do not work linearly (Coughlan and

Johnson 2006) or that they have seen a mixture of linear and non-linear approaches

(Duignan, Noble, and Biddle 2010; McCulloch 2014). McCulloch (2014) notes that for

some composers “the development of the form at the global level is non-linear, the

ordering of the composer’s activity at the keyboard is still fairly sequential”. Exten-

sive forward planning can also enable more unusual orderings of the composition

process including creating a composition one track at a time (Bell 2014).

It appears that the main conclusion that can be drawn from twenty years of studies,

using a wide variety of study designs and methodologies, is that the macro structure

of composition varies between composers. This could be possibly be explained in

several ways. Particular styles of composition activity might be culturally trans-

mitted within communities of composers, or might be deliberately chosen by a

composer to match their particular strengths and weaknesses. The structure of

composition seen in a particular composer might also reflect the constraints that

they work under including deadlines, academic requirements for novelty, or a need

for the output to be marketable. A need for novel creative outputs even may lead

some composers to deliberately choose novel structures for their creative processes.

Finally, the macro structure may be influenced by the composition software being

used, an effect which will be discussed further in the later section Interface issues in

composition tools.

2.3.2 Composition activities

Several authors have attempted to create taxonomies of activities or tasks involved

in composition. Amitani and Hori (2002) provide a taxonomy of “unit cognition

processes”, Polfreman (1997) creates a “task model” in which different activities are

catalogued, and Nash (2012) provides a “flow model”, while Coughlan and Johnson

(2006) merely provide a list of four different main activities. However, all four of

these taxonomies contain several component activities not contained in any other

taxonomy, suggesting that they all paint an incomplete picture of composition.

Many authors deliberately focus on a particular group of activities to avoid this

issue.

Some common activities found in this review include:
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· Planning: making notes about a work on which the main compositional

process has not yet started. See also the previous section on macro structure,

where a separate phase of research and planning is often suggested.

· Collecting and capturing material: collecting of sounds, samples, and musical

ideas as an initial planning activity (Polfreman 1997; Coughlan and Johnson

2006). This activity is studied in detail in Bainbridge, Novak, andCunningham

(2010).

· Auditioning: reflective listening to the composition in progress. This may

allow the composer to evaluate the part of the composition they are working

on in the context of the whole or neighbouring sections (Polfreman 1997).

· Reflection: reflective activity on composition in progress without playing it

back. This actually describes a broad category of related activities, including

re-reading existing plans and notes (Donin and Theureau 2007), restruc-

turing of a composition (Amitani and Hori 2002), pausing to think before

attempting another iteration of improvisation (Bell 2014), or listening to other

compositions for comparison or inspiration (Auvinen 2019).

· Improvisation: spontaneously creating new musical ideas at high speed (Mc-

Culloch 2014; Duignan, Noble, and Biddle 2010). Some authors may use the

more colloquial term “jamming” to describe this activity (Koszolko 2015),

particularly when studying composition in collaborative settings.

· Mixing: controlling the volume, panning, and sometimes effects applied to

tracks within a composition. For some groups of composers, this is a very

important activity, so studies may describe it as a major stage of composition

(Tobias 2013) or focus entirely on it (Dewey and Wakefield 2017; Jillings and

Stables 2017).

· Generating and combining alternatives: deliberately recording many slightly

different takes, and then “constructing performances” from small sections or

even individual notes of many separate takes (Tobias 2013; Auvinen 2019).

· Software management: activity required to manage the composition software,

rather than activity carried out purely to manipulate the composition. This

might include navigating around the program itself (as opposed to the com-

position), configuring settings or accessing help facilities (Nash 2012), or

adding identifying labels and colours to tracks within a composition to help

understand it (McGarry et al. 2017).

· Collaboration: activities that are used to coordinate and manage collaborative
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projects, which are out of the scope of this thesis, but are described in detail

in other work, e.g. Coughlan and Johnson (2006).

Again, it appears that which activities are seen varies significantly between com-

posers. Some authors have discussed why some activities might be seen in some

composers but not in others.

A widely discussed difference is the amount of auditioning versus silent reflection

carried out by different composers, with some suggested explanations being dif-

ferences in experience level (Peterson 2008), generational differences (McCulloch

2014), and different macro structures of composition (Eaglestone et al. 2008; Nash

2012).

McCulloch (2014) suggests that certain study designsmay cause the study to find little

evidence of planning (due to time and representational constraints) or improvisation

(due to the choice of data collection and analysis methods, which will often avoid

the more time-consuming methods required to study improvisation activity, such

as musical transcription).

The composition process appears to involve a large variety of activities, and which

are observed can vary from study to study, based on what study design is used

and who is studied. Any study of this area will likely not capture evidence of all

the compositional activities being carried out, and it is likely that some activities

involved in composition have not yet described in the literature.

As a result, an important study design consideration is to try and avoid constraining

what kind of activity can be observed. Possible factors to consider are ensuring that

the study uses naturalistic tasks (to avoid constraining what kind of activities are

observed) and ensuring that the study is longitudinal (or studies a short time interval

within a longer ongoing task) in order to remove artificial time constraints.

2.3.3 External aids in composition

A variety of external aids can be found in use in the reviewed studies. Hardware

tools can include MPC devices, MIDI controllers, MIDI keyboards, and audio

effects (Gelineck and Serafin 2009). Dictaphones and audio recordings can be

used as external memory (Coughlan and Johnson 2006), with composers in one

study asking specifically for overdubbing facilities to be added to their dictaphones,
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indicating this can be an important feature (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham

2010). Phones and tablets are often used for capturing rough ideas or recordings

of improvisations (McGrath, Chamberlain, and Benford 2016). The computer’s file

system itself may even form part of the composition process when composers stored

information in file names or “notes” metadata (Duignan, Noble, and Biddle 2010).

The most consistent finding across many studies was composers augmenting the

computer tools using paper and notebooks, with a considerable variety of different

types of use observed. The information recorded on paper includes diagrams and

visual representations (Healey and Thiebaut 2007; Polfreman 1997; Coughlan and

Johnson 2006), graphs (Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay 2009), and mnemonics

and codes (Eaglestone et al. 2008). Paper is sometimes used to record information

that the composition software cannot model, such as quarter tones and positions

of faders on a mixing console (Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay 2009), linkages

and groupings between different musical elements (Eaglestone et al. 2007), and

contextual information (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2010). Diagrams

drawn upon paper can use visual properties that do not have a consistent semantic

interpretation (Healey and Thiebaut 2007). Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay (2009)

observed printed scores making references to specific files contained in a computer,

including poems, drawings, and code. Paper also permits annotation, coloured

highlighting, and shading of areas (Healey and Thiebaut 2007), multiple paper types

can be used such as graph paper and manuscript paper (Bainbridge, Novak, and

Cunningham 2010; Bell 2014; Healey and Thiebaut 2007; Polfreman 1997), and

different writing implements can give different advantages
2
. Composers may even

print out screenshots of their composition software in order to annotate them

(Auvinen 2019).

However, it is important to note that some studies appear to show little or no use of

paper, such as the case study of an expert composer in Nash (2012) which appears

to describe activity entirely focused on the computer.

It appears that external aids are used to complement the computer by a broad

spectrum of composers. These aids are very frequently used to perform functions

that are not accommodated by the composition software. Studies in this area

2
See Garcia et al. (2011), who note that all their composers used pencil instead of pen for this

reason.
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should take care to record what external aids are used and what they are used for,

particularly paper notes, by carefully choosing data capture methods and study

designs that allow this.

2.3.4 Interface issues in composition tools

Where authors have evaluated the interfaces of existing composition tools, one

criticism is more prevalent than any other: representational determinism. Coughlan

and Johnson (2006) describe this by stating that the design of composition soft-

ware constrains composers’ creativity by restricting what kind of things can be

externalised into the software.

A number ofways inwhich composition software could potentially restrict creativity

by representational determinism have been identified. Inability to represent material

vaguely could lead to composers being forced to make premature commitments

compared to paper representations (Thiebaut 2010). Inability to represent musical

structures could lead composers to habitually use “bottom-up” strategies when

composing (Polfreman 1997). Enforced use of a linear timelinewhich can lead to using

“chronological” strategies when composing (Amitani andHori 2002; Duignan, Noble,

and Biddle 2010, 27). Enforced use of a ‘track’ metaphor could lead to composers

avoiding instruments, voices, or effects that appear only momentarily (Duignan,

Noble, and Biddle 2010, 29). Finally, rigid temporal grids can lead composers to

produce machine-like rhythms that lack ‘groove’, with some composers choosing to

deliberately use software that lacks this feature (Duignan, Noble, and Biddle 2010,

27; Macchiusi 2017, chap. 5).

Marrington (2010) discusses how the restrictions of particular DAWs and notation

software can have both negative but also positive effects on students who are devel-

oping their composition practice. Similarly, Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold (2009)

studied composers who described how the restrictions imposed by composition

software are “a constraint that both composers cited as a challenge and an inspira-

tion”. It is also worth noting that while the software used by composers at the time

of these studies may have exhibited these restrictions, they may be less evident in

more modern composition tools.

It is important to be aware of the ability for composition tools to constrain the

creativity composers when designing a study. Some possible ways to mitigate this
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effect are recruiting composers with diverse experiences of composition software,

studying the use of several different tools for composition, and studying prototype

tools that remove some or all of the constraints described above.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed studies of the use of composition software.

The composers who have been studied have been recruited from one or more of

several populations: professional, pro-amateur, amateur, children, and academics.

They have been studied with a wide variety of methodologies, and in both lab and

field settings, with recent studies also gathering data via the internet.

Four key themes were seen in the findings of these studies:

1. The macro structure of composition can vary in several ways: staged vs. iter-

ative, top-down vs. bottom-up, and chronological vs. patchwork.

2. There is also a broad range of component activities used in the composition

process, which often appear across multiple studies, but where the full range

of activities is normally not captured by any individual study.

3. Composers have been observed using a broad range of external aids outside

of the software, particularly paper notes.

4. Finally, the design of the tools composers use may constrain their creative

work in many different ways.

The studies also suggest important design considerations for studies in this area:

1. Triangulatemultiple data capture methods. Studies should use a methodol-

ogy that produces multiple types of data that can be triangulated to produce

a better picture of composition.

The studies described in the following chapters will combine interviews with

video and audio recording, observation, and in Chapter 5, data logging.

2. Avoid constraining study designs that might prevent certain creative pro-

cesses or activities from being observed. Studies should be longitudinal, and

use either naturalistic tasks, or observe composer’s activity on work they are

already engaged in.
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Chapter 3 will study composers working on tasks of their choice, which may

be part of their existing work, including a segment of work in progress.

3. Capture use of any external aids apart from the DAW itself such as paper

notes.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 will use a combination of video recording, photogra-

phy, and observation to collect data on the use of any other aids. In Chapter

3, composers are studied in their normal environment so that aids that might

not be available to them in a lab setting are still available.

4. Mitigate constraints imposed by DAWs that might restrict creativity.

Studies should use a variety of DAWs or a prototype designed to avoid some

constraints.

In Chapter 3, the composers all have different experiences of DAWs and use

different DAWs of their own choice. In Chapter 5, the composers are observed

using a prototype that implements a technique formitigating some limitations

of DAWs.

Pro-amateur composers have been significantly less studied than other groups

while being relatively easy to recruit. The studies in chapters 3 and 5 will focus on

this group in the hope that new insights will be gained.



Chapter 3

Observing the use of existing DAW

tools

In the previous chapter, the literature relating to studies of composers working

with composition software was reviewed. The review highlighted some important

themes in the existing literature and was used to create guidelines on appropriate

study designs for studying composers.

This chapter describes in detail a study of four pro-amateur composers informed by

the findings of the review in the previous chapter. From this study, three common

patterns found in their working practices are discussed. Based on these findings,

recommendations are made to help designers of digital audio workstations to

support the needs of pro-amateurs.

Finally, the findings of this chapter and the preceding chapter are related to each

other, suggesting that the remainder of the thesis should focus how external repre-

sentations can support the particular activities and strategies used by pro-amateur

composers.

This chapter is divided into four parts: a description of themethodology and study

design, a description of the data gathered during the study divided into five different

types, a discussion of patterns observed in the data, and finally conclusions about

how these themes can be used in the design of digital audio workstations and to set

the direction of the rest of this thesis.
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3.1 Methodology

The aim of this study was to understand the existing working practices of pro-

amateur composers working alone using commercially available digital audio work-

station (DAW) software.

The activity of pro-amateur composers has not been frequently studied,
1
particu-

larly when working alone, and it was unknown at the start of the study how their

work might be similar to or different from other groups. As a result of this lack

of prior studies, the study was designed to identify the important concepts for

understanding the work of these composers by adopting an ethnomethodologically

informed approach. This approach involved examining in fine detail exactly what

these composers do and analysing this data to understand the problems faced by

composers and their working practices.

The specificmethodology usedwas based on interaction analysis ( Jordan andHender-

son 1995). Interaction analysis “investigates human activities. . . the use of artefacts

and technologies, identifying routine practices and problems”. It uses detailed

records of activity, primarily video recordings of “the interaction of people with

each other and the environment” (Suchman and Trigg 1995), which are then tran-

scribed and analysed to find recurring themes in the activity.

Four composers were observed, all of whom had created a significant body of music

over a period of longer than ten years, with a mixture of genders. None of the

composers studied currently wrote music as their main source of income. Two

composers (C and D) had taken university music courses involving composition in

the past, but had left that environment years before and now released albums on an

independent electronic music label.

Composers were recruited either through existing social connections or by “snow-

ball sampling” using social connections of the composers being studied. The com-

posers were not compensated for their time. Ethical approval was received from

the University of Nottingham Computer Science Research Ethics Committee (see

Appendix C) and consent was gained from participants by discussing and signing

a study information and consent form with them to indicate their willingness to

participate. As most of the composers were studied in their own home, composers

1
See Chapter 2 for examples of studies of pro-amateur composers.
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over the age of 18 were specifically recruited. Personal details of the composers were

recorded for the purpose of administering the study but were destroyed after the

studies were complete.

The composers were asked to work on a project they would normally be working

on at that time, using their normal tools, in the environment they would normally

work in. The author deliberately took the role of non-participant observer where

possible. The composers were observed working for around an hour each. In most

cases, the composer reached a natural stopping point (or completed the project they

were working on) after around an hour and did not need to be asked to stop.

Each composer used a different digital audio workstation (respectively Ableton

Live 9, Apple GarageBand ’09, Apple Logic Pro X, and Steinberg Cubase 4) and had

differing past experience of DAWs and score writing packages.

Suchman and Trigg (1995) identify four different ways of recording data in interac-

tion analysis:

1. setting-oriented records are designed to capture the whole of the physical

space in which work occurs. Photographs of the environment the composer

worked in were taken. The composers in this studymade onlyminor practical

changes to their environment unrelated to the composition work during the

sessions (e.g. closing a blind to reduce glare from sunlight, opening a window

to cool a room down), so further records of the setting were not necessary.

2. person-oriented records are intended to capture the work done by a particular

person. A video recording was made of everything that took place on the

composer’s computer screen during the task. Where physical input controllers

were used, the video recording was arranged to include those actions where

possible. The video recording also contained an audio recording of everything

spoken or played while the composer worked on their chosen task, which

was often useful when attempting to transcribe what actions the composer

was taking.

3. object-oriented records which track particular artefacts. Photographs were

taken of any external notes and aids the composer used, and where those

notes were added to over time, more photographs were taken. If a composer

created notes that were not immediately self-explanatory the composer was
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asked to provide some additional explanation.

4. task-oriented records are intended to capture how a task is done as it moves

between multiple individuals. No special attention was given to making task

oriented records as the study was intended to be of composers working alone.

However, during the course of the study, it became apparent that this may

have been an overly simplistic view: three of the four composers continued to

talk at the (deliberately non-participating) observer during their composition

process, despite not having been asked to do so, and would also frequently

talk to the computer they were using as if it were a person.

Before the observation began, a semi-structured interviewwas carried out, designed

to elicit biographical information and information about the context of the session.

Audio of this was recorded and later transcribed.

3.2 Data

3.2.1 Interviews

Information about the backgrounds of each composer and what tasks they were

attempting was recorded as part of an initial biographical interview.

· Composer A had published albums online in a variety of genres and worked

both collaboratively and on solo projects. They had strong skills at organ and

recorder but often played other instruments. They were observed while they

were writing a vocal melody and piano backing to the words from a poem.

Before the session, they had already thought about the task, and had some

rough ideas for themes and a fragment of a chord sequence.

· Composer B had over 25 years of experience as a singer and songwriter. They

primarily wrote folk music but had also worked in other genres. They were

observed while writing a track for a new album which was constructed

from audio fragments from previous works. They described this as using

“snippets” to make a “soup” or “musical collage”. Before the session, they had

identified three snippets they wanted to use and a title but had done no other

preparation.
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· Composer C had played drums in a variety of musical groups since the mid-

1990s. They had collaborated with a singer to compose two albums, had

written soundtracks for short films, and ran their own record label. They

were continuing work on an existing project, writing a piano part as part of

a backing that would later be given to a vocalist.

· Composer Dwas an electronic musician and guitarist who also had experience

playing the bass guitar, piano, and performing live with effects and a sampler.

They played flamenco guitar as part of a duo in local venues and had released

two experimental electronic solo albums on an independent label. They began

work on a track for a solo album that was entirely constructed from discarded

audio from previous projects.

While in theory, all four were very experienced composers, it was noticeable that

some made significantly more errors while working. These composers also made

considerably less use of “shortcuts” to speed up repetitive tasks. Expertise in using

music software (or expertise in composition in general) is not the same thing as

expertise at using a specific DAW software package, and these composers should be

considered of a range of levels of expertise at using the software they are using in

this study.

3.2.2 Artefact-oriented records

Information about what artefacts the composers used was captured through video,

photographs, and notes made while observing the session. Figure 3.1 illustrates this

information.

The artefacts used spanned a variety of different mediums:

· Paper notes were used by Composer A. As it is a common feature in other

studies, all the composers were asked for more information about how they

used paper using their composition process, and all of the composers were

able to demonstrate paper notes they had used in the past. Photographs of

these can be seen in Figure 3.2.

While the paper notes used by Composer A contained lyrical and melodic

information, Composer C had scrapbooks of newspaper clippings which

they had assembled after the composition process which were thematically
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Figure 3.1: Use of artefacts by Composers A, B, and C

Figure 3.2: Paper artefacts demonstrated by composers A, C and D when asked about their use of

paper
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related to the work. Composer D had drawn diagrams illustrating the overall

structure of a piece, using the same multi-track timeline metaphor used by

their DAW.

· Electronic text notes were observed being used instead of paper by composers

B and C during their sessions, to record information about their future plans.

These did not appear to be used in ways that were unique to being held as

electronic text - they could have served the same function as handwritten

paper notes. Composer C additionally used a built-in ability of Logic to store

timestamps of interest by adding “markers”, and referenced these in their

notes.

In general, the paper and electronic notes were used to represent information

about melody, rhythm, note velocity, timestamps of interest, and future tasks.

There was no evidence of using these notes to store information about other

musical qualities which are normally significant in composition (e.g. dynamics,

texture, timbres, tempo, emotional feel, etc.).

· Musical instruments were used as a way of aiding the composition work by

composers A and C. There were three obvious uses of instruments: improvi-

sation, as a data entry method, and for making recordings.

When instruments were used for improvisation, composers often did not

interact with the DAW at the same time. Improvisation took place over a

significant proportion of the time spent by Composer A and a small amount

of time spent by Composer C. Both composers did not make recordings while

they were improvising, which resulted in them following the improvisation

by trying to memorise or recreate what they had just improvised.

Instruments were sometimes used as a more effective data entry method for

pitches, chords, or intervals. Entering notes in this way, rather than using a

standard computer keyboard and mouse, leverages the composer’s existing

familiarity with the instrument to accomplish the task more quickly and

easily. Composer C used a particularly complicated method of doing this:

they would play a note on the guitar, which was plugged into a guitar tuner

pedal which displayed a letter corresponding to the pitch of the note, and

then used the mouse to enter that pitch into the DAW.
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· Customisation of the DAW was observed taking place in limited ways. Cus-

tomisation tended to take one of two forms: changing the functionality of

the mouse pointer, and showing or hiding functionality.

Logic provided the ability to customise which action was triggered by each

mouse button, and Composer C had already set up this customisation before

the session started.

Cubase only provided the ability to customise which action triggered was by

the mainmouse button, which meant that Composer D had to keep changing

modes during the session in order to access other functions.

As the DAWs must provide a large number of features within limited screen

space, features can be shown or hidden to provide just that functionality

required in order to make the most efficient use of the space. In these obser-

vations, the automation controls, media browsers and annotation windows

were observed being shown and hidden. This customisation usually took

place at the start of the session, and afterwards the composers then almost

exclusively used the features that had remained visible on the screen.

3.2.3 Person-oriented records

Information about which features of the DAW the composers used was captured

through screen recordings. The features observed can be grouped into “collections”

to indicate the kind of work taking place. Table 3.1 indicates which composers made

use of features in each collection.

Table 3.1: DAW functionality used by each composer in the study

Collection A B C D

Timeline controls X X X X

Recording audio or MIDI data X

Editing audio clips X X X

Editing MIDI clips X X

Editing envelopes X X

Track controls X X X

Browsing media libraries X X

Looping a section of the timeline X X
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Collection A B C D

Exporting an audio mixdown X

In addition to providing features for viewing, playing or editing themusic, eachDAW

provided to the composer libraries of pre-created elements that could be used in the

composition process, and composers B and D spent time using these. Depending on

the DAW these libraries might include lists of samples, effects, instruments, drum

loops, or musical transformations. Some of the composers studied had also created

their own libraries.

Table 3.2 indicates how the composers used these libraries. For each choice from a

library, the number of possible alternative choices investigated and rejected is listed,

along with the total time taken between starting to search until committing to the

final choice.

Table 3.2: Data on choosing options from libraries of options

Composer Library Choices Alternatives tried Time taken (sec)

A None used

B Audio loops Background pad

sound

0 25

Drum beat 5 195

Glockenspiel loop 0 10
2

Bassline 3 31

Bassline alternate 1 70

C None used

D Audio samples Guitar sample 5 74

Ambient sample 0 24

Audio effects Resample 0 20

Time stretch 0 12

Normalize 0 7

2
This loop was found serendipitously while searching for a drum loop.
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Figure 3.3: Inspirational material in the working environment of Composer D, including a tracklist

of a previous album

3.2.4 Setting-oriented records

Information about the settings the composers were observed working in was cap-

tured in the interview and using photographs. Composers A, B, and C all composed

in their homes, while Composer D used a desk in an artist’s studio very near to

their home. All four rooms contained a variety of different musical instruments

close to hand, a computer, and a stereo system.

Apart from these items, the contents of the rooms were inspirational rather than

directly related to the composition in progress. This included artwork from local

artists or of admired musicians, tracklists of previously completed albums, a periodic

table, books aboutmusic, and a diagram showing the tone rows used in a Schoenberg

serialist composition (see Figure 3.3 for an example). While decorating the room

in this way was clearly useful to the composers (perhaps as a way of tracking their

musical history), there was no point at which any of the composers were observed

to make any use of these things, nor did they describe having used them as part of

composition.

While Composer C had a whiteboard above their desk which they said they “always

intended to use” as part of their composition, it had actually been used to record

information for their record label. Composer D had a portable audio recorder sat
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Figure 3.4: Multiple screens in use by Composer C (left) and Composer B (right)

on their desk plugged into the computer but did not make use of it.

Composer C used multiple monitors in their work (see Figure 3.4): one displayed

a piano roll view of the part they were writing (the main view used in their work

during that session), while the other monitor displayed the main multitrack timeline

of Logic (which they would intermittently use). Composer B also used two screens -

one on their laptop, and the other on their tablet computer; the laptop displayed

GarageBand, while the tablet was used to display notes they had previously written.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Varying support for composition activities

The previous chapter identified that composition involves many different activities,

and evidence of many of these activities was also seen in this study. Both Com-

poser C and Composer A had improvised prior to the study session, Composer A

and Composer B would quietly reflect for periods of time, and Composer B and

Composer D collected and captured samples from their previous musical activity.

Closer examination of how the composers carried out these three activities reveals

evidence of a lack of supporting features in the DAW to aid these activities and a

pattern of composers choosing to avoid using the DAW while carrying out these

activities.

For three of the composers, a lack of supporting features made carrying out

these activities more laborious:

· Composer A improvised ideas by singing and playing a MIDI keyboard but
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Ableton Live provided few features designed to capture a record of improvi-

sation activity. The composer only made use of Live at the very end of the

improvisation process when they had generated an idea they wished to move

forward with. They were required to make several attempts at recording

the ideas before they were able to record a performance without any errors.

For each attempt at recording the material, they were required to set up the

recording again for a new take, interrupting the recording process.

· Composer B collected material they wished to use in a song by entering text

notes on their iPad to remember which songs they planned to sample. How-

ever, as there were no hyperlinks between these notes and the audio files they

referred to, the composer was required to search through their iTunesmusic

library to find the correct files. Even once they had done this, they had to

perform the time-consuming task of manually trimming the audio clips to

ensure they started and stopped exactly on the beat.

· Composer D collected material at the start of their session. This activity

involved searching for audio clips that they had previously recorded but not

yet used in any compositions. However, the onlymethod inCubase for finding

and adding material to a composition was the “Import Audio” window, a

standard Windows file open dialog box to which some playback controls had

been added. The composer stored their past compositions in the standard

file system hierarchy. They were required to manually search this structure,

looking for audio clips they might not have used in previous projects, and

auditioning them one at a time to see if they contained appropriate and

unused material.

If activities are poorly supported by a DAW, there would seem to be little advantage

to using a DAW to do them, and it would be likely that composers would not wish

to use the DAW to carry out those activities. In several cases, composers in this

study do appear to be choosing to avoid using the DAW when carrying out some

activities:

· Composer A did not use actually use the Live interface until over eight minutes

into the session (see Figure 3.1). At some periods during the session, they

would sit silently planning and reflecting (visible in the paper notes they were

making), not using the DAW at all.

· Composer B did significant preparatory work making text notes on an iPad
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before they even opened GarageBand. They spent the first two minutes of the

session consulting these notes and they took three further breaks from using

GarageBand to consult this list and audition material in iTunes. Composer B

regularly took brief breaks to reflect, saying “I want to make some sense of

it. . . to just consider what I have”, but this process involved little interaction

with the DAW.

· Composer C was observed in a session in which their work was entirely

based in the DAW. However, they were working with material that had been

generated in a previous improvisation session during which the DAW was

used purely to create a record of the improvisation.

Composers may deliberately choose to avoid a DAW for many reasons regardless

of how well the activity is supported: as a stylistic choice, to deliberately constrain

themselves (see Selective allocation of time and effort later in this chapter), or to avoid

issues related to representational determinism. Nonetheless, the behaviour seen

in this study is suggestive of an opportunity for better software support for some

common activities composers carry out. This support does not have to be part of

the DAW itself, as composers may be better served by a special-purpose tool for

the activity, rather than more functionality within the DAW (for example, Apple’s

Music Memosmobile app that complements GarageBand by providing idea capture

facilities).

Some authors have discussed the opportunity to better support these activities.

While Live did not have such a feature, Macchiusi (2017) notes that some DAWs

now include a “loop recording” or “cycle recording” feature designed for repeated

recording of several takes of a section. Coughlan and Johnson (2006) found a similar

need for better support capturing and collecting ofmaterial (in particular, automated

support for aligning audio clips to the beat and removing silences at the beginning

and end of clips).

The findings in this study reinforce the argument that study designs should trian-

gulate data from multiple sources. Some activities may involve little interaction

with the DAW and many data capture methods (such as automatically logging usage

data or screen capture recording) will result in data in which certain activities are

not visible. In this study, there were indications of further activities taking place

that were not clearly visible in the data that was recorded. As an example of this,
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Composer A took a break midway through their session to fetch a drink, and on

returning immediately wrote down an idea that would be important in the rest of

their work. Studies of composition software have noted that “the development of

ideas often occur away from intentional periods of work” (Coughlan and Johnson

2009b), and that “much of the creative process is happening away from the com-

puter, e.g. between computer-based composition sessions” (Eaglestone et al. 2007).

Some kind of unconscious incubation activity - “time away from the problem when

conscious work is set to one side” (Collins 2005) - may have been happening away

from the DAW. However, with the data capture methods used, it is not possible to

determine what the composer was doing or thinking during this period.

3.3.2 Coordinating and combining multiple representations

The composers all attempted to keep track of multiple different ways of describing

their composition. These representations often focused on different aspects of the

composition or musical process. Their workflow involved coordinating the use of

these representations together.

Composer Amerged information they stored on paper (about lyrics, syllable structure,

and important words) with a separate set of information held in their head (about

chords of interest and some melodic fragments). They then translated this into

audio recordings, which imposed a fixed rhythm and tempo on the music, and

established a fixed single version of the music.

Composer Bmerged information they held on their iPad (about the mythological

inspiration for their work, the emotional feel of their work) with clips from their

iTunes library of past work (as audio clips), and translated it into a fixed ordering in

time within a GarageBand timeline.

Composer Cmerged information in a recording of a drum improvisation (containing

rhythmic information) with harmonic thoughts from past guitar improvisations

and improvisation they did during the session. They also produced additional

information in the form of text stored within Logic (to indicate proposed future

work).

Composer D described how in a past composition, they had merged a visual sketch

of the proposed structure of a piece of music with a prepared list of audio clips to
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use from their sample library. They then translated this into a composition within

Cubase.

This practice of combining multiple different representations has been referred to

in multiple places in the literature. Balaban (1996) points out that all representations

of music can only represent part of the music:

“An essential property of the real world problem in music is that it

is not conceptualizable in its totality. . . In music, a complete formal

account for the semantical phenomenon is not attainable. . . The music

world described by a system is always partial.”

In a later paper, Balaban and Elhadad (1999) describe how composers need to be

able to link and merge partial representations of different aspects of the music:

“These different levels cannot be described independently of one an-

other since they ultimately describe the same ontological object. In-

stead, they must be viewed as different perspectives on a common, par-

tially known object. . . At the user-interface level, one must be prepared

to integrate and coordinate different media to describe the relations

between these different levels.”

Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham (2010) identify that “ideas can consist of

multiple pieces of information, such as raw audio, text, and images combined.

Therefore support for directly associating, or grouping different types of media

together is needed.” Coughlan and Johnson (2006) describe how this practice is

significantly muted in users of compositional software: the software users had a

“complete representation of the composition that the computer played whereas the

composers in the unsupported observations used multiple partial representations

of the composition.” They reach the same conclusion: “since composers have been

found to use both visual and audio representations of their ideas the aim is to link

these representations in a suitable manner”.

Eaglestone et al. (2007) describe how they observed composers working around the

limitations of having one representation in their software by usingmultiple software

packages at once:

“All composers involved within the observations elected to work with
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multiple applications. . . The observations supported the view that this

is not only a phenomenon that composers have learned to live with. It

also has an important positive impact on their compositional process

and appears to support their creative behaviour.”

Eaglestone also observed this process of moving between different representations

as having a “catalytic effect” on the composers’ creativity.

It appears clear from both the behaviour of the composers in this study and the

literature that the ability to coordinatemultiple representations is a desirable feature.

3.3.3 Selective allocation of time and effort

Three common behaviours can be observed across the composers studied:

1. Habituation: repeatedly doing the same thing or one of a small set of things

2. Limited exploration: limiting the time they spend considering possible options

3. Self-constraining: imposing additional restrictions upon themselves

All three of these behaviours can be viewed as strategies the composers use in order

to be selective about how they allocate their resources of time and energy in their

work. These resources are finite and limited, meaning composers need to prioritise

how they are spent, but to do this they must inevitably make trade-offs in other

areas. The qualities which are sacrificed by the above strategies are respectively

novelty, quality, and flexibility.

The “work” of composing in a DAW consists not just of recording MIDI notes or

audio tracks, but also of making creative decisions, which can be frequent and

numerous. DAWs provide a difficult environment in which to make these deci-

sions: Duignan, Noble, and Biddle (2010) report a composer in their study used

the term option dilemma to describe the “paralysis caused by the overwhelmingly

open design space provided by computer-music systems” that “encouraged endless

experimentation and fine-tuning”, with Magnusson (2010) also referring to a “practi-

cally infinite expressive scope” causing “creative paralysis”, and Gelineck and Serafin

(2009) noting this issue as one that can “kill creativity”. The strategies composers

use to control their use of time and effort are applied not just in the activities of

recording and editing material, but also in activities relating to decision making.
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Habituation involves repeatedly doing the same thing or one of a small set of things

to avoid making decisions about unfamiliar options.

Composer D repeatedly used just three of the wide variety of audio effects available

in Cubase, saying that they were what they “tend to do” or “generally do”. Composer

B specifically looked for a category of loops they had previously used, immediately

rejecting drum beats that were not from that category.

Habituation can be used to limit options to those known to be quick and easy to do,

and it guarantees a quick and easy decision making process. Habituation can help

to create a “trademark sound” for a composer or an album. Habituation sacrifices

novelty, but in a way that may help to maintain a consistent level of quality.

Limited explorationmeans the composer deliberately limiting the time they spend

considering possible options. For example, composers can limit their exploration

of libraries of effects, loops, and samples, or their exploration of synthesiser and

effect control values.

Composers B and D both appeared to make use of limited exploration when brows-

ing libraries, displayed extremely pronounced satisficing behaviour (stopping search-

ing alternatives when an acceptable option is discovered). The mean time spent

on locating and evaluating a given option was just 19 seconds. In most cases, this

would be just enough time to listen to an option once before deciding whether to

select or discard it.

Composer C significantly limited their exploration to particular aspects of the

music, focusing on altering the pitches and note lengths of the MIDI they were

manipulating, while paying no attention to the (unquantised, often out of time) note

onset timings.

Composer A represented the specific qualities of interest to them in their paper

notes. Composers who limit their exploration to specific musical aspects can encode

these limitations in representations they create by selectively representing just those

aspects.

The strategy of limited exploration reduces the time and effort costs of making

decisions. However, it is less useful as a way of reducing time and effort costs of

other activities when compared to habituation, as known cheap options are not
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repeatedly reused. Limiting exploration in this way deliberately sacrifices quality,

but it could potentially help to maintain more novelty and flexibility than the other

strategies.

Self-constraining is the strategy of a composer deliberately choosing to impose

additional restrictions upon themselves. For example, composers may constrain

themselves by their choice of creative inputs and outputs, genres, or tools, and also

by tying their musical material into conceptual frameworks.

Composer D restricted themselves to creating an entire composition out of two

short samples, as part of a larger project that was constrained to use only samples

from previous projects.

Composer A constrained their work by choosing to set a poem to music. The

poem constrained the overall musical structure of the composition (which needed

to match that of the poem). The poem also directed the composer’s approach to

harmony: the planned mood for the composition was clearly influenced by the

themes of the poem, and the composer repeatedly used discordant intervals to

achieve this mood.

Composer B used the Roman pantheon as a conceptual framework that constrained

the overall form of their album, as well as informing the mood of the specific track

worked on in the study. This framework appeared to have appeared organically

during composition: “one was called Venus, because I’d just written a song about

Venus, and then I did one called Mercury, so I’m doing Roman gods”.

Constraints and conceptual frameworks can add additional interest to a composi-

tion but can potentially overshadow the music itself: Composer C described their

frustrating experience studying at a conservatoire where “the whole thing seemed

to be ‘how good is your concept’ - not - ‘what does your music sound like?’. . . I’m

not interested in that, I’m interested in what it sounds like”.

When imposing constraints on themselves, composers may find the process of mak-

ing decisions simpler and less overwhelming. Composers can also use constraints

to limit themselves from undertaking activities that are costly in terms of time and

effort. Composers using the strategy of self-constraining sacrifice flexibility, but

a higher quality result could potentially be achieved than by using the other two

strategies.
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Out of the three strategies the existing literature discusses the strategy of self-

constraining in significant detail:

“a common strategy can be detected, defined here as that of designing

constraints. . . encapsulating a defined space for potential expression.”

(Magnusson 2010)

“Most subjects set boundaries, rules, dogmas, limiting their options in

order to guide or challenge the creative process. . . musicians want help

for making decisions”. (Gelineck and Serafin 2009)

“part of the enjoyment. . . for [composer Andy Carthy] is in having to

work with the inherent restrictions, such as the elements in a sample

that you wouldn’t necessarily choose to include” (Morey 2013)

Healey and Thiebaut (2007) also remind us to avoid thinking that the “ideal situation

for creative composition is one in which there are no constraints”. It has even been

suggested that to avoid confusion, using the more positive word “criteria” might

better describe constraints in creative tasks (Candy and Edmonds 1997).

3.4 Conclusions

Three main conclusions were found as a result of this study.

1. Existing composition tools support different composition activities to varying

degrees, and some activities could potentially be better supported, including

improvisation, reflection, and collecting and capturing material. This sug-

gests composers require either adaptations to the software to support these

activities or a second complementary tool that focuses on them.

2. The composers in this study were observed making coordinated use of mul-

tiple representations. Evidence of the value of this approach has also been

reported by multiple authors in the literature. This suggests that these com-

posers require the ability to create secondary representations which present

the composition in different ways.

3. The composers in this study were observed trying to selectively allocate

their limited time and energy to prioritise areas of importance to them. This
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suggests that these composers would benefit from software that supported

their strategies for focusing their time on the areas of interest to them. Digital

audio workstations should allow easy reuse of habitual strategies, linking of

music to conceptual frameworks to constrain composition, rapid exploration

of libraries, and focusing representations on specific musical qualities.

This chapter has identified some key considerations for supporting pro-amateur

composers.

In particular, a common theme throughout both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 has been

the importance of the representations used by composers: in terms of how they

may restrict composers through representational determinism, the wide variety of

representations created on paper by composers seen in the literature, and the need

for pro-amateurs to make coordinated use of multiple representations in their work.

As a result, the following chapters will draw particular attention to how representa-

tions in composition software can be designed to help support the practices that

have been identified so far.



Chapter 4

Representation design in DAWs

The previous chapters have discussed the importance of considering the represen-

tations used by composers. This chapter will now focus on the representations

used in composition software. In particular, this chapter will identify specific

recommendations on how these representations should be designed in DAWs.

A significant quantity of existing research has previously discussed the design of

representations in composition software and the theoretical approaches that have

been adopted by these previous studies will first be described. After summarising

the kinds of information that can be represented in a DAW, a detailed description is

then given of a set of representation design techniques relevant to DAWs. For each

technique, existing studies and prototypes relevant to the technique from within

and outside the field of composition software are described. Based on relevant

insights from this prior research, specific suggestions are made regarding how these

techniques could be implemented. To aid the reader in navigating this material, a

summary section then follows which highlights the key findings.

Finally, future directions for research in this area are discussed, and the task lists

technique is identified as a good candidate for further exploration. The following

chapter will explore task lists in more detail.

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 identified how the design of DAW interfaces, particularly those which

attempt to use interface metaphors that imitate physical studio hardware, can act to
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constrain the activity of composers.

In Chapter 2, a survey of the existing literature identified how these kinds of criti-

cisms have previously beenmade using the terminology representational determinism.

Composers have been observed using a broad range of aids and representations of

information outside of the DAW which may allow them to avoid the issue of being

constrained by representational determinism.

In Chapter 3, the study of pro-amateur composers found that there was indeed

a potential for improvements to DAWs to provide better support for some of the

composition activities that the composers were undertaking. Similarly to the strat-

egy described in Chapter 2, these pro-amateur composers made use of additional

representations of the composition, coordinating and combining them as required

in a way that may help them avoid issues of representational determinism.

This chapter will further discuss this theme of representational determinism, fo-

cusing on how composers interact with representations within the DAW, and how

these representations affect the way they work. In particular, it is concerned with

how design improvements to the representations used in DAWs could better avoid

representational determinism by increasing their support for common composition

activities.

To begin, the existing research relating to the representations used in composition

software will be discussed. The existing research has adopted several different

approaches from psychology and human-computer interaction to perform this

research. These approaches are closely related and have many similarities, and

include active externalism, activity theory, distributed cognition, and situated cognition.

The next subsection will discuss in more detail how previous authors have applied

these approaches.

Following this, the remainder of this chapter will discuss potential design techniques

that could be applied to the representations used in DAWs, based on the understand-

ing that improving these representations can affect their creative processes. For

each technique, suggestions of approaches from other categories of software that

could improve representations within DAWs will be highlighted.
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4.1.1 Theoretical approaches

Past authors have often used one of several closely related frameworks when

analysing the behaviour of composers using DAWs. In general, these frameworks

are concerned with how people carrying out cognitive tasks use not just own their

mental resources, but also external resources in their surroundings, to achieve their

goals. For example, the theory of embodied cognition suggests that:

“We off-load cognitive work onto the environment. Because of limits

on our information-processing abilities (e.g., limits on attention and

working memory), we exploit the environment to reduce the cogni-

tive workload. We make the environment hold or even manipulate

information for us”. (Wilson 2002)

While these theories can disagree on important aspects (in particular, whether

the environment is used for cognition, or whether cognition is the combination

of internal and external resources), one aspect they have in common is that they

describe how we create external representations of cognitive processes that aid in

activities we are carrying out. For example, we might create a shopping list to

reduce the amount we use our memory. In this case, the shopping list is a cognitive

artefact: an external representation that can be used to enhance our abilities to

perform tasks that require cognitive work, and whose use may even change which

cognitive tasks we are able to perform (Norman 1993).

In the case of DAW software, we are specifically concerned with people using soft-

ware tools as cognitive artefacts. One member of this group of related theories of

cognition, external cognition, is concerned not just with how the physical environ-

ment can be used to help us think, but specifically how software tools can be used

for this purpose (Scaife and Rogers 1996). From the viewpoint of external cogni-

tion, composers use the external representations provided by the DAW software as

cognitive artefacts to aid their creative processes. If composition software is being

used as part of external cognition, representational determinism restricts not only

what can be represented and what creative processes can be performed, but also

restricts creative cognitive activities.

Active externalism (Clark and Chalmers 1998) is invoked by Magnusson (2010) as a

way of explaining how “live coders” (musicians who, as performance, write software
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to generate music in front of an audience) use the live coding system as “a scaffold

for externalizingmusical thinking” which “attempts to ease the live coder’s cognitive

load”.

Activity theory (Nardi 1996) is adopted (and adapted) as an analytical framework in

the study of DAW users by Duignan (2008). Duignan created a questionnaire called

an “activity interview”, inspired by similar checklists proposed by the originators of

the activity theory concepts, in order to understand the work and externalisation

activity of composers through an activity theory lens. Duignan describes how:

“one of the most striking features of the computer music production

activity is the extent to which activity and mental processes are exter-

nalised. . . In our observations, the iterative process of creative action

took place through the medium of the externalised object.”

Activity theory is also used as a lens to understand composition using computers by

Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold (2009), who seemusic software as amediating artefact

as described by activity theory. They describe composers as creating chains of arte-

facts that are used to crystallise or reify actions that are part of their practice. They

point out that in composition, the boundaries between “tool” and “object/material”

are dissolved: “the traditional HCI triad has become insufficient, because there is

no clear-cut domain object and often no well-understood tool”.

Distributed cognition (Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh 2000) has been used by Thiebaut

(2010) to analyse the behaviour of composers. They describe sequences of represen-

tations that were used by the composers they studied and observe that “composer’s

cognition co-evolves with the successive representations”. They note that “dis-

tributed cognition provided a useful but also in some respects limited framework

for an analysis of representations in composition”, but note two main conclusions:

the importance of vagueness in the representation of compositional intention in

order to avoid premature commitment, and of re-interpretation of representations

to generate new ideas. Coughlan and Johnson (2009a) also refer to distributed

cognition ideas, noting that composers “generally described their creative processes

as a series of transitions where new representations were made based on existing

ones, supporting the continuing development of the idea in a distributed cognitive

system”.
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Situated cognition has been used in studies of the computer-based compositional ac-

tivity of teenagers to view that activity as situated practice (Folkestad 2011). Folkestad

says that adopting this sort of framework leads to a view that “learning is involved

in any activity” and that “in music-making, activity, knowledge and learning can

be considered as integrated. . . inseparable facets of a unified whole. . . to create

music also involves learning how to create music”. Donin and Theureau (2007) also

describe their work using the terminology of situated cognition:

“the particularity of situated music composition is that many impor-

tant elements of the composition situation have been constructed in

the past by the composer himself. This explains the essential role of

memorisation, inscription, and re-reading and their corresponding

techniques, which participate in the construction of an ensemble of

which the realized work is only one of its most obvious manifestations.”

Other related approaches exist, including joint cognitive systems (Hollnagel and

Woods 2005) and embodied interaction (Dourish 2004), but these are normally used

to explore the space of physical hardware interfaces rather than conventional music

software, as in Bennett (2010).

By surveying the work of the previous authors, either those who have used these

frameworks or who have used methodologies that have focused the on the repre-

sentations used by composers, this chapter will identify a set of practical design

techniques that can be used by designers of DAWs.

The previous research described in this section has identified the importance of the

use of representations as part of composition activities, and the discussion of these

techniques will focus on what kinds of representations composers create, and the

kinds of representations that support composers in the activities they commonly

perform.

4.2 Information represented in DAWs

Before discussing the kinds of representational techniques that could be used in

DAWs, it is important to consider which kinds of information are represented by

DAWs. While the DAW as a category of software may have initially formed as the

combination of editors for waveforms and MIDI data (see Historical development), a
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brief inspection of the interface of any modern DAW would make it immediately

apparent that DAWs actually store many types of information, such as:

· clips of audio or MIDI data whose start points and duration are specified

within the timeline

· tracks that group these clips together into conceptual “musical parts”

· the soundbox: “features that conventional notation and analysis do not con-

sider but which are, in fact, crucial for the understanding of the musical

processes from a compositional and listener’s point of view” (Pavese 2016),

such as track gain or stereo position

· routing: a potentially complex network of signal routing called “sends” and

“busses” between tracks, often poorly represented to the user (Koda 2011)

· instruments and effects that indicate how clips within a track should be pro-

cessed before sending to signal routing

· parameters of these instruments and effects, such as choice of sample set or

the amount of filter resonance

· global parameters that affect all clips in the composition such as tempo, “swing”,

“groove”, or time signature (and which in some software can be overridden

within specific tracks or clips)

· automation of parameters and global parameters: often called “envelopes” or

“curves”, these are usually displayed in DAW software in panels that can be

shown or hidden when required

Some kinds of information are not directly associated with a specific composition

but instead with the composer’s process andmay be used across many compositions:

· saved presets which may range from a stored set of parameters for a single

synthesiser up to an entire network of synthesisers, samplers, and effects used

to produce a single “instrument”

· libraries of samples and loops that the composer has saved for future use

· preset arrangements of windows or panels which the composer uses for specific

purposes

As a result, the techniques in this chapter will be considered not just in terms

of their use in representations of the audio or MIDI data that are contained in

the composition, but also their use in representations of the other elements of

compositions, and representations of elements of the DAW itself.
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4.3 Techniques for designing representations in DAWs

The types of information described in the previous section can be represented in

different ways, changing which compositional processes, activities and focusing

techniques they can use. Each of the following sections focuses on a proposed

technique for representing these elements that can be used to support particular

composition activities.

For each technique, the following sections will describe:

1. a summary of the technique

2. which composition activities are supported by the use of the technique

3. existing use of the technique in research into composition software

4. existing use of the technique in other categories of software outside of music

As-yet-unexplored avenues in the design of DAWs that warrant further inves-

tigation will be highlighted in boxes like this one.

Following this, a summary section will reproduce the most important information

on these techniques in a tabular format.

4.3.1 Selective representation

Almost all composition systems cannot display all aspects of a composition at once.

A useful technique is to allow the composer to specify which aspects of the work

they would like to be represented.

Composers already make extensive use of user interfaces that selectively focus on

particular aspects of compositions. Historically, these interfaces have been hardware

tools such as mixing decks or four-track recorders, which only provided control

over a small set of features of the audio such as panning and volume of tracks. As

digital audio workstations have replaced these tools, the interfaces of those physical

tools have been reproduced in software. Some authors describe these user interfaces

in terms of user interface metaphors: sets of mappings from the data comprising the

composition onto metaphorical objects represented to the composer (to paraphrase

the more sophisticated definitions given in Barr, Biddle, and Noble (2002)). In these

mappings, aspects of the composition become properties of themetaphorical objects

represented to the user that they manipulate.
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However, as Stowell and McLean (2013) note, the aspects of music that comprise the

“problem space” of music varies between different genres, or even between tracks.

They suggest that as a result, the fixed set of metaphorical mappings that are often

provided by composition software are inadequate:

“such metaphors reflect neither the ‘problem space’ (the target music

domain) nor the breadth of possibilities provided by the computer. . . .

The user may be left feeling as though they are dealing with a nonsen-

sical metaphor, which induces unneeded limitations (such as running

out of display space), and embeds now-irrelevant design decisions . . .

structuring software design around fixed metaphors does not hold

cognitive advantage”.

As a result, some authors have suggested that composers require the ability to select

their own sets of music aspects that will be represented to them metaphorically. The

pair of composers studied by Bertelsen, Breinbjerg, and Pold (2009) are reported

to “typically transgress the metaphors” provided by their software. Stowell and

McLean (2013) concluded that “if we assume that everyone has their own systems

of metaphor. . . then we should instead develop interfaces that let people apply

their own metaphors”. Pearce and Wiggins (2002) claim that creative cognition

“is supported by the ability of the composer to simultaneously represent multiple

features of the emerging composition and to move flexibly between them during

composition.”

Some support for selective representation already exists in DAWs, as most give the

ability to choose a small subset of automation curves to be displayed for each track

(see Figure 4.1).

4.3.1.1 Activities supported

When the user interface focuses on a small set of aspects of the composition, it

may ease the process of creative cognition. Tubb and Dixon (2014a) describe how

mapping two musical properties to axes on a 2D plane may allow composers to

switch from an analytical conscious mode of explicit thought into an instinctive

implicit mode. This would be particularly suitable for supporting improvisation

activities.
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Figure 4.1: Viewing selected parameters of a track in Ableton Live 9

Systems that allow composers to view and manipulate a subset of aspects of the

composition can assist composers who deliberately engage in limited exploration

(see Selective allocation of time and effort). In the study in Chapter 3, Composer C

started the session by using the tools in Logic to construct two representations, one

focused on pitches and one on note velocities, and then spent the majority of the

session focused on these representations. This may be evidence of them deliberately

limiting their exploration to these aspects of the music.

Some research studies have created prototypes focused upon the activity of mixing

by providing user interfaces designed primarily for the editing of stereo position

and amplitude. These systems provide fixed mappings from these qualities to a

diverse range of visual properties (Dewey and Wakefield 2016, 2017; Gelineck and

Uhrenholt 2016). These studies show how representing musical attributes using

different visual properties can help solve different questions about the composi-

tion: a two-dimensional “stage” metaphor makes it easier to answer questions like

“which instruments are panned to the left-hand side?”, while a virtual “mixing desk”

metaphormakes it easier to find the current stereo position of a specified instrument.

Some initial research has started to consider how these representations might be

expanded so that composers could edit additional properties of the track, such as

effects parameters (Mycroft, Reiss, and Stockman 2016). It is worth noting that the

interfaces used in these systems usually do not represent the important dimension of

time visually. This has the effect of focusing the composer’s attention on a particular

moment in time but might also lead to a lack of awareness of the musical context

they are working within.
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4.3.1.2 In existing composition software

Prior research involving composition software other than digital audioworkstations

involved creating systems that allow users to choose which aspects of a composition

should be represented to them. Scriva (Buxton et al. 1979) can switch between four

different representations that focus on different aspects of the composition being

edited. MusicSketcher (Thiebaut, Healey, and Kinns 2008) provides a timeline on

which the user can draw curves whose height is mapped to one of a small set of

attributes of their choice (filter cutoff, pitch, granular synthesis parameters). Some

more unusual variants of this technique exist. While Comp-I (Miyazaki, Fujishiro,

and Hiraga 2004) maps musical attributes to a fixed single representation of music

in 3D space, the composer may switch between several different 2D projections of

the 3D space (e.g. “front view” or “top view”), effectively selecting a subset of these

attributes that they wish to be displayed.

Themost powerful implementations of this concept provide editable representations

that are not displayed on a screen, but which are printed out to paper, and edited

by drawing with an augmented pen. MusInk (Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay

2009) allowed users to map X and Y axes of hand-drawn two-dimensional shapes

to attributes in Open Music. Inksplorer (Garcia et al. 2011) provided a similar system

but where the axes could be mapped to any OSC parameter, in theory allowing

control of any music software supporting OSC. PaperComposer (Garcia et al. 2014a)

provided a variety of representations of melodic spaces, such as piano roll, tonnetz

grid, and musical staves, that can be mapped to OSC parameters.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.1

· Provide sets of common useful representations, such as line graphs, points in

a 2D plane, musical staves, and tonnetz grids.

· Let composers specify their own mappings from musical attributes they are

working on to the visual axes provided by these representations.

4.3.1.3 In other software categories

Recent research in information visualisation has suggested new interfaces to allow

users to easily specify mappings from data attributes to a broad range of visual prop-
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erties using direct manipulation techniques without requiring any programming

(Satyanarayan and Heer 2014). These kinds of interfaces could allow composers’

on-screen representations of their work to more closely approximate the diverse

representations seen in their use of paper. Mixed-initiative approaches that auto-

matically suggest possible visualisations to users based on the user selecting aspects

they wish to be represented (Wongsuphasawat et al. 2016) might further increase

the ease with which composers could create new representations.

In the study, Composer C used a multi-monitor setup, and so was able to use one

display to view specific aspects of the composition while keeping the full context

visible on a secondary monitor. Several visualisation systems (reviewed in Roberts

(2007)) investigate the space of how to allow users to coordinate multiple visualisa-

tions, and techniques from this area could be re-used within the DAW interface. It

is important to note, as Wang Baldonado, Woodruff, and Kuchinsky (2000) warn

us, that while providing multiple representations to users can provide cognitive

advantages, it can also increase cognitive demands in some situations. Given the

fact that the composers studied in Chapter 3 seem to all make coordinated use

of multiple different representations, this would seem to suggest that features for

coordinating representations are important, but that care should be taken to allow

representations to be easily hidden when they are no longer useful.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.2

· Allow coordinated manipulations of existing DAW representations with

these new representations.

· Provide a power-user interface for extending existing representations into

additional custom representations.

4.3.2 Diverse media types

Most DAWs will allow the representation of common types of information about

the composition (such as MIDI notes, effects parameters, and envelopes), but some

prototype systems have explored using a broader range of media, including text

annotations, photographs, and diagrams, in order to be able to represent additional

types of information.
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Observing the use that composers make of paper provides many clues about what

types of information composers use. The previous chapters have described several

examples of composers attempting to represent more unusual types of information.

In Chapter 2, it was noted that Tsandilas, Letondal, andMackay (2009) describe com-

posers using extended musical notations for representing quarter and eighth tones,

and Thiebaut, Healey, and Kinns (2008) provides detailed illustrations of custom

geometric notations used by a composer to represent audio channel positions in a

more sophisticated way than the conventional stereo panning model. In Chapter 3,

additional evidence of note making on paper by composers was observed, including

the representation by Composer A of “loose” rhythms and generalised intervals

from music theory, and the representation by Composer D of graphical plans for a

composition (see Figure 3.2).

At the most basic level, some composers report frustration with their DAW software

lacking support for text lyrics (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2010). Mc-

Grath, Chamberlain, and Benford (2016) note that while the representations (either

electronic or paper) that are used outside of music tools provide ways of represent-

ing the logic and reasoning behind why choices have been made, this information

is lost when the composer translates their work into software composition tools.

Nash (2015) notes that while composers require support for “secondary notations”,

most DAWs only support limited features such as “labelling and colour-coding parts

and tracks, and free text. . . few mechanisms are provided for flexibly annotating the

music in any of the sub-notations or views, beyond those forms formally recognised

by the program”.

4.3.2.1 Supported activities

In Chapter 3, conceptual frameworks were described as a mechanism that composers

use for self-constraining. To represent these conceptual frameworks, composers

create paper representations of them; for example, a composer might draw a magic

square on paper, which they use to determine the phrasing of a piece (Letondal and

Mackay 2007). This is a common behaviour for composers using conceptual frame-

works: Thiebaut (2010) describes a composer who used series of paper sketches of

geometric forms as “a medium between these concepts and the music” representing

their conceptual framework, and in the study described in Chapter 3, Composer
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D’s working environment contained paper representations of conceptual frame-

works used in previous compositions including a periodic table and a set of tone

rows. To represent these (often visual) ideas within the DAW instead of on paper

would require the DAW to support a broader range of media types such as freehand

sketches, diagrams, and lists.

An important activity can be eased using representations that include diverse media

types is collecting and capturing ofmaterial. When inspiration strikes, composersmay

wish to record ideas using one or more of audio, text, images (Bainbridge, Novak,

and Cunningham 2010), chord symbols, tablature notation, or conventional music

notation (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2012). In Chapter 3, Composer B and

Composer D were observed collecting snippets from previous work to incorporate

into their new compositions, but were required to leave the DAW in order to do so,

as there were no obvious facilities in their tools for collecting such materials.

4.3.2.2 In existing composition software

Research composition systems have attempted to include support for media types

beyond those conventionally seen in commercial software. Frameworks (Polfreman

2001) supports text, pictures, and diagrams. Apollo (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cun-

ningham 2010) permits freehand sketching, allowing users to make annotations.

Sonic Sketchpad (Coughlan and Johnson 2006) allows compound objects to be cre-

ated that consisted of both a drawing and recorded audio. QSketcher (Abrams et

al. 2002) automatically generates and stores additional metadata about the context

of composition (for example, the time at which each musical note was entered

into the system). Paper Substrates (Garcia et al. 2012) takes an alternative approach,

using augmented pens to link the custom hand-drawn paper notations created

by composers to the more conventional musical notations in the computer, while

Symbolist (Gottfried and Bresson 2018) allows similar custom graphic notations to

be used withinMax and OpenMusic (but not in conventional DAWs).

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.3

· Support more media types including text, photographs, drawings, and links

to files.
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· Record metadata about the contextmusical material was created in, such as

date, time of day, and geographical location.

4.3.2.3 In other software categories

As described earlier in this section, collecting and capturing is an activity which could

be enabled by support for a broader range of media types. This activity is commonly

seen across creativity tools, with the review of frameworks for understanding

creativity using software tools in Wang and Nickerson (2017) describing “collect

potentially relevant information” as one of the four key steps involved in creative

process. Coughlan and Johnson (2008) have discussed “collecting” of ideas as a

common behaviour that can be seen across many different creative domains.

Research into the creative activities of designers by Keller et al. (2009) and Inie et al.

(2018) found that assembling collections of material was a common activity, with

designers frequently maintaining both physical and digital collections separately.

Keller et al. (2009) suggest that a possible reason for this might be the poor support

for visual information in computer tools, and suggests that their designers require

the ability to easily create digital versions of their ideas by scanning or photograph-

ing. In the context of a DAW, this could include facilities for quickly scanning paper

notes into the DAW or importing photographs from a digital photo library.

A common theme in this research is the capturing of ideas when away from the

computer. Gross et al. (1998) createdDigital Design Sketchbooks for mobile capture of

ideas by architectural designers and Lee and Klemmer (2005) created the augmented

paper iDeas notebook for design students to provide a portable mechanism for

capturing ideas. In the study in Chapter 3, Composer C made use of musical

material they had recorded away from their home studio, while Composer B had

noted down ideas for compositions on their iPad, suggesting that mobile capture of

ideas might also be relevant to composers.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.4

· Allow composers to record ideas on the move away from a desktop computer.

· Integrate the ability to digitise notes, e.g. scanning, capturing photos.
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4.3.3 Structured representations

The ability to represent structures can be an important tool for composers, allowing

the composition to be broken up into smaller sections that can be worked on

individually, and enabling the composer to view the composition as a whole.

Musical structures are not just temporal: other useful ways of structuring composi-

tions used by composers include grouping tracks by frequency, instrument type,

or function (Duignan, Noble, and Biddle 2010; Macchiusi 2017, 140–41). Macchiusi

(2017) describes existing features in commercial DAWs that can be used to encode

such structures, such as setting colours on tracks and clips and creating groupings

of tracks.

Previous authors have discussed how composers create representations of musical

structures in their composition practices. Duignan, Noble, andBiddle (2010) describe

watching composers who “worked with musical material at varying temporal levels,

from short musical riffs. . . all the way up to large song structures such as the

traditional verse, chorus”. Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay (2009) describe how the

paper notes used by composers reference temporal structures and give examples of

structural diagrams created by composers.

Eaglestone et al. (2007) stress the importance of the ability to “express free associa-

tions between data and tools”, particularly personally meaningful associations, and

described how one composer they studied even created their own software tools to

allow them to represent groups of sounds hierarchically.

Representations allowing the composer to represent structure can allow the com-

poser to focus on structural aspects of a composition. Pearce and Wiggins (2002)

argue that creative cognition is “supported by the ability of the composer to rep-

resent and process musical information in a hierarchical manner and to attend to

the more abstract levels of representation during composition”, and that expert

composition requires this facility. Similarly, Balaban (1996) argues that “a good

representation for structured music pieces must capture temporal hierarchies”.

Some of the alternative DAW interface wireframes illustrated in Koda (2011) suggest

a possible route for higher-level temporal structures within DAWs, but they were

not implemented in a prototype system.
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4.3.3.1 Supported activities

Representations which can represent structure be useful for top-down composition

processes:

“many computer based systems do not support the top down strategy

for composition adequately and in fact, they usually require a bottom

up process. The ‘top down’ composer in this case generally has to

develop the high level structure externally to the system, build up the

material using the program while manipulating this material to fit the

required structure” (Polfreman 1997)

Composerswhowork in this fashion couldmake use of representations of structures

as part of their planning activities. In Chapter 3, Composer A started to work in

this kind of top-down way by making use of the pre-existing structure of the text

of a poem to provide the structure for a composition that they then composed.

This structure also appeared to help Composer A later on, when they shifted to

working in a patchwork style. For composers who use patchwork composition

processes, in which they do not work linearly from the start of the composition

to the end, representations of the temporal structure may be useful. Composer B

moved forward and back between different sections of their composition during the

session that was observed, and when they returned to an earlier section to extend it

in length, they found doing so to be difficult. Explicit support for temporal structures,

rather than just a timeline, may have helped to make structural manipulation more

frictionless.

4.3.3.2 In existing composition software

Temporal structures that go beyond the simple two-level (notes arranged into clips)

model used in DAWs have been used by some systems within research into other

types of composition software. While more complicated models of the temporal

structure of compositions are more common in the field of generativemusic soft-

ware (Polfreman 2001; Smith 2011), only a few conventional composition systems

represent more complex temporal structures, such as Apollo (Bainbridge, Novak,

and Cunningham 2010) and SSSP (Buxton et al. 1978).

It may initially appear that the solution to representing structure is to allow the
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composer to specify a hierarchy. However, Dannenberg (1993) points out that “music

often contains multiple hierarchies. . . A single hierarchy system is inadequate to

represent all these concepts at the same time.” Polfreman (1997) echoes this concern,

stating that

“systems should effectively support the definition and manipulation of

multiple parallel hierarchical structures, in order to allow composers to

manipulate musical information within the system in a manner closely

modelling their conceptual view of the music”.

Dannenberg (1993) suggests two ways to support multiple hierarchies: named links

and tags. However, these remain mostly unexplored in composition systems, with

Apollo (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2010) being notable for being a rare

example of using hyperlinks to represent temporal structure.

Some commercial composition software provides support for tagging in their built-

in libraries of loops, instruments, and effects. While the instrument browser in

Ableton Live uses a hierarchical model, for example, Maschine 2 uses the named

tags approach. GarageBand 10 provides an interface for browsing audio loops that

provides a choice between a conventional hierarchy and named tags (see Figure 4.2).

However, use of these approaches in other structures within the DAW, including

temporal structures, remains unexplored.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.5

· Use a hyperlinking or tagging mechanism to implement structures, so that

multiple overlapping structures can exist simultaneously, and multiple

levels of hierarchy can be created easily.

4.3.3.3 In other software categories

Across many different creative fields, support for creating multiple different levels

of structure could potentially aid creators (Shneiderman 2000), but perhaps the

most similar field is video editing. Video editing software also involves a timeline

with multiple tracks on which material can be edited and played back.

While DAWs havemostly taken an approach of grouping individual notes into “clips”,
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Figure 4.2: Modes of the loops library in GarageBand 10 that use tags (left) and hierarchy (right)

research involving software has experimented with more levels of hierarchy, and

additional view of temporal structure in addition to the timeline. Silver (Casares et

al. 2002) groups video frames into “shots”, which in turn are grouped into “clips”.

In addition to the traditional timeline, video editors can also edit the temporal

structure using the “storyboard” view, which displays clips as an ordered list. This

allows easier editing of the high-level structure without needing to view or edit

lower-level shots or frames. However, Silver’s interface only supports one hierarchy,

rather than the multiple parallel hierarchies recommended for music software by

Polfreman (1997).

An alternative approach that has been used to represent temporal structures in video

is annotations as an alternative to a more formal hierarchical structure. Annotations

can be used to provide multiple different perspectives, allowing multiple parallel

temporal structures to be created (Costa, Correia, and Guimarães 2002), similarly to

the tags and hyperlinks described in the previous section. Interfaces implementing

this kind of annotation in video have been used in prototype systems including TAV

(Müller, Miller, and Fels 2010).

Several research systems have also allowed the timeline to be annotated with tran-

scripts of the video (Berthouzoz, Li, and Agrawala 2012; Casares et al. 2002), and
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provide a separate view of the transcript that can be interacted with to navigate to

locations within the timeline. A similar approach could be used with lyrics in DAWs.

In Chapter 3, Composer A used an annotated lyrics sheet to represent the structure

of their composition, so this approach could be more natural for composers whose

structure is externally imposed in this way.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.6

· Provide additional temporal representations in addition to timelines that

allow rearrangement of higher-level structures.

· Remove the need to define a formal structure by allowing structural anno-

tations for browsing.

· Allow the timeline to be annotated with lyrics.

4.3.4 Incomplete specification

Nash (2012) notes that in most composition software, the representations used

often assume that the composition will be represented in a form that is completely

specified and can be played back by the computer, and that

“software is thus often exclusively able to support the final stages of

creativity: the elaboration, verification or refinement of an idea, and

take the ‘a-ha’ moment of insight as having already happened. . . Music

programs that seek to support exploratory design are often used simply

for transcription”.

Towork around this restriction, composers will oftenmake external representations

to describe the composition at a lower level of detail or fidelity to the finished

product:

“notebooks, cameras and voice recorders are used. . . because initial rep-

resentations can often be made without requiring the specific qualities

of the expected outcome.” (Coughlan and Johnson 2009b)

Allowing composers more media types to record musical ideas allows them to

capture rough sketches (see Diverse media types). However, unlike other material
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in the DAW, those representations do not support auditioning which is a signifi-

cant drawback, as a key advantage of composition software over paper is that the

composer can listen to their composition at any time.

This suggests that representations in a DAW should support incomplete specification:

that even if they do not yet contain complete instructions on how to play back the

composition, the DAW should attempt to do so. While Bainbridge, Novak, and

Cunningham (2010) note that in DAWs “musical ideas must be entered with an

attention to fine details of performance that is not appropriate to the capturing

of nascent musical ideas”, and Balaban (1996) suggests that systems should support

“partially-specified” and “incomplete” musical elements, information about how

incomplete specification might actually be implemented in composition software

appears to be mostly absent in the literature.

One exception is Buxton et al. (1978), who suggest that requirement that a music

system should be “capable of coping with incompletely specified data” and describe

an approach for providing this functionality. Their approach separates the process

of specifying a composition into different activities (such as defining a palette of

timbres, entering notes, or assigning notes to specific instruments). They propose

that by using a “system of defaults”, composition systems could support auditioning

when only some of these activities had been carried out, regardless of the order in

which those activities are performed.

4.3.4.1 Supported activities

Support for incomplete specification would be useful for supporting the activity of

auditioning at earlier stages in the creation of compositions. Peterson (2008) argues

that allowing auditioning of incompletely specifiedmaterial may have disadvantages,

suggesting that interfaces allowing playback of incomplete music with only one

aspect entered (such as notes without expression markings) might encourage an

undue focus on that aspect of the music. However, based on the findings in Chapter

3 (see Selective allocation of time and effort), we can also look at this as a positive effect:

auditioning of incompletely specified material can assist composers in deliberately

limiting exploration and focusing on those aspects that are of interest to the composer.
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4.3.4.2 In existing composition software

Based on their experience of working with composers who use paper scores, Tsandi-

las, Letondal, and Mackay (2009) createdMusInk, a composition system in which

visual elements within the representation of the composition are not required to

have specific musical meanings, and visual objections can be created that do not

describe any particular pitches, effect parameters, instruments, or other information

required for playback.

Their research illustrates an important point: that to support the ability to audition

an incomplete composition, the software should not just allow the auditioning of

symbolic elements which are incompletely specified, but also tolerate the presence

of symbolic elements so incompletely specified they cannot yet be auditioned at all.

Describing this approach as “semi-structured delayed interpretation”, the approach

used by Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay (2009) depends on two features: the

ability to add symbolic elements to the representation of a composition without

specifying a musical meaning, and the ability to add a defined meaning to those

elements at a later time. Their implementation of the approach uses digital pens

with which composers draw onto paper representations, allowing composers to

sketch envelopes, groups, ranges, or markers onto a printed score, but the approach

itself need not be specific to that medium and could be applied in DAWs in future.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.7

· Do not require musical interpretation to be specified when envelopes, groups,

ranges and markers are created.

· Allow mappings at a later time from these objects to a musical property.

4.3.4.3 In other software categories

In themore general domain of creativity support tools, many authors have identified

the ability to “sketch” incompletely specified representations as a useful ability. As

Mangano et al. (2014) observe, designers “draw what they need, and no more. Few

sketches are created with extensive detail; rather, designers create sketches with

the detail and notation necessary to help them reason.” Gharib (2014) reports that
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designers avoid CAD systems because they require “a high level of accuracy” while

“sketching needs an easy, fast, and intuitive way to express ideas that arising quickly

in mind. . . the designer uses sketching to record his ideas quickly”, and Mangano et

al. (2014) agree that “low detail enables sketches to be created quickly and modified

easily, providing rapid feedback”. An advantage of sketching is the ability to easily

try many ideas by giving more flexibility for experimentation, avoiding premature

commitment to particular ideas. Mangano et al. (2014) note that adopting a formal

notation too quickly results in “less exploratory and broad search for solutions”

and Walther, Robertson, and Radcliffe (2007) claim that too much detail results in

“premature fixation” on certain solutions.

As discussed earlier in this section, Buxton et al. (1978) suggest that composition

software should support incomplete specification by using a “system of defaults”

for missing data. However, research in other fields of software has suggested that

providing default settings can have unwelcome effects. The presence of a default

option in a user interface can significantly affect behaviour through the “default

effect” (Herrmann et al. 2011; Shah and Kesan 2006), steering users subconsciously

towards the default option in ways that the user is often unaware of. Nicoll and

Keogh (2019) describe how when small teams and hobbyists are designing games

using the engine Unity, their need to prioritise their use of resources and time

can lead to overuse of default values, leading to games that feel derivative and

unprofessional. As a result, it appears using default options for incomplete data

does present a danger of the choice of default values influencing the composer’s

work.

The current approach commonly used to mitigate this issue within composition

software is a library of presets, which can remove the need for spending time and

energy on fully specifying a choice by allowing the composer to select an acceptable

pre-existing option. However, this may still result in derivative or unprofessional

sounding results (Paterson 2011), and some creativity support researchers have

suggested that a large variety of presets can be overwhelming for less experienced

users (Benedetti et al. 2014). Experience from the field of game development suggests

that even when presets are intended to be used only as temporary placeholders

that are later replaced they may still cause issues such as creators becoming overly

attached to the placeholder content, accidentally retaining the placeholder, and

difficulty in replacing the placeholder with an item of better quality. These issues
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can be partially mitigated by clearly indicating placeholder content in the interface

(Zagal and Altizer 2015).

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.8

· Clearly indicate temporary work that composers intend to complete later.

4.3.5 Representing alternatives

As Coughlan (2009) note, “few painters would ruin a canvas they valued just to

explore an alternative idea, but with computers the cost of repairing a mistake has

commonly been reduced to a keyboard shortcut.” Composition software offers the

possibility of representing multiple possible versions of sections of a composition

simultaneously.

Coughlan and Johnson (2006) suggest that composition software should support the

representation of multiple possibilities for comparison, evaluation, and generation

of further ideas. Duignan (2008) reports observing composers creatingworkarounds

that allow them to representmultiple possibilities in aDAW. These composers would

make a copy of a track’s current state and store it on a temporary muted track so

they could safely experiment with other possibilities. Other composers found

being required to store multiple “raw takes” as separate tracks to be confusing and

resorted to storing alternate versions in an entirely separate copy of their project.

McGarry et al. (2017) similarly report observing frequent duplication of files in the

recording sessions they observed; again, this workaround is used to reduce risk and

to allow safe experimentation. Macchiusi (2017) points out that some DAW software

(Pro Tools, Logic, and Cubase) provides some limited support for this technique by

allowing users to record multiple takes of a performance, an ability that is useful

for common recording techniques of “comping” and “punching” (Phillips 2010, 257–

64). Even in DAWs that do not directly support this behaviour, composers can use

workarounds such as grouping a set of tracks each containing a different take (see

Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: ‘Comping’ using grouped tracks in Ableton Live 9

4.3.5.1 Supported activities

It has been suggested that representing alternatives may be important for supporting

iterativemusical processes. Hailpern et al. (2007) suggest a requirement for creativity

tools to “keep multiple design ideas visible simultaneously” because it allows a

“rapid cycle of divergent/convergent thinking”, suggesting that fast iterative creative

processes may be aided by the ability to represent alternatives. In terms of the

activities described in Chapter 2, the ability to represent alternatives helps in the

activity of combining alternatives used in the convergent phase of iterative processes.

Continuing to represent alternatives after they have been discardedmay be useful for

composition processes that involve recycling material. Donin and Theureau (2007)

describe how the composer in their study “recycles” material written for a previous

movement, which was not judged appropriate for that context, by including it in

later movements. Keeping a library of material which was considered “good but not

the right option” may allow composers to quickly solve later creative problems by

recycling previously abandoned work. This suggests that representing alternatives

continues to be useful, even after a decision about which alternative to use has been

made. This kind of recycling behaviour does appear to be relevant to pro-amateur

composers: in Chapter 3, both Composer B and Composer D were observed making

use of fragments of previous work in the compositions they were creating.
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Figure 4.4: Drawing multiple possible expressive curves with Inksplorer, taken from Garcia et al.

(2011)

4.3.5.2 In existing composition software

Garcia et al. (2011) describe how composers using their augmented paper system

Inksplorer used the interactive paper to explore ideas by drawing multiple possibili-

ties (see Figure 4.4).

MM drew several long curves on top of each other to evaluate differ-

ent alternatives in the afore-mentioned composition, each providing

incremental corrections. . . He used layers of curves to guide each re-

finement, explaining “It’s a kind of guide that lets you correct it next

time.” (Garcia et al. 2011)

This approachwas further developed in a subsequent systemby the same researchers,

Polyphony (Garcia et al. 2014b).

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.9

· Allow composers to create multiple alternative versions of elements within

the composition.

· Where values are graphically displayed and edited, display multiple versions

simultaneously.

4.3.5.3 In other software categories

The need to represent multiple alternatives is a recognised issue in creativity tools.

Terry and Mynatt (2002) state that the prevalent interaction model that “requires
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a document to be in one, and only one, state at any particular time. . . is typically

a poor match to the non-linear, experimental processes characteristic of creative

endeavours”, and suggest creativity tools should support the ability to represent

multiple possibilities at once.

The existing research into representations of multiple alternatives focuses almost

exclusively on graphical media such as bitmap editing and 3D modelling. These

mediums have the advantage that alternative options can be easily previewed side by

side and the effects of changes can be made instantly visible. Musical compositions,

on the other hand, can only be played back one alternative at a time, and the

composer must spend time auditioning each alternative. Mediums such as music

composition, which are much less visually and more temporally focused, are rarely

discussed in the existing work on exploring alternatives. A notable exception is

Hartmann et al. (2008), which briefly discusses the exploration of alternatives in

parameters affecting the behaviour of interactive user interface elements.

Some applications of alternatives to specific problems seen in existing papers could

potentially translate well to the DAW. Allowing composers to create alternative

orderings of structural sections could be implemented using the approaches that

have been used for this task in document writing (Elkhaldi and Woodbury 2015) and

storyboarding (Tharatipyakul et al. 2016) software. Signal flow between instruments

and effects in a DAW is comparable to a dataflow graph, so the approaches to

exploring alternatives in dataflow graphs that have been used in generative visual

art (Zaman et al. 2015) and game development (MacCormick and Zaman 2019) might

be helpful.

While the ability to represent multiple options within a composition is important, it

is important to note that this is not the onlyway that composers to achieve their aims.

Discussing the need to experiment with alternative options in creative software,

Terry et al. (2004) identified four methods for doing this: throwaway sketching and

prototyping of alternatives in different documents, history and version control for

keeping copies of past considered versions, using ad-hoc workarounds within a

document (for example, using multiple layers and turning them on and off), and

“what if” tools that represent multiple versions of a document. For early stages in

creative processes, throwaway prototypes may be sufficient: Mangano et al. (2014)

describes how designers use multiple sketches representing alternatives that they
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can then juxtapose and synthesise. Within the context of a DAW, the ability to link

together multiple sketch compositions as one “project” could assist composers in

this behaviour.

As yet unexplored design possibilities for this technique include:

Design suggestions 4.10

· Provide the ability to create multiple alternative orderings of temporal struc-

tures.

· Allow composers to create projects that group throwaway experiments

together with a composition.

· Consider exploring alternatives within signal flow chains of effects and

instruments.

4.3.6 Task lists

Lists of tasks are a type of representation used to record planned work on a compo-

sition and monitor the progress of the composition activity over time. Composers

might call these representations by various names such as checklists, to-do lists, or

just ‘reminders’.

Abrams et al. (2002) report that “composers often cover their desk or walls with. . .

todo notes” and Nash (2015) describes the use of secondary notations such as

freeform notes for a variety of purposes including to-do lists. In Chapter 3, Com-

poser C was seen to use the plain text notes feature in Logic to maintain lists of

instrumental recordings that needed to be re-recorded.

4.3.6.1 Supported activities

The most obvious use of task lists is as a memory aid, and in the literature on

external representations, to-do lists are often an archetypal example used to ex-

plain reducing memory load by cognitive offloading. In terms of the composition

activities described in Chapter 2, task lists are a representation that could support

composers in planning within the DAW, without requiring them to link plans to

specific positions in the timeline.

In the context of composition, they could also help composers to retain focus by
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supporting review of the composition and prioritisation of particular aspects of it,

supporting the strategy of limited exploration of other aspects.

4.3.6.2 In existing composition software

Even though the use of task lists by composers has been documented, and the

apparent utility of task lists across a wide variety of domains and groups of users

outside of composers, there does not appear to be any existing discussion of how

task lists might be integrated with DAWs or other composition software.

4.3.6.3 In other software categories

Outside of the field of creativity support tools, the use of task list representations

is described using the terminology personal task management (PTM) or electronic

personal task management (e-PTM). Many potentially relevant design suggestions

can be found in this literature including sorting, filtering, highlighting, and group-

ing by properties of tasks (Bellotti et al. 2004, 740; Haraty and McGrenere 2016),

automatically suggesting sub-tasks (Gil et al. 2012; Kokkalis et al. 2013), a single text

field for both search and input of tasks to avoid accidental duplications (Conley and

Carpenter 2007), capturing history of edits to the task list (Bellotti et al. 2004, 740),

support for entry away from the desk including use on mobile devices (Bellotti et al.

2004, 740), and automatic detection of when tasks have been completed (Gil et al.

2012).

A potential pitfall of postponing work is that composers need to re-familiarise them-

selves with the task and its context when they resume work. Salvucci (2010) view

“task resumption as a process of reconstruction. In reconstruction, the user visually

re-encodes the task environment to reconstruct the task context immediately prior

to interruption.” This suggests that providing the facility for users to restore the

representations they were using when a problem was discovered and added to the

list may be helpful. As Rule, Tabard, and Hollan (2017) note:

“images of past work may help users not only remember suspended ac-

tivities, but also cue reconstruction of the complex network of thoughts

they had while performing them, easing resumption of those activi-

ties. . . Helping users make sense of past activities is an essential step in

supporting the reconstruction of past mental contexts and ultimately
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resuming suspended activities.”

Finally, it is worth noting that records of problems and mistakes can be useful for

many different and sometimes not immediately obvious reasons, as Kim, Bagla, and

Bernstein (2015) suggest. Lists of mistakes can be used as inspirational material for

future work (Eaglestone et al. 2007) or categorised to spot common patterns of

errors.

As yet unexplored design possibilities for this technique include:

Design suggestions 4.11

· Provide a list or database facility for storing tasks.

· Let composers easily restore representations they were using when a task

was created.

· Consider solutions from PTM literature to find useful interface patterns.

4.3.7 Representing history

In addition to representing plans for future activity, it is also helpful to be able to

represent past composition activities and states of the composition.

As has been previously described in Chapter 2, composers oftenmake use of paper in

varied ways as part of their composition processes. Past authors have documented,

using photographs of the paper notes used by composers, the way the permanent

nature of these physical notes creates a representation of the historical development

of a composition over time (Healey and Thiebaut 2007; Garcia et al. 2011; Rutz 2014,

ch. 4).

With the proliferation of digital studio tools, composers have come to rely on the

ability to use “undo” features as a similar mechanism by which they can revisit

historical states of the composition, a significant change from previous eras of

recording technology in which non-destructive editing was not available (Macchiusi

2017, 68; Phillips 2010, 266).

However, undo/redo features are limited in the ways that they can be used:

“Widely used multi-track editing systems, such as Protools or Ardour,

only provide support for the standard desktop application metaphor
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Figure 4.5: The ‘Undo History’ feature in Sibelius 5

of an undo-history. . . The purpose of the undo-history, as its name

suggests, is merely to be able to correct recent mistakes by making the

last editing steps undone.” (Rutz 2014, 44–45)

Designed as a specialised tool intended purely to remedy errors, these undo history

facilities only display a list of past actions that have been carried out, not past states of

the composition (for example, the interface in Figure 4.5). An undo history appears

limited when compared to the detailed visual record of a composition provided by

paper notes. Even if composers do attempt to return to previous states within the

undo history, the state of the entire composition is altered, making it difficult to

identify actions taken on individual elements of the composition.

4.3.7.1 Supported activities

Representations of historical activity would be particularly useful for supporting

the habituation strategy observed in the study in Chapter 3 (see Selective allocation of

time and effort). In that chapter, Composer D used a habituation approach, re-using

the same techniques repeatedly. However, due to the constraints of the software

they were using, they had to repeatedly locate and reselect the same options in the

Cubasemenu system, rather than being able to easily able to access them. Duignan

(2008) observed that composers were so keen to “fine-tune or recreate the same

process at a later point” that they would document the history of a process. Koda

(2011) notes that “a simple listed history of processes applied to individual audio
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regions would be immensely useful in documenting the concoction of processes that

might create similar audio effects.” Another potentially useful effect of displaying

habitual behaviours is to allow composers to avoid those behaviours to ensure

novelty in their work (Nakamura et al. 2018). Outside of the specific context of

composition, Nancel and Cockburn (2014) summarise some of the existing research

into interaction histories designed to enable reuse.

Access to historical interaction data could also be a powerful tool for helping com-

posers in the activity of reflection. iMPULS|IVE (Nash 2012) andOmaggio (McCulloch

2014) are tools designed to visualises the history of interactions with specific com-

position software packages. While these visualisations were intended solely for use

by researchers, they suggest useful properties that can be derived from composition

session data such as “distraction events” and “uncertainty”, and these might also aid

composers in their own reflective activities.

4.3.7.2 In existing composition software

Rutz (2014) introducesMellite, a music programming environment that captures a

full historical record of past states, and art installations which partly created using

the tool. However, while they describe in detail how the software was implemented,

and the novel creative avenues it has been used to explore, there is little discussion

of how the historical information it records might be represented to the composer.

Sonic Sketchpad (Coughlan and Johnson 2006) features a slider control which is used

to access all the previous states of the composition, but has an unusual design quite

different to a DAW, with no timeline or tracks.

QSketcher (Abrams et al. 2002) provides an undo history feature that allows a

composer to view and restore previous configurations of windows and tool palettes

the composer has used.

Sonic Zoom (Tubb and Dixon 2014b) is an interface for controlling a synthesiser that

visually represents the path the composer has taken while exploring the space of

possible timbres. The Sonic Zoom system represents historical parameter values as

a white trail in a 2D space (see Figure 4.6).

In the Sonic Zoom interface, blue circles used to represent saved presets. Wexelblat

and Maes (1999) note that history can contain both active and passive elements,
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Figure 4.6: Part of the Sonic Zoom interface, taken from Tubb and Dixon (2014b)

contrasting the automatically recorded passive history used by Undo and Redo

features with the actively created bookmarks and favourites that are deliberately

selected by users. In Sonic Zoom, displaying and highlighting presets in the same

display as historical values integrates both active and passive histories into a single

representation.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 4.12

· Allow the user to revisit past states of the composition.

· Display historical values in visualisations of parameters in instruments and

effects.

· Highlight saved custom presets in these visualisations.

4.3.7.3 In other software categories

The ability to trace the history of the creative process has identified as an important

aspect of creativity support, with guidelines for creativity support tool design such

as Resnick et al. (2005) recommending designers to consider it.
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A similar approach to the previously described Sonic Zoom interface, in which

previously explored settings are visually displayed, has also appeared in other fields.

Feng et al. (2017) have discussed how the exploration of information visualisations

could be enhanced by displaying what areas have already been encountered. They

review existing approaches to visualising the history of a user’s exploration, focusing

on systems that directly encode this history as a visual variable of a visualisation,

and report that the prototype systems they created to explore this area appear to

“nudge” users to perform more exploration.

While Sonic Zoom only shows the history of explored values within a visualisation

of continuous parameters, Feng et al. (2017) note that many other interfaces for

exploration could be enhanced in a similar fashion, including some standard user

interface widgets found in DAWs. Controls for setting parameters such as knobs,

sliders, and drop-down boxes could be augmented with visualisations of history

using the approach of Scented Widgets (Willett, Heer, and Agrawala 2007). Views

of the composition that allow panning and zooming can display also use a similar

technique to display visit wear in scrollbars (Skopik and Gutwin 2005). Interfaces

for browsing and choosing items from lists can benefit also from a similar approach

(Gutwin and Cockburn 2006). Another area that should be considered is the re-use

of items from within hierarchical structures such as loop, instrument, or effect

libraries. Existing interfaces designed to assist users in revisiting parts of the file

system hierarchymay be useful guides here. The approach of highlighting previously

opened file system folders used by Fitchett, Cockburn, and Gutwin (2013) might be

useful for composers like Composer B in Chapter 3, who was observed spending

considerable time trying to relocate a previously used category folder within the

GarageBand loops library.

A final consideration is whether the record of a user’s historical activity should be

carried over between different compositions. Doing so would support users like

Composer B (from Chapter 3), who reused options between multiple songs within

an album to obtain a consistent feel.

As yet unexplored design possibilities for this technique include:

Design suggestions 4.13
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· Use augmented user interface elements that display the history of previously

viewed and used options.

· Show historical choices from other compositions in addition to the current

composition.

4.4 Summary

Chapter 2 described component activities that are seen in composition. In this

chapter, a number of techniques for designing representations in digital audio

workstations have been described, and many of these techniques help support

the composition activities that were previously described. This is summarised in

Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Composition activities from Chapter 2 that are supported by the representation techniques

Activity Techniques supporting the activity

Planning Structured representations, Task lists

Collecting and capturing Diverse media types

Auditioning Incomplete representation

Reflection Representing history

Improvisation Selective representation

Mixing Selective representation

Combining alternatives Representing alternatives

Chapter 3 described three strategies used by composers to selectively allocate their

time and effort, and these techniques are also supported by several of the techniques,

as is summarised in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Allocation strategies from Chapter 3 that are supported by the representation techniques

Strategies Techniques supporting the strategy

Limited exploration Selective representation, Incomplete representation,

Task lists

Conceptual frameworks Diverse media types

Habituation and reuse Representing alternatives, Representing history
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Based on the study in Chapter 3 and sources from the literature, this section has

made specific suggestions on how each technique should best be implemented, and

these suggestions are summarised in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Summary of the implementation suggestions for each design technique

Technique Based on composition software Based on other software categories

Selective

representation

Provide sets of common useful
representations, such as line graphs,
points in a 2D plane, musical staves,

and tonnetz grids. Let composers

specify their own mappings from
musical attributes they are working

on to the visual axes provided by

these representations.

Allow coordinatedmanipulations of

existing DAW representations with

these new representations. Provide a

power-user interface for extending

existing representations into

additional custom representations.

Diverse media

types

Support more media types including
text, photographs, drawings, and

links to files. Record metadata about
the contextmusical material was

created in, such as date, time of day,

and geographical location.

Allow composers to record ideas on
the move away from a desktop

computer. Integrate the ability to

digitise notes, e.g. scanning, capturing
photos.

Structured

representations

Use a hyperlinking or tagging
mechanism to implement structures,

so that multiple overlapping

structures can exist simultaneously,

and multiple levels of hierarchy can

be created easily.

Provide additional temporal
representations in addition to

timelines that allow rearrangement

of higher-level structures. Remove

the need to define a formal structure

by allowing structural annotations
for browsing. Allow the timeline to

be annotated with lyrics.

Incomplete

specification

Do not require musical interpretation
to be specified when envelopes,

groups, ranges and markers are

created. Allow mappings at a later
time from these objects to a musical

property.

Clearly indicate temporary work that
composers intend to complete later.

Representing

alternatives

Allow composers to create multiple

alternative versions of elements

within the composition. Where

values are graphically displayed and

edited, display multiple versions
simultaneously.

Provide the ability to create multiple

alternative orderings of temporal
structures. Allow composers to create
projects that group throwaway
experiments together with a

composition. Consider exploring

alternatives within signal flow chains
of effects and instruments.
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Technique Based on composition software Based on other software categories

Task lists Provide a list or database facility for
storing tasks. Let composers easily

restore representations they were
using when a task was created.

Consider solutions from PTM
literature to find useful interface
patterns.

Representing

history

Allow the user to revisit past states of
the composition. Display historical
values in visualisations of parameters

in instruments and effects. Highlight
saved custom presets in these

visualisations.

Use augmented user interface elements
that display the history of previously

viewed and used options. Show

historical choices from other
compositions in addition to the

current composition.

This chapter has identified existing composition software which have explored

applying one or more of the techniques. These are summarised in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Composition software that has applied each design technique

Technique Relevant systems

Selective representation Comp-I (Miyazaki, Fujishiro, and Hiraga 2004),

Inksplorer (Garcia et al. 2011),MusicSketcher (Thiebaut,
Healey, and Kinns 2008),MusInk (Tsandilas, Letondal,
and Mackay 2009), PaperComposer (Garcia et al. 2014a),
Scriva (Buxton et al. 1979)

Diverse media types Apollo (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2010),

Frameworks (Polfreman 2001), Paper Substrates (Garcia et
al. 2012), QSketcher (Abrams et al. 2002), Sonic Sketchpad
(Coughlan and Johnson 2006), Symbolist (Gottfried and
Bresson 2018)

Structured representations Apollo (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham 2010),

SSSP (Buxton et al. 1978)

Incomplete specification MusInk (Tsandilas, Letondal, and Mackay 2009)

Representing alternatives Inksplorer (Garcia et al. 2011), Polyphony (Garcia et al.
2014b)

Task lists

Representing history iMPULS|IVE (Nash 2012),Mellite (Rutz 2014), Omaggio
(McCulloch 2014), QSketcher (Abrams et al. 2002), Sonic
Sketchpad (Coughlan and Johnson 2006), Sonic Zoom
(Tubb and Dixon 2014b)
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4.5 Next steps

For the purposes of this thesis, it is important to now determine a specific represen-

tation technique or technique to investigate further. When considering this issue,

various factors are relevant to the decision, including:

1. how much could the technique support the specific requirements of pro-

amateur composers?

2. how much existing research has already been carried out relating to the

technique?

3. how technically feasible is a further investigation of the technique?

In Chapter 3, the particular needs of pro-amateur composers were identified. Pro-

amateur composers have a need for better support for some composition activities,

and all of the techniques appear to be useful as a means of better supporting at least

one type of activity that composers perform. Pro-amateurs alsomake use ofmultiple

secondary representations in addition to the composition itself, and the techniques

of structured representations and task lists would allow further explanation of this

theme. Strategies for selective allocation of time and effort found to be important to

pro-amateur composers, but while most techniques could be used as part of those

strategies, structured representationsmight be less useful.

While the first three techniques have been prototyped and studied to at least some

extent, there has been little investigation of the remaining five techniques, with

the task lists technique implemented in no prototypes found in the review. Rep-

resentations using the task lists technique are discussed in very limited ways both

in the reviewed sources and in the creativity support tools literature despite the

apparent usefulness of the technique, suggesting that the task lists technique is

under-explored.

Different techniques present different challenges in terms of the technical complexity

required for further investigation. After building some initial prototypes, it was

determined that building a DAW that could implement one of the techniques would

be significantlymore difficult than building an additional interface that could be used

to interact with an existing DAW. This meant that techniques that could require

significant modifications to the data model used by DAWs, such as representing

alternatives or incomplete specification techniques, would present more challenges.
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Additionally, these prototypes demonstrated that the APIs which DAWs provided

for extensions did not provide control of all aspects of the DAW, and when used

to control the DAW could involve significant lag, which could make it difficult to

adequately implement techniques involving interactive editing of data in the DAW,

such as selective representation or structured representations.

Based on this analysis, the task lists technique appears to be a fruitful area for further

investigation: the technique is immediately relevant to pro-amateur composers

because it can be used as part of strategies for selective time and effort, it allows

further investigation of the co-ordinated use of multiple representations, it has

been little explored within the existing literature on composition software, and it is

technically feasible to explore within the constraints of a Ph.D study.

Task lists can be used by composers to represent many different types of infor-

mation, such as plans for material on which work has not yet begun, potential

improvements to existing material, past composition activities, and incomplete

areas of a composition. While many other techniques described in this chapter can

represent some of these things, the other techniques cannot be flexibly used to do

all of them in one representation, giving task lists unique advantages that make it a

particularly interesting area to explore.

The following chapter will investigate the technique in more detail.



Chapter 5

Evaluating a to-do list for a DAW

In the previous chapter, design techniques for supporting composers’ external

cognitionwere proposed, and task lists identified as a technique thatmight be fruitful

for further exploration. This chapter further investigates the task lists technique by

studying pro-amateur composers using a prototype that integrates with the Ableton

Live DAW. Based on this study, the advantages of using the task lists technique

are discussed, and more recommendations are identified for implementing the

techniques from the previous chapter.

The chapter is divided into nine main parts: an introduction to the study; a de-

scription of the user interface of the prototype system LiveTodos; a description

of themethodology including details of the experimental protocol, participants,

recruitment, and data analysis approach; a description of the data gathered dur-

ing the study sessions; an account of the four main themes generated from the

data analysis; seven patterns of activity observed; a discussion of how these

themes and patterns relate to findings from previous chapters; and a summary of

the conclusions of this chapter.

5.1 Introduction

The aim of this study was to gain more information about how DAWs should be

designed to support composers’ working processes and practices through the use

of the task lists technique.

In particular, it aims to answer these questions:
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1. How are to-do lists useful to pro-amateur composers working with a DAW?

2. What activities do pro-amateur composers use to-do lists to carry out?

3. How could the representations in DAWs be changed to better support these

activities?

The methodology used to answer these questions involved creating a prototype

system to provoke composers. In order to see how composers would react to the

prototype, they were asked to perform a composition task using the prototype as

part of a lab-based study at the University of Nottingham. A detailed record of the

use of the prototype was gathered using video cameras and automatic logging, and

after the study, the composers’ thoughts on the technology were captured using a

semi-structured interview.

This approach was inspired by technology probes:

“Technology Probes are low-fi technology applications designed to

collect information around use, explore usability issues, and ultimately

provide inspiration for a new design space. The developers of the Tech-

nology Probe concept caution that this is not a form of iterative design

for advancing prototypes but instead introduces a novel technology to

track how users respond to and engage with it over time” (Boehner et

al. 2007)

Introducing a prototype implementing the “task lists” technique to composers

helps elicit their thoughts and suggestions about these kinds of representations.

It also allows gathering data about how they do (and do not) use these kinds of

representations as part of their work.

To create the prototype, it was decided to create a system to extend the DAW Live

created by Ableton AG1
. Live was chosen as a system to extend because it is widely

used by pro-amateur users, has a more modern design compared to competitors like

Logic or ProTools, can be extended using a public API without licensing requirements,

and has limited existing support for the task lists technique.

The only existing options available to composers making notes of tasks to return to

later are to make their own notes outside of Live, to create a Locator (a text string

1
For readers who are unfamiliar with Live or its functionality, a brief summary can be found in

Appendix A, which may be useful for understanding the terminology used in this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Live’s Locator and Info Text features

displayed at a particular point in the timeline of the Arrangement mode), or to use

the Info Text feature to attach a text note to a track, scene, locator, or clip (which

has the significant disadvantage of only being visible when selecting that object).

Figure 5.1 shows these features in use.

To provide more useful functionality for these purposes, the prototype was created

consisting of two parts: the LiveTodos website, and a supporting plugin for Live.

There were several requirements for this prototype:

1. Simple functionality: In order to gain insight into what features composers

actually felt were important - and avoid drawing their attention towards

particular functionality - the prototype should implement the minimum set

of features possible. However, in order to stimulate useful feedback from

composers, it should still provide at least some functionality not available

with pen and paper notes.

To meet this requirement, LiveTodos provides a minimal set of features.

LiveTodos has the same basic abilities as a paper to-do list - the ability to
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make and edit a to-do list relating to a particular song, add additional text

notes to a list item, and mark each list item done or not done. It extends the

abilities of paper to-do lists in one way only: the ability to associate each list

item to a specific location and trackwithin a composition in Live. A number of

alternative extensions were considered before selecting this choice, including

extensions directly inspired by the findings in the Task lists section of Chapter

4. After a series of technical feasibility prototypes, this extension was chosen,

because it appeared to be the most useful and practical to implement while

not conflicting with the other requirements.

2. Provides a secondary representation: Chapter 3 identified that providing

secondary representations to composers was an important feature requiring

more investigation, so the prototype should provide an additional interface

in addition to the one found in Live. The second finding in Chapter 3 was

that the composers studied carried out significant activities away from the

DAW so it should be possible to use this secondary representation separately

to Live.

To meet this requirement, LiveTodos provides a web page which acts as a

secondary representation in addition to Live. The plugin allows coordination

of shared objects between the two representations - for example, if a track

is renamed in Live, to-do list items in LiveTodos referring to that track will

be automatically updated with the new name. In addition to being used in

conjunction with Live, the LiveTodos website can be used on mobile devices

or other computers away from Live, as information about the most recent

state of the composition can be stored on the LiveTodos web server. This

also allows the use of LiveTodos when Live is not currently running.

3. Suitable for a longitudinal study: Following the technology probe ap-

proach, and based on the findings in Chapter 2, the prototype needs to be

able to support a study of prolonged use by the composers. The prototype

should support use in a field setting, on a composer’s own computers, and as

they work on their own compositions, while still collecting useful data.

To meet this requirement, and be suitable for longitudinal use, the prototype

also needs to be easy to install onto a composer’s own devices and to not

interfere with their work. As the LiveTodos user interface is a web page, no
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installation is required and system requirements are minimal. The plugin can

be installed onto any computer running Live by copying a folder into Live’s

library and adjusting one setting in Live’s preferences. To reduce the risk of

negative effects on the composer’s activity or corruption of the composer’s

work, the pluginworks silently, and does notmodify the compositions created

by the composer
2
. The LiveTodoswebsite automatically logs each action taken

on the web page, and the plugin also records information about the state of

Live which it regularly sends to the LiveTodos server to be logged, allowing

the prototype to record data in a field setting.

5.2 LiveTodos: interface and evolution

Users sign up to LiveTodos through the website and are given instructions to

download and install the plugin. Once this is complete, the main LiveTodos website

becomes available.

The LiveTodos website displays to-do lists to composers and provides some generic

to-do list features (see Figure 5.2). Each to-do list item has a “Done” checkbox, a title,

and a set of associated tags. At the top of the to-do list, a text field can be used to

enter new list items. When this field is selected, a second field is revealed in which

the composer can type in tags to add to the list item. Selecting a list item allows the

composer to view and edit metadata (including an ‘additional notes’ field) and to

delete the list item.

The plugin supports the additional functionality that LiveTodos provides that would

not be available in a general-purpose to-do list tool. The plugin sends information to

the LiveTodos website about the current Live Set, such as the name of each Live Set

that is opened, and what tracks or scenes it contains. This permits more advanced

co-ordination features:

1. each Live Set opened in Live is automatically associated with a new to-do list

on the LiveTodos website

2. to-do list items are automatically annotated with the currently selected track,

scene, or loop region in Live

2
Due to restrictions in the LiveMIDI remote scripts API, the LiveTodos plugin must add a small

amount of data into the key-value store that is contained within each Live Set. This does not affect

the composition itself and is invisible to the end user.
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Figure 5.2: Viewing a song (left) and editing a list item (right) in LiveTodos

3. when the name, colour, or position of a track or scene is changed in Live,

the LiveTodos website automatically updates to reflect the change # when

the currently selected track or scene changes in Live, the LiveTodos website

automatically highlights to-do list items related to that track or scene

Once the first composer was observed using LiveTodos, it was apparent both from

the feedback received and data recorded that composers needed to be able to

incrementally add more detail to their list items over time. An updated version

of LiveTodos was created to meet this need which was used by the remaining

composers.

The new version (see Figure 5.3) provided a feature where to-do list items could

be tagged with tracks, scenes, time ranges, or custom text. In this new version,

LiveTodos suggests tags to the user based on their current selections in Live, rather

than adding metadata automatically, allowing details to be gradually added.

As a result, the combined plugin and website now provided the following co-

ordination features:

1. each Live Set opened in Live is automatically associated with a new to-do list

on the LiveTodos website

2. tags are automatically suggested based on the currently selected track, scene,

or loop region in Live

3. tags for tracks and scenes are visually highlighted in LiveTodos when selected

in Live
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Figure 5.3: Viewing a song (left) and adding a new list item (right) in the updated LiveTodos version

4. when the name, colour, or position of a track or scene is changed in Live, the

corresponding tag in LiveTodos automatically updates to reflect the change

The remaining four composers all used versions of this interface. Minor tweaks

were made over time as user interface issues were spotted. The composers assigned

tags to nearly half of all list items they created. The most commonly created type of

tag was tags representing tracks in Live. Some composers made use of the ability

to tag a list item with more than one track or scene at a time. Composers rarely

created their own custom tags.

5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 Experimental protocol

The composers were all provided with a laptop running Live, a 49-key MIDI con-

troller keyboard, and a pair of over-the-ear headphones. The composers were also

provided with a tablet computer on which to use the LiveTodos website.

All sessions of the study were held in a small rectangular room with a circular

table, around which chairs were placed (see Figure 5.4). On the table was placed

the equipment listed above, along with printed instructions for the study, and an

audio recorder used to capture a record of the study. On the wall in front of the
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Figure 5.4: Equipment used in the study

composer, there was a whiteboard.

In the previous study described in Chapter 3, a significant problem was the quality

of the video data captured, which did not always adequately record the activity of

composers. In this study, a small “action camera” was used in order to avoid this

issue. The camera was capable of recording 4K resolution video with a wide field of

view and when placed on a tripod to the left of the composers’ seat allowed almost

the entire area of the table to be recorded in detail.

At the start of each study, the laptop was placed in the centre of the table, with

the external keyboard in front of the laptop, and the mouse slightly to one side. A

chair was positioned in front of this, and upon entering the room the composer

was offered that chair to sit in. The composers in the study placed the iPad directly

in front of them at the beginning of the study. At 90 degrees around the table, to

the right, a second chair was placed, with the MIDI keyboard in front of it.

The study took around two hours in total to complete. Initially, the study was

intended to also incorporate a longitudinal element in which the composers made

use of the technology probe in their own practice while LiveTodos would gather

information through automatic logging. However, feedback from the composers
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was that the probe was not yet ready for use on their own projects, and this element

was abandoned. A description of the study follows, and a detailed time schedule

can also be found in Appendix C.

After each composer had read an information sheet and privacy notice, and read

and signed a consent form, they participated in a set of introductory tasks that

taught them how to set up and use LiveTodos.

After each composer had read an information sheet and privacy notice, and read and

signed a consent form, they participated in a set of introductory tasks that taught

them how to set up and use LiveTodos. The composers then read the instructions for

the main task. For this task, the composers were given three pictures and instructed

to produce a short 2-3 minute piece of music to accompany one of them. Composers

were instructed to use LiveTodos as part of the task. Around 60 to 70 minutes total

was allotted for the composers to work, but some elected to stop earlier as they felt

they had completed the task.

Based on the observation in Chapter 3 that for one composer a break in activity

appeared to have a significant effect, the study was designed to simulate a natural

disruption to the task. The composers were deliberately interrupted once in the

middle of their work, and were encouraged to move about and leave the room for a

short period, as well as being asked for some biographical questions.

After the composition work was complete, a semi-structured interview asking the

composers for thoughts about their use of to-do lists and LiveTodos took place.

Composers were interviewed about their use of to-do lists, how LiveTodos affected

their work, and for positive and negative thoughts and suggestions about LiveTodos.

A problem experienced in the study in Chapter 3 was that biographical questions

had taken up significant time. Biographical questions in this study were designed to

obtain the most relevant information quickly, based on the most useful information

obtained in the previous study:

1. How long have you been active in making music and performing music?

2. Have you ever worked writing, performing, or recording music as a full-time

job?

3. What kind of music do you normally make?
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The closing interview involved six questions about LiveTodos and to-do lists:

1. Do you normally use to-do lists when you are writing music?

2. Did you use any other written or electronic notes when you were using

LiveTodos?

3. Did you find that using LiveTodos changed how you worked?

4. Can you describe any occasions where you found using LiveTodos was help-

ful?

5. Can you describe any occasions where you found using LiveTodos was less

helpful?

6. Do you have any other suggestions for how LiveTodos could be improved?

If it appeared that it might be fruitful, composers were encouraged to continue

speaking about each question after they initially stopped speaking. In some cases,

the composers were asked further clarifying questions to provide more detail about

their answer.

At the end of the study, some composers were offered the opportunity to continue

using LiveTodos in their own work, and instructions on how to do so. None of the

composers decided to do so. The reluctance of the composers to make further use

of LiveTodos will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 (see Critical reflection).

5.3.2 Data analysis

In contrast to the study in Chapter 3, which primarily found patterns that emerged

from an analysis of video recordings, the patterns found in this study primarily

emerged from an analysis of interview data.

This analysis took two parts:

1. a thematic analysis to identify the key themes that emerged in the responses

of composers

2. grouping the previously coded phrases into patterns of composer activity

The initial analysis phase used the six-stage approach to thematic analysis described

by Braun and Clarke (2006), and their terminology will be used here.

The entirety of the interviews (including where relevant, the biographical informa-

tion questions) were used as the data set for analysis. An inductive approach was
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used, based on a more “grounded” approach of describing patterns found in the

data, rather than using a pre-existing theoretical framework, with the intention

of producing a rich description of the data set (as opposed to concentrating on

particular aspects). Semantic themes (describing what the composers said, rather

than theorising about the underlying patterns behind them) were generated.

For each pattern the interview data was triangulated with multiple additional

sources of data gathered through automatic logging of user activity on the LiveTo-

dos website, logging of the state of Live carried out automatically by the LiveTodos

plugin, and video recording of the composer at work and of the laptop screen.

LiveTodos logged the creation of each to-do list and to-do list item, changes made

to lists and list items, and any tags and notes that were attached to list items. Using

the plugin, data about the state of Live was automatically logged, including Live’s

current mode (“Arranger” or “Session”), the number of tracks and scenes, playback

state (playing or stopped), the current loop region, and the selected track and scene.

Timelines of this data were created using Vega-Lite (Satyanarayan et al. 2017) to aid

this work, and are used to illustrate the patterns in the following sections.

5.3.3 Recruitment and participants

Composers were recruited either through existing social connections or by adver-

tising in local groups for musicians. The composers were each compensated for

their time with £20 of shopping vouchers. Composers were required to be over the

age of 18.

Ethical approval was received from theUniversity ofNottinghamComputer Science

Research Ethics Committee. Details of the study were provided to participants

through an information sheet and privacy notice, and consent was gained from

participants by their signing of a consent form. Copies of these documents can

be found in Appendix C. Anonymised data was published on the University of

Nottingham Research Data Management Repository.

Composers were chosen to ensure variety in age, gender, and the genres theyworked

in. Five composers were observed in total:

· Composer 1 had 35 years of experience writing and performing music, and

had previously worked full time in this field, but had not been involved in
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full-time projects for a number of years. Most of their work typically involves

a computer-based DAW. They work in a variety of styles and depending on

the project may use either primarily electronic or traditional instruments.

They did not have prior experience of using Live.

· Composer 2 had 15 years of experience writing and performing music, but

had never done so as a full-time job. They reported that they worked in a

range of styles, including guitar-based indie, electronic, and recording and

remixing live jazz. They normally worked using Live andMax along with

software synths and a full-sized MIDI controller keyboard.

· Composer 3 had 10 years of relevant experience including releasing records

on commercial record labels and creating commercial sample packs. During

this period they had sometimes worked full-time, sometimes working on

projects when they received a commission rather than as a full-time job, and

sometimes working on music part-time along with jobs unrelated to music.

They had not worked full-time on music for over a year. They used a variety

of genre names to describe the range of their musical work and musical

influences, including house, disco, Balearic, dub-techno, and broken techno.

They had been using Live for over 10 years.

· Composer 4 described themselves as being involved in making and performing

music for “ten to fifteen years”, but never as a full-time job. As part of a band

they had been commissioned to create work by art organisations but currently

were releasing solo work. They described this work as being of a “techno”

nature. Ableton Live had been their “main hub for a long long time”, but their

process had evolved to now use iOS apps for generating material, which they

would then bring back to Live for mixing.

· Composer 5 had previously been a professional touring pop-rock performer,

but had shifted career paths five or six years previously, and no longer per-

formed or recorded professionally. They described their current creative

output as being “atmospheric” “soundscapes” consisting of repeating loops

created with iPad apps and ROLI Blocks which they had not yet released

publicly. They had only a small amount of experience using Live but had

previously used a variety of tools for recording music includingCubase Sequel

and ProTools.
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5.4 Data

5.4.1 Setting-oriented records

The video camera recording of the composition sessions was analysed to identify

what use the composers made of the setting.

Composers 3 and 5 rearranged the objects on the table in order to be able to si-

multaneously make use of the MIDI keyboard, by placing the MIDI keyboard in

front of the laptop, which necessitated placing the iPad off to one side in both cases.

Composer 4 made a small adjustment early on as they preferred using the built-in

keyboard on the laptop, so placed the external computer keyboard off to one side

to provide more room to place the iPad. The remaining two composers made no

significant adjustments to the positions of objects.

No composers made use of the pens, blank paper, or whiteboard during the compo-

sition period. Composer 5 requested a microphone to record vocals as part of their

composition, but as it was not possible to quickly locate a suitable microphone, they

used the internal microphone in the laptop to complete their work.

Composer 4 did bring their ownMIDI controller with them to the study, but decided

not to plug it in or use it, and instead used the controller that was provided.

All apart from Composer 3 made use of the opportunity to take a break and leave

the room for a period.

5.4.2 Person-oriented records

Using the video recording, a record of what objects the composers were using at

each point in the study was generated.

Figure 5.5 visualises this data graphically. In Figure 5.5 and the following figures,

grey shading in the background of figures indicates the period during which the

composer was interrupted from their work. Due to a technical problem with the

camera, footage of Composer 1 was not captured during part of their study session,

so the data is partially missing.

Most composers spent most of their time using LiveTodos on the laptop, but re-

peatedly switched from using Live to actively using LiveTodos for a brief period
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every 5-10 minutes. Occasionally, composers would switch to using LiveTodos in

longer more focused bursts. These patterns will be discussed further in the section

Using to-do lists to plan and focus.

Unexpectedly, even though participants were instructed to compose music to ac-

company a picture that acted as a stimulus, only Composer 4 looked at the stimulus

after starting to compose.

5.4.3 Object-oriented records

Due to the fact that composers exclusively did their work through computerised

representations in Live and LiveTodos, it was possible to create detailed logs of their

activity in both tools.

The plugin in Live allowed the logging of Live’s current mode (Arranger or Ses-

sion), the number of tracks and scenes, playback state (playing or stopped), the

current loop region, and the selected track and scene.

Upon each occasion that one of these properties changed, a log entry was automati-

cally created containing the current values of all the properties, the current time

and date, the current position in time of the playback cursor, and the current time

signature.

This allowed the production of very detailed graphics showing how Live was being

used.
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Surprisingly, this data revealed a variety of unexpected strategies for switching

between Live’s Session and Arranger modes, which are shown in Figure 5.6. Rather

than initially “jamming” in Session mode, and then switching to Arranger mode

when a musical structure was being created, the composers would often switch

repeatedly back and forward between modes. One reason for doing this was that

the Session view provided useful information unavailable in the Arranger view,

such as the large level meters, and the optionally revealable peak dB level for each

channel. This suggests that some of the composers were already comfortable with

rapidly switching between different representations with different advantages.

The LiveTodos website logged every creation of a new list item or song, changes

made to list items or songs, and any tags and notes that were attached to list items.

Each log entry contained information about the current time and date, and an ID

number identifying the composer who was currently using the system.

Using this data, it is possible to create a detailed timeline of how the composers

made use of LiveTodos, which is shown in Figure 5.8. In that figure, horizontal lines

represent the interval of time in which composers interacted with each list item,

and vertical marks represent each time a list item was created or edited. The period

in which composers were interrupted and were not composing is shown with a grey

background. The logged data makes it clear that all composers made a reasonable

degree of use of LiveTodos (see Figure 5.7).

In some cases, it was possible to use this data to infer which to-do list item was

being worked on at a given time, though this was only possible in limited cases

where to-do list items unambiguously referred to work on a specific track within

Live.

A number of manual corrections to the logged data were made after reconstructing

the activity of composers from the video recording. For Composer 3, no information

was logged at all for the second half of the session due to a bug, and this data was

manually created from the video record. Some data was misleading due to a UI

problem, where after entering the name and tags for a list item, composers would

then forget to press the button that would submit the data and create the list item.

As a result, the logged data would show the list item as being created at a later point

in time when the composer had returned to the tool again and remembered to press
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the submit button. To better represent the way users were actually using LiveTodos,

the data was altered to read that the list item was created when the data for that list

item was originally entered.

5.4.4 Task-oriented records

In common with the study described in this chapter, the study described in Chapter

3 also involved an observer who was present in the room during the study. One

observation in Chapter 3 is that this kind of study involves a risk of the observer be-

coming co-opted as an unintended participant in the composition activity. This can

have unintended effects like the composer narrating their activity to the observer.

The problems described inChapter 3 are likely to have been exacerbated in that study

by the biographical interview that took place before composition started. To avoid

similar issues occurring in this study, some precautions were taken: interviews were

not scheduled before composing started, and both the observer and the composer

wore headphones during the composition work. This strategy appeared to bemostly

effective as significantly reduced levels of interaction were observed between the

observer and composer compared to the previous study.

However, there were several occasions where it became necessary for the observer

to intervene significantly to keep the study running smoothly. LiveTodos bugs

occasionally resulted in the observer having to tell the composer what they should

do in order to be able to continue working. Problems involving Live being mis-

configured stopped the MIDI keyboard from working in one case (Composer 4),

which required intervention to diagnose. Inexperience with Livemeant that some

composers needed to occasionally ask questions about how to do particular actions.

A request for a microphone by Composer 5 also resulted in the study being paused
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while this was discussed and a failed attempt to locate a microphone nearby was

made.

Composers were given verbal warnings of how long they had left to complete the

task, both at the start of the second composition period (25 minutes remaining) and

at the point where 10 minutes remained.

5.4.5 Interviews

Familiarity with the interview material was gained through being present at the

interview, during the transcription process, and through repeated close re-reading.

24 initial codes representing patterns found in the interview data were generated,

which were then organised into a smaller number of themes.

· Organisation: “Ordering notes”, “Grouping and connecting notes”, “Spatial

organisation”

· Different needs in different situations: “Differing usefulness at different process

stages”, “Differing usefulness on different types of project”, “Collaboration”

· Anchoring the creative process: “Anchoring activity to an initial idea”, “Evolving

notes”, “Signature sounds”

· Managing time use: “Managing time use”, “Prioritising notes”

· Reflection: “Reflection on activity”, “Iteration”

· Augmenting memory: “Remembering things”, “Remembering context”

· Problems and suggestions: “UI issues”, “Suggested tags”, “Connecting to physical

notes”, “Automatic update of done state”

These themes were validated by triangulating them with the interaction analysis

data, as described in the section Data analysis. Following this, initial drafts of

possible sections corresponding to each theme were produced. These drafts were

reflected on, and themes were merged, split up, and renamed to create a new set of

themes with improved distinctness and relevance.

The new set of four themes were:

1. Using to-do lists to plan and focus

2. Changing to-do list items over time

3. Organising to-do lists

4. Applicability of to-do lists
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Figure 5.9: Timeline of LiveTodos activity for Composer 5

The following sections provide a more detailed examination of each of these themes.

5.5 Themes

5.5.1 Using to-do lists to plan and focus

In the interviews, composers repeatedly spoke about how LiveTodos was a helpful

tool for thinking about what they wanted to make and how to make it.

“It’s so weird to think about this process and like, think about what I

actually do, before making the thing. . . It made me more conscious of

what I needed to do to make a thing. . . I’d never have worked in a way

where I consciously think about what I’m doing” (Composer 5)

Composer 5 immediately created notes to indicate what their creative intent was at

the start of the session (see Figure 5.9) and then proceeded to carry out their planned

work based on their initial plan.

Composer 4 did not immediately note down their creative intent at the start, but the

record of what tools they were interacting with (see Figure 5.10) suggests they used

an iterative approach with more than one planning phase. Two distinct periods at

29-30 and 57-58 minutes occur, where the use of Live stops entirely for a sustained

period of time and the composer focuses entirely on using LiveTodos.

Cross-referencing these time periods with the record of edits made to tasks (see
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Figure 5.10: Detail section of timeline of objects used by Composer 4
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Figure 5.11: Timeline of LiveTodos activity for Composer 4

Figure 5.11) helps to reveal more information about the activity of the composer. In

the first period, the composer refers to the stimulus image to decide what aspects of

it they plan to focus on representingmusically, creating three list items (“Red”, “Light”

and “Romance”). In the second period, the video recording shows the composer

pausing to think and entering new list items (“Arrange sequences” and “String

sounds”).

The composers appeared to be recording their creative intentions for the composi-

tion into LiveTodos, though how specific this record was varied between concrete

plans of action and recording aspects of interest. Composer 4 described how they

found they “make notes about colour, and light, and things to actually try and

represent, rather than. . . ‘chord here’, or um, ‘sort out the arrangements’ ”, while

Composer 2 recorded specific actions they intended to carry out.

The comments made by the composers in their interviews made clear they had two

main reasons for recording their creative intentions using LiveTodos.
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The composers spoke about how it helped them stick to their original idea:

“I’ll have an idea and then forget about it, and then go off in a different

direction, I think it’s quite useful to be able to, um, you know, get ideas

out and have them actually in front of you.” (Composer 3)

The composers also talked about how it helped them manage their use of time by

avoiding being “lost” or “stuck in a rut”:

“you can get kind of. . . swept away in sort of countless possibilities. . .

rather than kind of keeping your mind on the task” (Composer 2)

“made me more efficient, because I wasn’t then just getting lost in the

piece”, “it wasn’t like. . . noodling around forever finding a decent sound

that I needed”, “I think it’s really useful in giving pace” (Composer 5)

It is important to note that the nature of the study may have made these issues

prominent in the minds of the composers. The task involved keeping their work

related to a specific picture (for which sticking to their original idea would have

been useful) and in a restrictive time period (for which managing their time would

be important).

However, in the study described in Chapter 3, which imposed neither of these

constraints on the composers, a similar pattern of composers trying to focus their

activity and selectively minimising exploration also emerged. This suggests that for

at least some pro-amateur composers, these are important concerns. The section

Applicability of to-do lists will describe how the composers studied in this chapter

talked about time constraints on their work.

The comments the composers made indicate that they did not normally record their

creative intention even though they clearly found it valuable to do so. This is despite

the fact that Live already had some facilities that would have allowed composers

to keep track of their creative intention. As described earlier in this chapter (see

Introduction), it was possible to indicate work to be done by adding Locators and

Info Text to the timeline. It was also possible to create silent clips whose names

gave further information about musical intentions.

In many cases, the composers appear to have actually carried out more work by

creating to-do list items. Composer 3 created the list item “Group synths” despite
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the fact that it would have required less effort to just create the group, and instead

of creating list items like “Reverb”, Composer 4 could have just added the effect

straight to the track in question just as easily. Many of the composers created list

items when they could have simply created a new track in Live: “Drums”, “String

sounds”, “Vocals”, “Add drums”, “Make synth part”, and “Make a piano loop” are all

list items that refer to creating and populating a new track.

As the composers indicated a significant change in the amount they recorded their

creative intention compared to their normal practices, LiveTodos must have en-

couraged composers to do so in ways that Live did not.

5.5.2 Changing to-do list items over time

Composer 1 explained how the way LiveTodos automatically linked to-do list items

to tracks and scenes in Live didn’t fit their way of working:

“throughout, I was kind of thinking, I don’t need things - at this stage, I

don’t need things aligned to particular sections, what I need is a general

notepad. . . maybe an option to be able to take general notes which later

on you could assign to particular tracks or locations in a track might

be useful”

This prompted the redesign of the tool described in the earlier section LiveTodos:

interface and evolution.

Despite the design improvements, the study session with Composer 2 featured more

discussion about this topic. They explained how the notes they created to represent

their idea needed to evolve as their creative idea did:

“I think that as things evolve. . . things come up. . . things needed to

change, really, around a little bit” (Composer 2)

This echoed similar comments that Composer 1 had expressed about how the

meaning of a list item could change over time:

“things aren’t necessarily Done, they’ve just been changed. . . for exam-

ple. . . I did [this to-do list item] slightly, but I wasn’t actually happy

with what I did there at all. But it was some, movement towards what

was in my head. So I marked it off as done, but it’s not Done. . . in a
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Figure 5.12: Updates to to-do list items created by Composer 3

New task: 'Make synth part'
Notes: Something futuristic

New task: 'Add drums'

'Make synth/bass part'
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Figure 5.13: Updates to to-do list items created by Composer 2

sense of looking at my statement I’d done that, but not in terms of what

ultimately I wanted to work to” (Composer 1)

The logged data allows studying how composers altered their list items over the

course of sessions and illustrates several different kinds of activity.

Correcting data entry mistakes: Composer 3 only made updates to tasks immediately

after creating them (see Figure 5.12). These updates were to immediately add details

that were originally omitted or to fix typos they had made.

A number of Composer 3’s list items (“Tape saturator? Reverb?”, “Phaser?”, and the

notes on “Drum - 808”: “Acoustic finger snap for intro?”) contain question marks.

These could potentially represent uncertainty about the task the list item referred to,

or could be an instruction to explore one ormore possible alternatives. Interestingly,

the composer did not update these list items later on as they made decisions.

Indicating remaining work: Composer 2 updated to-do list items to indicate that a
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Figure 5.14: Updates to to-do list items created by Composer 4

task was only partially complete (see Figure 5.13). A good example of Composer

2’s use is “Add drums”; after starting work on the Drums task they did not finish it

completely, so needed to add the note “Needs snare sound” to indicate the remaining

work left to do, which they returned to do at a later time.

Associating several to-do list items: Composer 4 updated tasks to indicate what action

they were about to carry out next (see Figure 5.14). “Choose key sound” is a good

example of this: after performing the original task in the title of the list item, they

add the notes “Create an incidental melodic line”, a different but related task. They

then immediately perform that task, and add a “MIDI fx” tag - again indicating a

different task - and then immediately add MIDI fx to the track.

Composer 4 never used updates to tasks as reminders for work to return to in future,

and always updated to indicate work they were just starting. As they clearly were

not using the to-do list items to record intended future actions they presumably

felt that list items were useful as a record of previous actions. Two composers did

talk about how a diary of their past to-do list items would be useful. Composer

1 wondered about the possibility of “some kind of version history”, and started

to hypothesise about an interface with “kind of snapshots as things develop and

whether or not, you know, they could, (pauses), you could fold back via this or

via that, and kind of see. . . how things have developed and what you’ve done”.

Composer 3 also wanted to be able to revisit their to-do lists at a later date to reuse

ordered to-do lists between different compositions in order to achieve a personal

“signature sound”.

A final less interesting cause of updates by Composer 2 was problems with the user
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interface: the version of LiveTodos that Composer 2 used did not immediately

update the Done state of to-do list items when it was changed, which lead to tasks

being incorrectlymarkedDone andNot Done due to the lack of immediate feedback.

It appears that composers might wish to change their to-do list items over time

for many different reasons: changing plans, indicating remaining work, associating

several list items, keeping an accurate record of the activity they carried out, and

correcting mistakes.

5.5.3 Organising to-do lists

All but one composer, when asked for suggested improvements, spoke about the

need for more organisational features. Ordering, grouping, linking, and spatial

positioning were all suggested.

Inmost cases, it remains unclear from the interview data exactlywhat the composers

wanted to use organising to-do lists to achieve. The exception is Composer 5, who

suggested ordering or grouping by priority as something that was of interest to

them.

Composer 5 also described how being able to organise their notes might have

advantages over paper notes. With handwritten notes they had created some time

ago, they found the notes “had no context, and no idea like what that linked to, or

what song that was for, or whether I had lyrics for that or not, and it was really like

(stutters) I decided to like put all of it in the bin”. For Composer 5, a notes tool with

organisational features might allow them to preserve this context.

Composer 3 made use of Live’s ability to create groups of tracks, probably the most

visually obvious organisational feature provided by Live, to create two groups of

tracks. However, creating these groups does not appear to have been primarily

motivated by a need to organise the tracks. Groups of tracks in Live also serve a

second purpose: signal routing.

Most DAWs, including Live, provide an audio bus system that allows the creation of

return tracks that imitate a similar feature in hardware mixing desks. Return tracks

combine signals from a number of input tracks that send signals to them. Effects

can then be applied to the return track, acting on the combined signal from all the

inputs, which is then sent to the master output. A group in Live provides very similar
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Figure 5.15: Detail of part of Composer 3’s activity with significant group related events indicated

functionality to a return, but is represented to the user in a different way. A group

track provides the routing functionality of a return, but appears to visually contain

the “child” tracks that send signals to it, rather than imitating hardware mixers in a

skeuomorphic way.

Composer 3 made multiple to-do list items that referred to track groups in Live, all

created around 50 minutes into composition (see Figure 5.15). Around the same time,

they grouped four tracks in Live (“Fog Pad”, “Bass”, “Arp”, and “Melody”), and later

also created a second grouping consisting of an 808 drum machine and a triangle

loop (the two remaining tracks in their Live Set that had not been assigned to a

group).

It can be assumed that “Group synths” refers to the group of four synth instruments

which is created shortly after the to-do list item. As soon as Composer 5 finishes

creating the list items they almost immediately add a Compressor effect to the group

in order to make use of the signal routing described earlier. Later, when the second

group is created, a second compressor is again applied to that grouping. Finally, the

task referred to in the “Side chain synths against kick” list item was completed by

adding an effect on the synths group that controls the output volume based on the

volume of the 808 drum machine track.

In this situation, the groups clearly are not just logical groupings, but are also

significantly used as signal routing paths. Perhaps other signal routing interfaces in

DAWs (e.g. return/send and graph-based) might also be thought about by users as
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groupings. Coordinating organisational groupings in another software tool with

those used in DAWs may be more complex than it initially appears.

5.5.4 Applicability of to-do lists

A recurring theme was composers describing how they had different needs in

different situations. Comments were made about how LiveTodos might be more

or less useful depending on the stage of composition, whether the work was being

carried out solo or collaboratively, the complexity of the project being worked on, the

locations that work took place, and whether there were time constraints on the work.

Several composers remarked how this kind of tool might make more sense at

specific stages of composition. Composer 1 pointed out that tagging with Scenes

or timestamps made less sense at the start of composition, when a structure did

not yet exist, but did think to-do lists were still useful at that stage. Composer

5 also described not having a structure in early stages, and that they “just let it

happen, um, and it’s only when I come to record it, that I think, that I have to create

this song structure.” Composer 2 mentioned that their existing use of paper notes

was exclusively in the final stages of composition to make checklists of things to

complete, suggesting that they hadmore of a need at that point. Composer 3 thought

they would use it later when refining a track “to drill down and sort of, you know,

address, why the track works or doesn’t work”, and that it would “really come into

its own” at that point, while at earlier stages their method was to “sort of throw

a lot of things together, so, when I’m in that kind of mindset, in the kind of open

mode, um, having to. . . try and keep track of that doesn’t really flow”. Composer 3

also spoke about how earlier in composing a piece, a general note pad was more

useful, but that later on, the ability to coordinate LiveTodos with Ableton to link

to specific tracks and locations in time would become helpful. Composer 3 barely

used the tagging facility, tagging a to-do list item only once.

The composers also talked about the difference between how useful LiveTodos

might be depending on whether they were working on a solo or collaborative

project. Composers 3 and 4 both spoke about how they thought LiveTodos would

be especially useful in collaborative projects.

Composer 4 also stated that LiveTodos might be more useful on larger projects,

suggesting the complexity of the projectmight also be a relevant factor.
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Figure 5.16: Number of tracks created in Live by each composer
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Figure 5.17: Number of scenes created in Live by each composer

“this is quite minimal. . . there’s only what, um, seven channels here. . .

in, perhaps, more expansive Live Sets, where there’s say, over twenty

channels, it, it would certainly be more useful in that context.” (Com-

poser 4)

All of the composers kept the compositions they were creating relatively simple,

presumably in response to the limited time they were given to work in, and the

Live Sets they created all contained a small number of tracks.

This is shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. Note that two ‘return’ tracks and the

‘master’ track are created by Live by default, so the number of ‘instrument’ tracks

would normally be three less than the number shown in the figure. Composer 1 left

two tracks entirely empty. By default Live creates new Live Sets containing eight

scenes and the majority of the composers used only a small number of these scenes

and did not delete them or create additional scenes.

Another important factor to composers was location, with working away from a

desk was clearly part of the practice of the majority of the composers. Composers 4

described how they used a lot of software on mobile devices because they needed to

be able to work in cramped circumstances while travelling, whereas for Composer

5 their use of mobile devices was because their practice initially was “very much an
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acoustic process” working with instruments with recording software like a DAW

only being involved later on. Composer 2 also worked in a different location initially,

recording samples of live jazz they would then bring back to Live.

Finally, time constraints were a common concern for the composers and may

affect how useful LiveTodos is to them. Describing the composition they did, the

composers mentioned paid work on contracts and commissions for arts organi-

sations, companies, and record labels, and also working both on their own and as

part of groups purely for their own pleasure. Some types of work would involve

deadlines and time pressures, either required by a client, or as part of working on a

project where material had to be provided to collaborators. Some composers also

spoke about the time pressures created by working an unrelated full-time job in

addition to their composing (Composer 3 and 4). Composer 4 mentioned that in

their normal compositional practice they would normally not create to-do lists

or checklists unless there was a deadline they were working towards. They saw

LiveTodos as useful for commissioned projects with deadlines and suggested they

would be unlikely to use it in more personal projects.

Composition by pro-amateur composers appears to be carried out in a variety of

situations in which different features may be more or less applicable. Designers

of DAWs need to be aware that features of to-do lists they implement may be

particularly required for certain situations but also be less helpful in others.

5.6 Activity patterns

After finishing the initial thematic analysis the phrases that had previously been

coded were then re-analysed by grouping them together if they related to similar

activities.

Seven common patterns of activity that composers undertook using LiveTodos

were identified based on the interview data:

1. planning activity

2. journalling activity

3. interleaving activities

4. reflection

5. organising the to-do list
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6. idea capture

7. collaboration

The following sections describe each pattern in turn.

5.6.1 Planning activity

Some composers used LiveTodos to plan theirwork ahead of time, such asComposer

5, who created an initial plan at the start of the session. As previously mentioned

(see Using to-do lists to plan and focus), writing a to-do list can help make composers

more aware of their own activity, and in particular, writing down their plans as

a to-do list seems to make composers more aware of how much time they spend

investigating possibilities.

"it helps check myself, so it’s like, ‘oh, I’m spending too long on this

thing that isn’t working, what else am I doing’ (Composer 4)

However, a clear drawback of creating a detailed plan of work is that it requires a

significant upfront investment of time and effort. As the composition evolves over

time and new possibilities are discovered, the composer’s intention may change

causing the original plan to become redundant, making it even more difficult to

justify the initial costs. One strategy that was used by some composers to mitigate

this issue was multiple planning phases throughout the composition process: for

example, Composer 3 created a second batch of list items at 47-51 minutes to add

further detail to their initial plan.

5.6.2 Journalling activity

While many to-do list items are reminders of plans for action at some point in the

future, composers also created list items that described something they were already

doing, or something they were about to immediately begin to do.

Composer 4 created a list item “Choose key sound” which illustrates this well. They

entered “Choose key sound”, then immediately choose a keyboard sound. Following

this, they then added the note “Create an incidental melodic line”, and then recorded

a melody line. They started to look for a MIDI effect, they then added the tag “MIDI

fx”, then added a MIDI effect to the track. On each occasion, LiveTodos was not

used to create a reminder of something to do in future: it was used to capture a
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record of the work being carried out at that time.

A clear advantage of this kind of behaviour is that the record created is an accurate

and exact one, as opposed to a plan of intended work, which might not accurately

represent what was eventually carried out. Composer 3 spoke about how useful an

accurate record could be:

“because I think something that I, have found to be quite important

is having a. . . a sort of consistent workflow, and maybe being able to

have a list of to-dos in a certain order, would help you to achieve that,

that kind of consistency? That’s how, I think um, that does help you to

get a consistent, sound, almost like a signature sound that you have, I

think? And perhaps, having as I say, the kind of um, list of to-dos that

you can reuse for the next track, um, would be quite useful towards

that, maybe.” (Composer 3)

This desire has been also noted byDuignan (2008)who reported that composerswere

so keen to “fine-tune or recreate the same process at a later point” that they would

document the history of a process. While it might be possible to use automatically

collecting logs of activity for this purpose (for example, Koda (2011) suggest that

“a simple listed history of processes applied to individual audio regions would be

immensely useful in documenting the concoction of processes that might create

similar audio effects”), to-do list items describe activity at a significantly higher level

of abstraction that may be more useful than automatically logged data.

5.6.3 Interleaving activities

Composer 2 would often start work on a different to-do list item before they had

finished their current task, and then alternate between different activities, using

LiveTodos as a record of unfinished work to return to.

“I’m sort of. . . um. . . wandering off the to-do list a bit, because I sort

of made my synth sound and then I started making drums and then I

realised I’ve got to actually sort out the timing of my synth sounds. . .

so I need to finish. . . doing that before I do the drums. . . ” (Composer 2)

In the above situation, Composer 2 marked the list item for the synth part “not

done”. This allowed them to suspend this workwhile ensuring it would be done later.
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Composer 2 interleaved composition activities to a considerable extent, pausing

and resuming work on the drums part on three different occasions to work on other

parts of the composition.

“so I’m working on the drums, and I thought ‘oh, this is going to need

some compression, at some point but I didn’t want to do it now’, to get

kind of my loops, and timings kind of a little bit more organised so

there’s that instance where I kind of, you know, once I did that I was

like ‘ooh, yeah, now I’ll do that’, so yeah.” (Composer 2)

Frequently switching between incomplete tasks in this way requires the composer

to repeatedly reconstruct the context of the work they left off, something that other

composers also mentioned using LiveTodos as part of:

“you kind of go off on some rambling random path of things and often

maybe it’s a case of following how something develops and you kind

of think ‘oh, that’s interesting, I’ll’ - you know - and you go off there,

so, sometimes it’s quite useful to be able to think ‘actually where was

my head at when I first started thinking about this?’ ” (Composer 1)

To help composers reconstruct the context they were working in, it may be useful

to automatically capture information about the state of the DAW when a to-do list

item is created. This can be useful for presenting to composers when they return to

working on a list item for context reconstruction, but also as Composer 5 points

out, it can be useful for finding other relevant list items related to that context:

“the fact that you could like pick up the tags and channels and stuff, and

that it was just there automatically, that was really really nice, because. . .

I can then search be like ‘OK, what ideas did I have around a melody’,

or ‘what ideas did I have around this’ ” (Composer 5)

5.6.4 Reflection

Some composers remarked that LiveTodos was useful because it encouraged them

to reflect more about their activity (see Using to-do lists to plan and focus). For one

composer, to-do lists were part of a very active process of iterative refinement and

reflection:
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“[the musician Object will] listen to a track when it’s at the refinement

phase, he’ll listen to a track and make a list, do the things, make a list,

and repeat the process hundreds of time. . . later on when it came to

refining a track, or (inaudible)ing a track, I would use it [LiveTodos] a

lot more, when it was sort of time to drill down and sort of, you know,

address, why the track works or doesn’t work” (Composer 3)

Another composer noted how it would also be useful in more passive reflective

activity as well:

“there’s something about, this being a moment of reflection, and it’s

quite good that it happens away from the working window. . . some-

thing that would be quite nice, again I don’t know what that would

look like, but is a kind of an offline, I could imagine, sitting on the sofa

in front of the telly, watching something and thinking” (Composer 1)

As Composer 1 notes, LiveTodos could be useful ‘on the sofa’: not all reflective activ-

ity needs to involve the DAW or a conventional desktop computer (see Applicability

of to-do lists). Other studies have noted reflective activities that composers carry

out which do not require the DAW, such as re-reading existing plans and notes

(Donin and Theureau 2007) or listening to other compositions for comparison or

inspiration (Auvinen 2019). A to-do list that is separate from the DAW could provide

more support for these kinds of activities. When asked about what tools they used,

some composers described work away from a conventional computer and DAW,

such as Composers 4 and 5:

‘I use a lot of iOS stuff, because I’m always travelling, so it wasn’t

practical to take a laptop with me on the train very often, I don’t know

if you know what trains are like nowadays, makes sense to first have a

tablet in the cramped spaces’ (Composer 4)

With composers subject to physical constraints such as working on public transport,

composers are likely to value to-do lists due to the fact they can more easily be used

on a mobile device, and because they can be used for reflective activities that do not

require the full DAW interface.
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5.6.5 Organising the to-do list

As mentioned in the earlier section Organising to-do lists, the composers actively

requested more facilities to organise the to-do list. LiveTodos did not provide

obvious mechanisms to allow composers to organise to-do lists. Composer 2 was

observed during the study to be spontaneously attempting to drag to-do list items

to reorder them before discovering that this was not possible.

Some studies (Duignan, Noble, and Biddle 2010; McCulloch 2014) have indicated

that many composers using DAWs work linearly along the timeline from the start

of the composition to the end, which suggests that ordering to-do lists by time is

important, but also found that other composers work in a “patchwork” style (out of

order) which suggests that different orderings might also be helpful.

LiveTodos did provide one method that composers could use to group their to-do

lists, though it was not immediately obvious, and had not been pointed out to them.

It was possible to tag multiple to-do list items with the same custom text string to

indicate they were all part of a group. Composer 4 appears to have been attempting

to do this, tagging several to-do list items with very similar custom tags (“Fx”, “FX”,

and “MIDI fx”). However, as the to-do list could not be sorted, grouped, or filtered

by tag, their tagging would not have provided many advantages to them, and they

did not mention the feature at all in the closing interview.

5.6.6 Idea capture

Composers expected a considerable amount of flexibility, and as well as the purposes

immediately suggested by the “to-do list” label, also described how LiveTodos was

useful as a general notebook:

“it was quite useful to sort of, just have an idea, write it down, have an

idea, write it down, then edit through them afterwards. . . it’s useful to

be able to just sort of like sketch out to sort of jot down ideas, and use

it almost as a scratch pad” (Composer 3)

“often I find, because of the way I write music is so freeform, sometimes

I’ll have an idea that I think is amazing, and then I’ll forget it, just

completely gone! (laughs) and so having a tool that would allow me to

actually write those down whether it be just jotting down a melody or
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keep it in one place” (Composer 5)

List items were used to capture materials ranging from rough notes on qualities the

music should include (“Red”, “Light”, “Romance”, “General note harsh, and stark”)

through to specific chords, notes, or key signatures to use later.

As well as using LiveTodos as a scrapbook for idea capture, composers used the

to-do list in a more conventional way to describe planned future actions (“Audition

synths”, “Change key of piano part”). It might appear that two distinct tools are

needed: one a scrapbook for storing material, and another for noting down future

activities. However, this appears to be a false distinction, as list items can change

function over time between these two categories, evolving from captured ideas

into specific actions. For example, the idea “Romance” created by Composer 4

would later be annotated with the additional notes “Chords” and “FX” that represent

actions to achieve the desired quality.

Some list items entered by composers were so vague (“String sounds”, “Tape satura-

tor? Reverb?”) that it is difficult to distinguish whether they might be considered a

captured idea or a plan for future action. As composers in this study appeared to

not to draw a clear distinction between idea capture and planning activity when

they made use of LiveTodos, it appears important to consider idea capture a part of

to-do list functionality within the context of composition.

5.6.7 Collaboration

Composers 3 and 4 both spoke about how they thought LiveTodos would be espe-

cially useful when collaborating with others:

“there’s been so many times where I’d been working on a track with

somebody in a studio or gone to visit them maybe, um, and. . . we’ve

sort of like gone our separate ways with a half-finished track, to then

have that [LiveTodos] as a kind of like shared idea kind of space, would

be very very useful, we could literally just say ‘this part, this is what

needs to happen’ and have it, you know, closely tied to it” (Composer 3)

“in a collaboration, then it’s important that, that we’re on the same page,

it doesn’t wander off, there’s nothing more frustrating than waiting for

somebody else to finish what they’re doing before you move on to the
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next stage, so, uh, to be professional, it would be helpful to, try and keep

more focus, have any aids like this to keep more focused” (Composer 4)

As composers were observed working independently in this study, there is limited

evidence of to-do lists being used for the co-ordination of musical collaboration

from which to draw conclusions, and it will not be discussed further here. For

further investigation of collaborative practices in composition and the artefacts that

are used to support them, interested readers may wish to consult Nabavian (2010).

5.7 Discussion

The study described in this chapter has some obvious limitations: it is a small scale

study of only a small number of composers (despite composers being a highly diverse

group with idiosyncratic needs) and there is no consideration of collaborative

activity (despite the obvious importance of collaboration to some or perhaps even

most composers). As a result of these limitations, the data provides an unavoidably

incomplete catalogue of the activities and needs of composers relating to PTM, but

which suggests that to-do lists in DAWs appear to be useful to many composers

despite their differences.

This section will now use the data to contribute a proposed explanation ofwhy PTM

features in DAWs might be useful, and based on this model, suggest specific features

that might be important to consider when designing PTM features in DAWs.

5.7.1 Why to-do lists are useful in DAWs

The previous chapter, Representation design in DAWs, discussed composition tools as

external representations as part of the cognitive processes of composers. Similarly,

a software to-do list also acts as a cognitive artefact and an external representation.

This section applies this approach to LiveTodos to help understand the findings

from the study.

Considering LiveTodos as an external representation leads to the question of what

LiveTodos is a representation of. Compared to representations in DAWs like Live,

a to-do list is a representation that tends to emphasise process rather than prod-

uct, past and future tasks rather than current state, and abstract notations rather
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than auditionable music. There are two clear benefits to composers from using

representations with these emphases:

Firstly, they prime composers to think in terms of activity, suggesting reflecting on

tasks, processes, and plans. The composers described how they paid much more

attention to recording their creative intention when they used LiveTodos than they

would normally. Having a representation of their tasks and plans may increase

how much attention composers pay to how their time is spent, how their work has

diverged from their initial intention (see Planning activity), and their awareness of

their own working practices (see Reflection).

Secondly, they afford particular patterns of use, making operations relating to tasks,

processes, and plans easier to carry out. Having a representation of tasks and plans

may make it easier to prioritise tasks (see Organising to-do lists), track partially

completed work (see Interleaving activities), and repeat patterns of actions across

compositions (see Journalling activity).

Conversely, the lack of to-do list functionality might also affect composers by

encouraging them to not reflect on activity, and discourage some activities where

no convenient way can be found to undertake them.

However, it is important to note that given the great degree of variation seen between

the composers that were studied, the applicability of to-do lists will inevitably vary

between composers and even between projects. Even within the five composers

in this study, composers had a variety of experience of professional work and

formal training, had different types of employment and commissions, did or did

not compose for live performance, and had differing skill levels at particular DAW

features, MIDI input controllers, and conventional instrumental performance. With

such variety, to-do lists obviously may not be relevant to certain composers, certain

stages in the processes of a composer, and certain types of composition, and DAWs

should not be designed so that composers are required to use to-do lists.

5.7.2 Integrating to-do lists with the DAW

From initial conception, LiveTodos was designed to integrate with Live to provide

an advantage over using paper notes. Integration is important as the representation

of the composition in Live contains many parts that can be renamed or rearranged,
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and without such integration, composers would likely be required to repeatedly

update to-do list items. Composers did not respond negatively to these features, and

some composers made positive remarks about the integration. Within the context

of Live, this is perhaps not surprising, as composers using Live already make use of

switching between two different coordinated views of the composition that afford

different patterns of use (the “Session” and “Arrangement” views).

Composers described their desire to make use of a to-do list tool for many different

purposes, and carefully considering how integrating the to-do list with the DAW

could support each of these activities potentially has significant benefits to com-

posers. When organising activities, a useful ordering is by instrument or by group

of instruments (see Organising to-do lists), which requires awareness of the track

hierarchy within the DAW, as well as other methods of grouping in the DAW such

as track colours. Another useful ordering is by timeline order (see Organising the

to-do list), which would also require integration with the DAW, as DAWs frequently

allow manipulation and reordering of the timeline. Reflection often takes place away

from the DAW, and the ability to easily play back a rendered copy of the latest state

of the composition would be particularly useful in this situation (and may provide

the additional advantage of helping focus a composer’s attention by removing the

ability to be distracted by editing the composition). Planning and idea capture tasks

could benefit greatly from the ability to refer to elements within libraries in the

DAW (such as particular effects, instruments, or clips) that the composer intends

to use, along with the ability to use the facilities in the DAW for recording rough

takes. Finally, interleaving activities would benefit from automatically recording the

context of current work in the DAW to aid the composer in reconstructing context

when work is resumed (see Interleaving activities).

However, it is important to remember that the processes used by composers may

involve moving between multiple DAWs, and to properly support such composers

it may be necessary to support integration with (and migration between) multiple

DAWs.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 5.1
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· Allow to-do list items to be annotated with links to objects in the composi-

tion or in DAW libraries

· Allow links from list items to groups created in the DAW, not just atomic

objects

· Automatically update information in the to-do list when properties of these

objects change

· Provide playback of a rendered composition for use away from the DAW

· Record contextual information about the circumstances list items are created

or modified in

5.7.3 Increasing visibility of activity

Composition is an open-ended problem in which there is no one “correct” solution

and composers are required to make use of decision-making techniques to avoid

“analysis paralysis”. Strategies for managing time use appeared to be very relevant to

the composers in this study, as they described work involving deadlines and time

pressures imposed by clients and schedule commitments to collaborators onmusical

projects, along with time pressures created by working an unrelated full-time job

in addition to their composing (see Recruitment and participants).

General-purpose to-do list tools often try to support time allocation by providing

features for prioritisation, but these features are often of limited utility in real use

(Kamsin, Blandford, and Cox 2012), and composers in this study appeared to have

a greater interest in increasing awareness of their own activities than in explicitly

prioritising tasks (see Organising to-do lists). This suggests that composers may

benefit from to-do list features that increase the visibility of composition activity,

such as recording current activity, overviews, and filtering of lists.

Allowing composers to record their current activity may be useful as composers

appear to be interested in recording not just plans for future work, but also their

current and past activity. To-do list items created through journalling activity could

be used by the composer to help navigate and understand their interaction history

by providing a higher-level description in the composer’s own language (a similar

approach for navigating interaction histories has been suggested by Akiyama and

Oore (2014)). Composers could also use these to-do list items to more easily reuse

successful techniques from previous compositions (see Journalling activity).
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While the to-do list itself could become long and unwieldy, the ability to view an

overview of the entire list (which Bellotti et al. (2004) would describe as a task

vista) may help to keep perspective on what is left to be done and what has been

accomplished. This increased awareness of remaining time could allow composers

to deliberately limit the time they spend considering possible options they are not

focused on, and instead prioritise musical aspects they care about most. For similar

reasons, composers also may benefit from the ability to filter a long to-do list: not

just as a search facility, but also as a way to represent the musical aspects that the

composer’s activity is currently focusing upon, such as a particular instrument, type

of effect, or something uniquely specific to that composer’s process.

In summary, this section suggests these possibilities for DAW design:

Design suggestions 5.2

· Allow composers to easily record their current activity

· Provide an overview of the whole to-do list

· Provide the ability to filter and search the to-do list

· Provide facilities to reuse past to-do list activity

5.8 Conclusions

This chapter has described a study of how pro-amateur composers respond to

a prototype system providing a representation that uses the task lists technique,

aiming to answer three main questions (see Introduction):

Howare to-do lists useful to pro-amateur composersworkingwith aDAW?

To-do lists appear to be useful to the composers studied, with all composers able to

use the system as part of their working process and discuss situations in which it

might be applicable to their work. While the composers stated that to-do lists might

only be applicable to particular types and contexts of composition they carried out,

all felt that they would be useful in at least some situations. Task lists representations

should be designed with the assumption that they will be used in many different

contexts, including away from the DAW itself, and that different features will be

useful to the users in each context.
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This study suggests that to-do lists are useful because they prime composers to

think in terms of activity, and because they afford particular patterns of use.

In interview, the composers spoke about how to-do lists were useful in activities

relating to planning and focusing, the importance of being able to change to-do list

items over time, and the usefulness of organising the to-do list.

What activities do pro-amateur composers use to-do lists to carry out?

Activities observed in this study that were being supported by to-do lists were plan-

ning, journalling, interleaving of work, reflection, idea capture, and collaboration, as

well as organising the to-do list itself. To best support these activities, it is important

to provide functionality integrating to-do lists with the DAW, and to provide features

for increasing visibility of activity.

How could the representations in DAWs be changed to better support these

activities?

Nine specific design suggestions have been made, based on these observations:

1. Allow to-do list items to be annotatedwith links to objects in the composition

or in DAW libraries

2. Allow links from list items to groups created in the DAW, not just atomic

objects

3. Automatically update information in the to-do list when properties of these

objects change

4. Provide playback of a rendered composition for use away from the DAW

5. Record contextual information about the circumstances list items are created

or modified in

6. Allow composers to easily record their current activity

7. Provide an overview of the whole to-do list

8. Provide the ability to filter and search the to-do list

9. Provide facilities to reuse past to-do list activity



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The previous chapters have described a survey of the existing research into com-

position software use, a study of composers at work, a literature review used to

produce a set of techniques for designing representations of music in composition

software, and a detailed study of one such technique and recommendations for

designing software that implements it.

This chapter will summarise the preceding chapters, discuss the findings and

contributions of this thesis, critically evaluate the research activities undertaken

and suggest lessons learned for future research, and describe future work remain-

ing in this area beyond that described in this thesis.

6.1 Summary of preceding chapters

Chapter 1 discussed the historical context and development of DAWs, their user

interfaces, and the types of people who have used them. The scope of the thesis

emerged from this discussion and narrowed from digital audio workstations in

general to their design, for their use by pro-amateur composers, in particular those

working independently. The three main research questions of the thesis (“How do

pro-amateur composers use DAWs?”, “How could the representations in DAWs be

improved?”, and “How could pro-amateur composers use task lists in concert with a

DAW?”) were stated. Finally, the overall methodological approach, which combines

literature review with studies of working composers, was described.

Chapter 2 reviewed the literature relating to composition software. The review il-
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lustrated the complexity of software-based composition through the diverse types of

composers and methods of composing that have been previously observed. Specific

recommendations for studies of composition software were proposed, which would

be used in subsequent chapters to inform the design of two studies of composers:

the triangulation of multiple data capture methods, avoiding study designs that

might artificially constrain composers, capturing the use of external aids outside of

the DAW, and mitigating constraints the DAWs impose on composers. The review

also identified several common themes in existing research. The issue of the design

of representations emerged as an important theme in the review, with composers

often seen creating their own representations outside of the composition software,

and with those representations found in the DAW software having the potential to

constrain the work of composers through representational determinism.

Chapter 3 described a study of pro-amateur composers who were observed using

DAWs in a naturalistic setting while carrying out their choice of composition task.

Composers made use of several strategies to selectively allocate their time and effort

in order to focus on musical aspects that were important or interesting to them. In

agreement with Chapter 2, composers in this study were again observed to make use

of representations other than those in the DAW. Composers also co-ordinated their

use of these representations together with their use of the DAW. An explanation

given for this behaviour was that the composers avoided the use of the DAW for

some composition activities, potentially because those activities appeared to be

poorly supported by the DAW, suggesting that combining the benefits of different

representations together allowed them to avoid being constrained.

Chapter 4 first introduced the various approaches that have been used to discuss

how composers work with the representations around them in their environment

as part of their creative processes. The chapter described a set of representation

design techniques that could be used to better support many composition activities

and strategies:

1. selective representation: allowing composers to select which musical aspects

are to be represented

2. diverse media types: allowing composers to use more types of media in their

representations

3. structured representations: allowing composers to define structures of objects
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within representations

4. incomplete specification: allowing composers to represent elements of the

composition without giving full details on how they might be played back

5. representing alternatives: allowing composers to represent multiple possible

alternative options

6. task lists: allowing composers to keep a list of planned future activities

7. representing history: representing the previous activity of the composer and

states of the composition

For each technique, the chapter provided specific suggestions for how they could

be implemented in a design, based on a review of the approaches used in previous

research into composition software and creativity tools, and these were summarised

in tables at the end of the chapter. The technique of task lists was identified as

relatively unexplored and a promising area for further research.

Chapter 5 focused on the specific technique task lists in more detail, using a to-do

list website that integrated with the DAW Ableton Live to investigate how composers

would respond to the technique. A study of five composers concluded that the

technique is useful because a to-do list primes composers to think in terms of

activity and affords particular patterns of use. A mechanism by which this may

function is the to-do list representation increasing the visibility of activity to the

composer, and suggestions were made for how designers could best achieve this. In

order to achieve these benefits, good integration between a to-do list and the DAW

is an important consideration, and further design suggestions were given for how

to integrate to-do lists and DAWs.

This chapter will now further discuss the findings of these chapters and their rele-

vance to the wider literature.

6.2 Research questions

This thesis asked three questions:

1. how do pro-amateur composers use DAWs?

2. how could the representations in DAWs be improved?

3. how do pro-amateur composers use to-do lists in concert with a DAW?
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The following sections will discuss these questions.

6.2.1 How do pro-amateur composers use DAWs?

Chapter 2 describes how the process of composition using a DAW can vary between

composers, with many different macro structures having been observed in the

composition process, described in this thesis as staged, iterative, top-down, bottom-

up, chronological, and patchwork. Across Chapters 2 and 3, this thesis suggests that

pro-amateur composition also involves a variety of different component activities,

including planning, collecting and capturing, auditioning, reflection, improvisation,

mixing, combining alternatives, software management, and collaboration. Some

of these activities, such as planning, capturing ideas, and reflecting, were also

observed in the activity of composers in Chapter 5 during their use of a DAW

with an integrated to-do list.

Co-ordinated use of multiple representations was observed being used as part of the

processes of composers using DAWs in Chapter 3, who created secondary represen-

tations of musical information which used different media and which presented

information in different ways. In Chapter 5, composers were asked to use the

LiveTodos to-do list website as a second representation alongside the DAW, and all

commented that they would find this useful at some points during their composi-

tion process. The findings in these chapters that co-ordinating representations is

important to composers using software match the findings in Bainbridge, Novak,

and Cunningham (2010) of a need for “directly associating, or grouping different

types of media together”. In Chapter 4, interfaces to co-ordinate multiple represen-

tations together were discussed (see Selective representation), and in Chapter 5 the

importance of integration between representations was discussed in detail. Most of

the research composition systems described in the literature reviews in Chapter 2

and Chapter 4 have replaced the DAW interface entirely, rather than augmenting it

with an additional representation, and creating representations that co-ordinate

and integrate well with the existing representations in a DAW appears less explored.

Several composers in Chapter 5 discussed their regular use of mobile devices in

music making, and future studies could potentially further explore the possibilities

of additional representations presented on mobile devices.

Selectively allocating time and effort was observed as a common behaviour for the
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composers in Chapter 3, with three main strategies used by composers towards this

end: habituation, limited exploration, and self-constraining. Composers in the study

in Chapter 5 appeared to have similar priorities, speaking about the positive effects

of representing their use of time and effort so that it is visible to them (see Using

to-do lists to plan and focus). Of the strategies for allocating time and effort that were

identified in Chapter 3, self-constraining is most discussed in the creativity tools

literature (Candy and Edmonds 1997), with some discussion of reuse of material

and techniques (Akiyama and Oore 2014; Visser 2006), and very little discussion

of how creative practitioners might choose to deliberately limit their exploration

of a creative space. When discussion of this behaviour of limiting exploration has

occurred, previous authors have often viewed it as an undesirable trait, aiming

to “decrease the level of exploratory satisficing” (Adams, Gonzalez, and Latulipe

2014) and to solve the problem that “people are so often averse to exploration”

(Ngoon, Walker, and Klemmer 2019). This thesis has discussed satisficing in creative

exploration as a positive strategy instead; one that allows composers to focus their

time use to their benefit. A useful balance between these viewpoints is put forward

by Gonzalez (2015): “Users should only be satisficing because of external constraints

and preferences, not because the parameter space exploration is difficult, slow, or

tedious”. The design of representations in creative tools can negatively affect users

by encouraging them to satisfice on things they do not want to; but it should also

assist them to satisfice where they wish to, in order to focus time and effort on those

areas they wish to more fully explore.

6.2.2 How could the representations in DAWs be improved?

The review in Chapter 2 and field study in Chapter 3 identified that existing repre-

sentations of compositions used in composition software often do not fully support

the diversity of processes, activities, and focusing techniques used. In Chapter 4, a

set of seven techniques are proposed for expanding these representations: selective

representation, diverse media types, structured representations, incomplete specification,

representing alternatives, task lists, and representing history.

For each technique, these findings have previously been discussed in the context of

the existing literature of research into composition software and creativity tools, as

can be found in the subsections In existing composition software and In other software

categories for each technique listed in Chapter 4.
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The activity of and comments made by the composers in the study in Chapter 5 pro-

vide additional evidence for the usefulness of many of these techniques. Composers

in Chapter 5 talked about their desire to reflect on history and reuse parts of to-do

lists in future projects (see Journalling activity), were observed creating to-do list

items that may denote multiple possible alternative possibilities (see Changing to-do

list items over time), and talked about their need to group and link to-do list items to

organise their work (see Organising to-do lists). The data (see Object-oriented records

in Chapter 5) indicates composers comfortably switching repeatedly between differ-

ent views in Livewhich represent different sets of information and allow composers

to perform different types of actions, suggesting that these composers also find

selective representation useful.

Further requirements for the task lists technique were identified in Chapter 5, and

these can be found in the sections Integrating to-do lists with the DAW and Increasing

visibility of activity.

Chapter 5 recommends careful consideration of the integration between composi-

tion software and representations of activity. As has been previously explained in

LiveTodos: interface and evolution, LiveTodos made use of only a small amount of

data from the DAW to provide an integrated to-do list representation. Read-only

access to the object model of the DAW, and the ability to subscribe to (or poll for)

changes in properties of those objects, was almost all that was required to create

LiveTodos. This suggests that an alternative approach to directly supporting task

lists within the DAW is to provide support within a DAW for integrating with an

external to-do list tool.

In order to provide this functionality, the DAW would be required to expose a list

of objects that could be referred to in to-do list items (ideally through a standard

mechanism such as a URI), each populated with common properties that assist users

in identifying those objects (such as a human-readable name, colours, or thumbnail

images), and properties that can be used for sorting or grouping (such as by category,

or a numeric, interval or time value). None of these requirements are specific to a

DAW, suggesting that this may be a useful technique to use in other types of creative

software.
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6.2.3 How do pro-amateur composers use to-do lists in concert with a

DAW?

Chapter 4 discussed some initial ideas regarding how to-do lists could be used by

composers, including planning future work, reviewing existing plans to decide on

areas to focus on, and supporting the postponing and resumption of work. The

study in Chapter 5 provided more detailed information on how composers use

to-do lists, with composers in that study observed to use to-do lists with a DAW in

order to keep a record of work that had been carried out in the past, for interleaving

different activities together, for reflecting on their work, and as a way of organising

their plans. Chapter 5 also discusses the use to-do lists along with the DAW as

a way of keeping track of ideas that did not fit well into the rigidly defined and

temporally-focused representation of the DAW, such as for capture of thoughts and

rough ideas. In general, composers appear to use to-do lists along with the DAW

because the to-do list allows them to more easily carry out these kinds of activities.

They also find to-do lists useful because their use influences them to consider the

activities involved in their work.

As in previous chapters, this could again be thought about in terms of represen-

tational determinism: the presence of a particular representation can affect what

composers can think about or do easily, and this may direct composers towards

particular behaviours. While Chapter 5 discussed the potential positive influence of

using to-do lists to represent activity, the preceding chapters of this thesis repeatedly

discussed the potential negative effects of representational determinism, and these

are also important to consider. A previous study of the use of representations of

activity (including to-do lists) has suggested that such representations can influence

people both to feel busy and enact busyness: “even when engaged in fun or leisure

activities, our participants seemed task-oriented” (Leshed and Sengers 2011). A

potential pitfall of representing activity to composers is that it could cause them to

become more focused on getting tasks done, and less on experimentation, or on

enjoying the act of composition.

Comparing existing studies of personal task management tools with the study in

Chapter 5, two clear contrasts are visible. Studies of these tools normally recruit

participants to study task management in the context of employment (Bellotti

et al. 2004; Gonzalez, Galicia, and Favela 2008) or academic study (Haraty et al.
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2012; Kamsin 2014), whereas this thesis has deliberately avoided studying task

management as part of someone’s main employment. Chapter 5 identified common

patterns in the use of to-do lists by composers, and while many of these can also

be seen in the lists of activity patterns in task management identified by Gonzalez,

Galicia, and Favela (2008), Kamsin (2014), or Haraty et al. (2012), those authors place

significantly more emphasis on prioritisation and scheduling of tasks than Chapter

5 does.

A possible explanation for these difference in emphasis may be found in the nature

of tasks that composers perform. Many of the tasks that composers undertake have

a different character: their duration is often flexible depending on how composers

choose to weigh the importance of a task, and how the composer chooses to allocate

their time and effort. As a result, instead of a conventional prioritisation approach in

which less important tasks are postponed or left unfinished, composers will instead

simply spend less time on those tasks.

As has previously been described in Chapter 3, composers use techniques such as

habitual re-use to do this. Chapter 5 has also suggested that good visibility of their

activity can help composers selectively allocate time and effort. Interestingly, these

kinds of behaviours are not exclusively limited to a creative or pro-amateur context:

Yli-Kauhaluoma (2009) describes how chemistry research and development profes-

sionals similarly use techniques such as re-use and representing (or “documenting”,

in their terminology) activity to manage their use of time and to increase the amount

of time they have available to them. This suggests that while there is less emphasis

on these strategies seen in other contexts, they are still important to consider in

the design of task management tools. An alternative explanation for the different

emphasis in activity patterns seen in Chapter 5 can be found in the theses of Kamsin

(2014) and Wu (2005), who found in their studies that significantly different task

and time management behaviours were found when comparing experienced senior

academics and less experienced and more junior staff, so differences in behaviours

between pro-amateur composers and full-time employees might reasonably be

expected.

While Haraty, McGrenere, and Tang (2016) recommend that “Non-PTM tools should

offer basic support for PTM”, research in this area is limited. Most studies of task

management tools have been in collaborative settings, in which an obvious choice
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is to integrate task management support into the communication system used for

collaboration, which has usually been an email application. This thesis has focused

on individual work: this has instead lead to integration with a domain-specific tool,

in this case, a DAW.

6.3 Summary of contributions

This thesis has made four main contributions.

1. Literature review: Chapter 2 contributes a review of the literature in this

area, and identifies which populations of composers have been studied, what

methodologies have been used to study them, and what settings studies have

been carried out in. The review also summarises the findings of existing

studies on what the structure of the composition process is, what component

activities are involved, problems observed with existing DAW tools, and

how composers use other aids apart from the DAW. Finally, guidelines are

suggested for the design of studies of composition software.

2. Fine-grained description of composition: Chapter 3 contributes a detailed ac-

count of four composers working for a short period. Three main patterns are

identified in their activity: the lack of support provided by the DAW for many

of the activities that were part of the creative process of these composers,

the coordinated use of multiple representations by the composers, and the

tactics used by composers to selectively spend their time and effort on areas

of interest to them.

3. Catalogue of techniques: Chapter 4 contributes a catalogue of techniques that

may be used in DAWs to support particular process structures, activities, and

focusing techniques that are part of the work of the pro-amateur composers

studied. For each technique, suggestions about how designers of DAWs can

support the technique are given based on a review of relevant literature.

4. Fine-grained description of reactions to a specific technique: Chapter 5 con-

tributes a detailed description of the use of a to-do list website integrated

with a commercial DAW by five pro-amateur composers, along with their

responses to subsequent interview questions, and further explores the task

list technique described in Chapter 4. Four main themes were produced from

the thematic analysis, and seven common patterns of activity identified, with
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specific suggestions provided for how to design to-do lists for composers.

6.4 Critical reflection

This thesis has brought together studies of composer activity with multiple in-

depth reviews of the literature on composition software and creativity tools. In this

process, unexplored areas such as personal task management in creative activities

have been identified and explored, and findings from these areas could be relevant

to researchers outside of composition software.

The studies described in this thesis involved a case study approach of nine composers.

Considering the nine composers studied, a great amount of varietywas seen between

the composers, including but not limited to their prior experience of full-time

composition work and academic musical training, their expertise with particular

features within DAWs, how they release music to the public (if at all), how much of

their composition is done as part of part-time or commission-based employment,

whether their compositions are intended to be used in live performance, and how

much their process involves skills at playing other instruments or singing. This thesis

has investigated composers from many different points within this space to help

ensure that the findings have general relevance to other pro-amateur composers, but

with the degree of diversity seen in pro-amateur composers there is considerable

room for further work in this area, and some potential starting points are described

in the following section Future work.

In Chapter 2, the studies found in the literature were assessed to determine the

quality of their study design, using a set of desirable attributes derived from Collins

(2005). The studies in this thesis featured composers using professional-quality

tools, and observed composers working across a variety of musical styles and with a

diverse set of musical backgrounds, producing data that has illustrated the diversity

of approaches used by pro-amateurs. However, the studies in Chapter 3 and 5 did

not include a longitudinal element, limiting which behaviours could be observed to

those that were evident within a relatively brief period. This suggests there may

be room for further investigations with this population, and while attempts were

made to encourage the composers in Chapter 5 to participate in further research

by using LiveTodos at home, this was unsuccessful. Interestingly, similar problems

have also been seen in other studies within related areas of research. Bernstein et al.
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(2008) describe a similar study to that described in Chapter 5, in which a prototype

tool for managing personal information was created, and a longitudinal approach

was desired. The participants in this study displayed similar behaviour and did not

incorporate the use of the tool into their routine once they left the lab environment.

As a result, that study failed to gather data on longitudinal use. Reflecting on the

study, they describe four important factors that study designers should consider in

order to avoid a similar lack of acceptance by users: research scope, the design and

prototyping process, the study methodology, and the population chosen. Consider-

ing these factors, future studies of composition tools that wish to study use over an

extended time period might benefit from deliberately studying a specific class of

composer (for example, in a specific genre), using a participatory design process, or

assuming that initial participants using early software versions will not continue to

use software outside a lab context.

A number of challenges encountered in the studies of composers related to data

capture. Video recording of the composer proved challenging in the study described

in Chapter 3, as composers would rapidly switch between using difficult instruments,

devices, and paper notes, requiring a time-consuming reconstruction process using

audio recordings to generate data about events that had happened off-camera. The

study in Chapter 5 significantly improved upon the study described in Chapter 3 by

making use of an action camera to capture a high-resolution video recording with a

wide field of view. This provided significant benefits during the data analysis, but

further challenges with data reconstruction occurred when attempting to analyse

the data from the study in Chapter 5: synchronising multiple streams of captured

data. McCulloch (2014) also reported this issuewhen studying the use of composition

software. Some steps were taken to avoid these problems, including deliberately

clapping before activity started so that audio and video recordings could be easily

be synchronised, but more up-front planning could have made this synchronisation

much easier.

This thesis has contained significant literature review content, including much

of both Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, and the extent to which the findings from user

studies are related to the literature is a strength of this thesis. The literature that was

surveyed included not only research on composition software but also significant

review of research into creativity tools. In addition to more general findings about

composition software, these reviews have identified opportunities for further re-
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search, and provided specific suggestions for designers of digital audio workstations

and future researchers of composition software.

6.5 Future work

In the previous section, an important set of considerations proposed in Bernstein

et al. (2008) for longitudinal studies of personal information tools was discussed.

If future studies of pro-amateur composers use similar methodologies, involving

building prototype systems for longitudinal tests in the wild, these studies will need

to pay particular attention to those issues. However, it is not sufficient for other

studies merely to run a longitudinal study; it also important to consider that many

compositions may be in progress at any time (Bainbridge, Novak, and Cunningham

2010, 151). This thesis has not investigated how compositional processes interact with

each other beyond mentioning re-use between projects. Future work in this area

could potentially reveal more important activities that are involved in composition

by seeking to understand how composers manage multiple compositions at once.

A question remains as to whether the composers observed in Chapter 3 were actually

working on their own. The composers in this studywere in isolation for the duration

of the study. However, the composers were all either using source material that was

either previously produced in collaboration with others, or using art created by

others as an input to their musical processes. A possible area for future investigation

that was not covered by this study is how composers that primarily work alone use

recycling processes to add a collaborative element to their work - is collaborating

with your past self similar to collaborative music making, or does it have important

differences?

Chapter 3 suggests that composers make use of a number of strategies to help make

creative decisions. This thesis does not investigate the literature around decision-

making and this may be a fruitful avenue for explaining the strategies that composers

use and may potentially allow the identification of further strategies.

Rather than describing a clear population of DAW users, the label pro-amateur

seems instead to describe a space containing many different types of composers,

potentially with quite different needs. While the nine composers studied in this

thesis provide a variety of different points within this space, more insights might be
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gained from studying composers with different experiences, genres, processes, and

types of output.

A further possibility for improving the representations available in DAWs was

suggested by the literature: transformation of representations. In transformation

processes, representations of music are used to generate dramatically different

musical output by altering the semantic interpretation of the representation. In the

small set of composers studied in Chapter 3, and the restricted task and environ-

ment in Chapter 5, there was insufficient evidence of this activity to confidently

recommend that it was a useful technique. However, evidence from the litera-

ture studying academic composers (Thiebaut, Healey, and Kinns 2008; Healey and

Thiebaut 2007) suggests this might be an important part of composition. Future

studies of pro-amateur composers - particularly those taking a more longitudi-

nal approach - should pay particular attention to whether this practice is part of

pro-amateur activity.

The technique of task listswas identified as particularly unexplored, and then further

investigated in Chapter 5, but relatively little research has been carried out into using

incomplete specification and representing alternatives in a DAW. For both techniques,

Chapter 4 has referenced authors discussing how useful these techniques could be

across many different creative domains, suggesting that these would be productive

avenues for further exploration.

Finally, while this thesis spent considerable time discussing the design of DAWs,

one route for researching the design of DAWs was not used: the developers of the

DAWs were not contacted or asked for information about the reasons behind their

design decisions. This avenue of investigation could provide useful information

about DAW design, but in addition to not being used in this thesis, no studies found

in the literature review have yet used this approach.
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Appendix A

Ableton Live

This appendix introduces the basic functionality provided by Ableton Live and the

associated terminology used to describe it.

Compositions in Live are known as Live Sets. A Live Set consists of several tracks,

which are each attached to a chain of instruments and effects, and contain either

audio or MIDI clips.

Live operates in two main modes, sessionmode and arrangementmode.

In arrangement mode, Live is set up like a conventional timeline-based DAW

(see Figure A.1). Tracks are represented by rows, with time progressing left-to-

right. A particular time interval can be played repeatedly by indicating it using the

Arrangement Loop tool above the track display.

In session mode, Live is set up for live performance or jamming (see Figure A.2).

Each track is displayed in the main panel as a column, with each row representing a

scene (a section of the composition, such as an intro, verse, or chorus). The composer

can trigger each clip individually, or cause an entire scene to play, by clicking on

the corresponding play buttons.

The order of the rows in Session mode does not always represent the order in

which scenes are played back. By default, scenes are played only when the composer

triggers themmanually. The composer may optionally set up rules to describe when

scenes are played, for how many repetitions each scene is played, and even include

rules with elements of random chance.
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Figure A.1: Live’s arrangementmode

Figure A.2: Live’s sessionmode
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In both modes, additional panels provide some shared functionality:

· a panel at the left of the screen contains a browser for Live’s library of reusable

objects and presets

· a panel at the bottom of the screen can be switched between either displaying

the currently selected clip or the currently selected track’s chain
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Appendix B

LiveTodos technical architecture

The architecture of the LiveTodos system is illustrated in Figure B.1.

Ableton Live provides a Python interpreter that runs scripts which can access an

API to control Live and read information about Live’s state. These scripts are called

MIDI remote scripts, as they were intended to allow manufacturers of hardware

MIDI controllers to create scripts that would enable more complex control over

Live from their devices, though they can be used for other purposes.

A customMIDI remote script running in Live’s Python interpreter reads in infor-

mation about Live’s current state and attaches event handlers that are triggeredwhen

changes occur to objects of interest. The script regularly sends this information to

the LiveTodos web server.

Theweb server is implemented as a Node.JS web application using the Express

framework. Users are authenticated using Google’s OAuth2 support (omitted from

the diagram for clarity). Information about users, their Live Sets, and their to-do

lists are stored in a SQLite database. The server provides a REST web service API

for accessing and updating this information.

The web page is a web application implemented in JavaScript using jQuery. It

provides a UI to display and edit the information that is provided through the REST

API.
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Figure B.1: Architecture diagram for LiveTodos



Appendix C

Written materials for studies

The following pages contain additional writtenmaterial related to the studies studies

described in chapters 3 and 5.

These materials were used during the ethical approval process, recruitment process,

and the studies themselves.



Information and Consent Form 

This study is to investigate the working processes of people composing music using music 

software. It is designed to discover how you think about composing, what situation you 

compose in, and what methods you use to do it. 

How the study will work 

You will be visited a small number of times for one hour sessions in the location you 

normally compose in, and observed engaging in your normal composition work. Data from 

these sessions will be recorded using: 

• screen capture video of the computer you are using 

• photographs of the activities you do, the tools you use, and any sketches, lists, 

diagrams, or drawings you make 

• audio recording of what you say and what you are listening to during the study, 

which may include your musical work in progress 

• written notes made by a researcher 

As part of this study you may also be asked questions about your musical techniques and 

tools, the requirements for your composition, and the context you are composing in. Your 

answers to these questions may be recorded by the researcher. 

If you agree to it later in this document, you may also choose to be recorded with a video 

camera or provide data files from your work. 

If you are no longer able to participate in some or all of the study, please email me at 

psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk to rearrange or cancel. 

Your data and withdrawing 

Data collected will be held in a secure and safe manner in accordance with the Data 

Protection Act 1998.  

In addition to the data listed above, personal data will be collected for the purposes of 

administering the study: your name, a contact telephone number and/or email address, 

and any addresses we have agreed to meet at. You are free to withdraw at any time and 

have your personal data erased from our records. To withdraw from the study, email the 

researcher at psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk.  

Any data relating to you will be deleted if you withdraw before the end of the study.  

mailto:psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk


Consent 

I understand that the data gathered will be used in the study and associated research. I 

understand that excerpts from the data gathered in the study and conclusions based on 

that data may be published in an anonymised form (for example, in a scientific journal, 

conference or thesis). The data may also be shared or discussed with other researchers as 

part of the research. Electronic copies of these publications may also be made available to 

the public online. 

Please write your initials next to these statements to indicate if you agree: 

_______  I confirm that I am over 18. 

_______  I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any 

time, without giving a reason, and will not be penalised for it. 

_______  I have asked any questions I have about the study and been 

given any answers I need. 

_______  I understand the purpose of this study and what it will involve. 

_______  I voluntarily agree to take part in the study. 

 

If you are happy to do so, it would be helpful to get permission from you to do the 

following, but they are not necessary for the study. Initial these statements if you agree to 

them. 

_______  Additionally, I also agree to allow the researcher to video my 

working practices. 

_______  Additionally, I also agree to provide the researcher with copies 

of files containing my composition or related electronic notes 

 

Signed  _____________________________ 

 

Date 

  

_____________________________ 

  



Name 

Address 

 

Contact Tel No 

Email 



Studying the music composition process of musicians using music software 
 
This study is to investigate the working processes of people composing music using 
music software. It is an exploratory study to direct the future direction of my research. I 
intend to do this by going to the location people normally conduct their composition work 
in (which may be their home, workplace, or a higher education institution) and observing 
their normal composition activities with their usual tools, over a small number of one 
hour sessions. 
 
Participants will be recruited from groups that adult (18+) musicians might participate in, 
which may include (for example) courses at higher education institutions, university 
societies, and user groups for music software.  
 
I will contact whoever at these groups is responsible for distributing information to 
members and ask them whether it would be appropriate to advertise to the group. If 
permission is given, I will ask for advice on what medium is normally used to contact 
members (mailing list, notice board, etc.), and then send out a short summary of the 
purpose of the study and what it will involve, along with instructions on how to contact 
me. 
 
To ensure that participants are able to meaningfully consent, they will be verbally asked 
questions to ensure that they do understand what will happen during the study and the 
procedures for withdrawing from it. 
 
Participants will not be compensated for their time as they will be observed carrying out 
their normal activity. 
 
I am looking to specifically gain information about: 
 

• what activities are involved in their compositional process 
• when they make use of secondary artefacts (e.g. paper notes or diagrams) when 

working with computer music making tools, and what they use them for 
• how they describe the task they are engaged in, and how they plan future actions 

and consider different alternative actions 
 

I will be gathering some or all of: 
 

• personally identifying data for the purpose of running the study, which will be 
destroyed after the study is complete: personal name, a contact telephone 
number and/or email address, and the address of a place we have arranged to 
meet for the study (which may be their home address) 

• screen capture video of any computers they are using 
• video and photographs of the musicians and their composition method, including 

their use of physical controllers 
• photographs of any sketches, lists, diagrams, or drawings they make on paper or 

on other electronic devices 
• copies of any data files they produce during the session, if permission is given, 

including those representing the music itself they are composing 
• an audio recording of the session. This will include parts of the music they were 

listening to out loud during the session itself, and also any comments they make 
verbally or answers to questions I ask them for about the context of their musical 



work (e.g. requirements of the project they are making music for, or what their 
tools are) 

• a written record of my observations during the course of the session 
 



Information sheet  
Date 2018-08-28 Version v.1.0.0 

 

This is a study of users of Ableton Live, in which we are asking you to use a new 

“todo list” website that is integrated with Ableton Live. 

From this study, we hope to learn: 

• about strengths and weaknesses of, and possible improvements to, of 

the todo list website 

• how the todo list website fits into the process of composition, including 

what kinds of todo list entries are created, when they are created, and 

why 

• when and why other forms of notes are used instead 

• how composers co-ordinate use of a second tool together with their use 

of Ableton Live 

You have been asked to participate because you are an experienced user of 

Ableton Live. 

There are three parts to this research, and you may participate in one or more 

of them: 

1. You may be asked to use the software for 1-2 hours at the university. 

This task will involve composing music using materials provided to you, 

while you are filmed. 

2. You may use the software in other situations, e.g. at home. Data on how 

you use the software will be automatically logged while you do this. 

3. You may be asked to give feedback on your use of the software when 

you have finished using it (this should take less than half an hour, and 

will be recorded.) 

In exchange for your time, you will be compensated £20 in Amazon vouchers. 

You will need a Google account to participate in this study. 

Please be aware that the todo list website is experimental and while we will 

try to avoid this, there is a small possibility that todo list items you create on 

the website could be accidentally lost. If you experience any problems using 

the software, please email psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk 

mailto:psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk


Personal data collected will be held in a secure and safe manner in accordance 

with the Data Protection Act 1998. However no computer system is perfectly 

secure and it is always possible that a third party might gain unauthorised 

access to the collected data. Participants are free to withdraw at any time and 

their personal data will be excluded from further use. If you need or wish to, 

you may withdraw from the study at any time by emailing 

psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk 

The information that is recorded in this study will be anonymized before it is 

stored by either removing personally identifying information, or by replacing it 

with an ID number. This anonymous data, or information produced from 

analyzing it, may be published in a PhD thesis, journal article, or on the 

Nottingham Research Data Management Repository website. 

This study is being carried out by Anna Clarke, PhD student in the School of 

Computer Science at the University of Nottingham. This study has passed 

ethical review and been approved by the University of Nottingham Computer 

Science Research Ethics Committee. It is funded by RCUK through the grants 

“Horizon Centre for Doctoral Training at the University of Nottingham” (RCUK 
Grant No. EP/G037574/1) and “Horizon Digital Economy Research Institute” 
(RCUK Grant No. EP/G065802/1). 

If you have any further questions about this research, please contact Anna 

Clarke at psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk 

mailto:psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk


Privacy Notice 

 

PRIVACY  
NOTICE  
The University of Nottingham is committed to protecting your personal data and informing you of your 

rights in relation to that data. The University will process your personal data in accordance with the 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018 and this privacy notice 

is issued in accordance with GDPR Articles 13 and 14. 

The University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD is registered as a Data 

Controller under the Data Protection Act 1998 (registration No. Z5654762, 

https://ico.org.uk/ESDWebPages/Entry/Z5654762).  

The University has appointed a Data Protection Officer (DPO). The DPO’s postal address is: 

Data Protection Officer, 

Legal Services 

A5, Trent Building, 

University of Nottingham, 

University Park, 

Nottingham 

NG7 2RD 

The DPO can be emailed at dpo@nottingham.ac.uk 

Why we collect your personal data. We collect personal data under the terms of the University’s 

Royal Charter in our capacity as a teaching and research body to advance education and learning. 

Specific purposes for data collection on this occasion are to gain information about the working 

practices of composers creating music and to evaluate a prototype composition tool. 

The legal basis for processing your personal data under GDPR. Under the General Data 

Protection Regulation, the University must establish a legal basis for processing your personal data 

and communicate this to you. The legal basis for processing your personal data on this occasion is 

Article 6(1e) processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest.  

Where the University receives your personal data from.  During this study personal data may be 

gathered in the form of: 

• Your name, email address, or telephone number, for the purpose of administering the study 

• Audio and video recordings of your voice and image 



Privacy Notice 

• Automatically recorded information through your use of the software, including IP addresses 

that you access it through, and information about your identity provided by Google that is 

used to authenticate you 

How long we keep your data. The University may store your data for up to 25 years and for a period 

of no less than 7 years after the research project finishes. The researchers who gathered or 

processed the data may also store the data indefinitely and reuse it in future research.  

Who we share your data with. Your data may be shared with researchers from other collaborating 

institutions and organisations who are involved in the research. Extracts of your data may be 

disclosed in published works that are posted online for use by the scientific community. Your data 

may also be stored indefinitely by members of the researcher team and/or be stored on external data 

repositories (e.g., the UK Data Archive) and be further processed for archiving purposes in the public 

interest, or for historical, scientific or statistical purposes. 

How we keep your data safe. We keep your data securely and put measures in place to safeguard 

it. These safeguards include anonymization of data and storing the data on secure servers. 

Your rights as a data subject. GDPR provides you, as a data subject, with a number of rights in 

relation to your personal data. Subject to some exemptions, you have the right to: 

• withdraw your consent at any time where that is the legal basis of our processing, and in such 

circumstances you are not obliged to provide personal data for our research. 

• object to automated decision-making, to contest the decision, and to obtain human intervention 

from the controller. 

• access (i.e., receive a copy of) your personal data that we are processing together with 

information about the purposes of processing, the categories of personal data concerned, 

recipients/categories of recipient, retention periods, safeguards for any overseas transfers, and 

information about your rights. 

• have inaccuracies in the personal data that we hold about you rectified and, depending on the 

purposes for which your data is processed, to have personal incomplete data completed 

• be forgotten, i.e., to have your personal data erased where it is no longer needed, you withdraw 

consent and there is no other legal basis for processing your personal data, or you object to the 

processing and there is no overriding legitimate ground for that processing.   

• in certain circumstances, request that the processing of your personal data be restricted, e.g., 

pending verification where you are contesting its accuracy or you have objected to the 

processing. 

• obtain a copy of your personal data which you have provided to the University in a structured, 

commonly used electronic form (portability), and to object to certain processing activities such 

as processing based on the University’s or someone else’s legitimate interests, processing in 

the public interest or for direct marketing purposes. In the case of objections based on the 

latter, the University is obliged to cease processing. 



Privacy Notice 

• complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office about the way we process your personal 

data. 

If you require advice on exercising any of the above rights, please contact the University’s data 

protection team: data-protection@nottingham.ac.uk  



Consent Form 1 

 
 

CONSENT  
FORM  
Date: 2018-08-28 

Project: LiveTodos  

School of Computer Science Ethics Reference: [Insert ref number] 

Funded by: This research is supported by the Horizon Centre for Doctoral Training at the University 

of Nottingham (RCUK Grant No. EP/G037574/1) and by the RCUK’s Horizon Digital Economy 

Research Institute (RCUK Grant No. EP/G065802/1). 

 

Please tick the appropriate boxes                       Yes  No 

1. Taking part in the study          

a) I have read and understood the project information sheet dated 2018-08-28,     

    or it has been read to me. I have been able to ask questions about the study and 

    my questions have been answered satisfactorily.  

b) I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study and understand that I can      

    refuse to answer questions and I can withdraw from the study at any time, without  

    having to give a reason.  

c) I understand that in taking part in the study there is a potential risk of      

    information entered into the todo list website becoming unavailable. 

d) I understand that taking part in the study requires me to provide data and that this    

    may involve audio and video recording of me composing music, audio recordings of 

    interviews, automatic collection of data about my use of the todo list website, and 

    the taking of photographs of materials produced during composition. 

2. Use of my data in the study 

a) I understand that data which can identify me will not be shared beyond the     

    project team.           

b) I agree that the data provided by me may be used for the following purposes: 

– Presentation and discussion of the project and its results in research     

activities (e.g., in supervision sessions, project meetings, conferences). 

– Publications and reports describing the project and its results.     

– Dissemination of the project and its results, including publication of data      

on web pages and databases. 

c) I give permission for my words to be quoted for the purposes described above.    

 

d) I give permission for my visual image contained in photos or video gathered     

    during the research to be used for the purposes described above. 

  



Consent Form 2 

 
 

Please tick the appropriate boxes                       Yes  No 

3. Reuse of my data 

a) I give permission for the data that I provide to be reused for the sole purposes of    

    future research and learning.   

b) I understand and agree that this may involve depositing my data in a data     

    repository, which may be accessed by other researchers 

4. Security of my data 

a) I understand that safeguards will be put in place to protect my identity and my data    

    during the research, and if my data is kept for future use.  

 

b) I confirm that a written copy of these safeguards has been given to me in the      

    University’s privacy notice, and that they have been described to me and are  
    acceptable to me. 

 

c) I understand that no computer system is completely secure and that there is a risk    

    that a third party could obtain a copy of my data. 

5. Copyright           

a) I give permission for data gathered during this project to be used, copied, excerpted,    
    annotated, displayed and distributed for the purposes to which I have consented. 

6. Signatures (sign as appropriate) 

Name of participant (IN CAPITALS)   Signature    Date 

If applicable: 

For participants unable to sign their name, mark the box instead of signing 

I have witnessed the accurate reading of the consent form with the participant and the individual has 

had the opportunity to ask questions. I confirm that the individual has given consent freely. 

Name of witness (IN CAPITALS)   Signature    Date 

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant and, to the best of my 

ability, ensured that the participant understands to what they are freely consenting. 

Name of researcher (IN CAPITALS)   Signature    Date 



Consent Form 3 

 
 

7. Researcher’s contact details 

Name: Anna Clarke 

Email: psxjc7@nottingham.ac.uk 

Provide the participant with a copy of 
the completed form either by email or 
hard copy as they prefer. 



Instructions 

Getting started 
LiveTodos is a todo list website designed to work with Ableton Live. 
 

1. Open LiveTodos by going to livetodos.co.uk. 
2. Sign into LiveTodos. 
3. Follow the instructions to install the plugin. 
4. Now open  livetodos.co.uk on the phone or tablet . 
5. Sign in to LiveTodos. 

 
Let’s pretend you’re working on a new song. 
 

1. Open the “example-set.als” file on the desktop. This is the Live Set you’ve been working on. 
2. In LiveTodos, you should see a new “Untitled Set” automatically appear. 
3. In LiveTodos, click on the link to choose to work on this new Set. 
4. Give your new song a name by clicking on the Edit link in the top right hand corner, then 

typing a name in the box. 
5. Click the back button (←) in the top left to return to the Set you’re working on. 

 
Pretend that so far you’ve been sketching out ideas for a bit and you’ve managed to get a basic 
groove going for a verse and a chorus. You want to move right on to writing some lyrics while 
you’re feeling inspiration, but before you forget, you want to make a note for yourself later on - to 
remember to make the hand percussion you’re using on the chorus sound a bit more varied.  
 

1. In LiveTodos, click on the box at the top of the screen and type in “make percussion more 
interesting”. 

2. You’ll see that LiveTodos suggests some tags you can attach to your current todo. These 
are the current selected track, and the current selected scene (in Session mode) or the 
current loop region (in Arrangement mode). 

3. In Live, create a new track for hand percussion, and make sure it is selected. 
4. Now in LiveTodos, click on the todo you were creating again. You should now see that 

your new track has been suggested. Click on the suggested tag to add it to the tags list. 
5. Click in the tags box and start typing “Chorus” - LiveTodos should suggest this tag to you as 

it’s a name of a Scene you created. Click on the suggestion to add it. 
6. Click in the tags box and type “tweaks” and press Return. This creates a new tag for you. 
7. Now press Return again to create the todo. 
8. Practice this by making more todos for different scenes and time ranges. 

 
You can also add some extra information, if you like. 

1. In LiveTodos, click on a todo. 
2. Type in the “Notes” field to add more information if you like. 
3. When you’re finished, click the back button (←) in the top left to return to the Set you’re 

working on. 



 
When you’ve finished recording vocals, you go back and improve the chorus percussion by adding 
some hand claps. Time to mark the todo as done. 

1. In Live, go to Session mode, and select the chorus Scene. 
2. In LiveTodos, you’ll see that the “Chorus” tag has automatically been highlighted so you 

can find todos with that tag more easily. 
3. In LiveTodos, click or tap in the box next to the todo name to mark it complete. 

 
You should know everything you need to know to use LiveTodos now. Let’s get rid of the stuff 
we’ve been practicing with. 

1. In Live, close the Live Set we’re working on. 
2. In LiveTodos, click Edit in the top right hand corner. 
3. Click the “Remove this Live Set” button, and confirm your decision by pressing OK. 

Today’s task 
Your friend is curating an exhibition at a gallery in Nottingham. In this exhibition, photos and 
paintings are being exhibited, with each item accompanied by a specially written piece of music 
created by a musician from the local area. 
 
They’ve asked you to contribute a short piece of music, around two minutes long, to be played 
alongside an exhibit. Three of the exhibits don’t have music yet (you can find these in a folder on 
the Desktop of the laptop) - pick which one you think inspires you the most and create something 
to go with it. 
 
You’ve got a busy afternoon, but have found about an hour and a half to make something. Try and 
stick to only using the built-in instruments and effects that are already in Live’s library to save 
time. You can record in new material using the MIDI keyboard if you like. 
 
Please use LiveTodos to keep track of your plans and ideas as you work. You’re expecting to get 
interrupted later on - someone from the gallery will be visiting to interview you for a quick 
biography to appear next to the exhibit. (This will actually happen - expect to need to take a break 
in your work!)  



Study plan 
 

-0:30 - 0:00: Setup room and equipment 

0:00 - 0:10: Paperwork 
Read and sign: 
● consent forms 
● privacy notice 
● information sheet 

0:10 - 0:30: Participant follows “Getting Started” tasks 

0:30 - 1:10: Participant follows “Today’s Task” task 
Start video, screen, and audio recording here 

1:10 - 1:20: Scheduled interruption and brief biographical interview 
● How long have you been active in making music and performing music? 
● Have you ever worked writing, performing, or recording music as a full time job? 
● What kind of music do you normally make? 
● Invitation to take a comfort break and/or get a drink/snack 

1:20 - 1:45: Second composition period 

1:45 - 1:55: Closing interview questions 
● Do you normally use todo lists when you are writing music? 
● Did you use any other written or electronic notes when you were using LiveTodos? 
● Did you find that using LiveTodos changed how you worked? 
● Can you describe any occasions where you found using LiveTodos was helpful? 
● Can you describe any occasions where you found using LiveTodos was less helpful? 
● Do you have any other suggestions for how LiveTodos could be improved? 

1:55 - 2:00 Final activities 
● Stop recorders 
● Compensation paperwork 
● Providing instructions for at home use 
● Reminder of ability to leave study at any time. 

2:00 - 2:30: Packing up room and equipment 
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